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I .  INTRODUCTION 
In 1872, Ludwig Bol tztnann (1) proposed an equation governing the 
evolut ion of the singlet distr ibution function ( i .e.,  a probabil i ty 
density for locating a part icle of the system In a part icular phase at 
a given t ime) for a di lute gas. This equation, which now bears his name, 
is a nonlinear integrodifferential equation. A solut ion to the 
Boltzmann equation, one which would reproduce or possibly even extend 
the understanding of macroscopic physics of the day, proved extremely 
dif f icult  to secure. 
A satisfactory method of obtaining a solut ion to this equation for 
general systems was not found unti l  some forty years later. At that 
t ime. Chapman (2) and Enskog (3) independently developed a method which 
yields successive approximations to the solut ion of the Boltzmann equa­
t ion (BE).  This method al lowed for successive approximations to the 
hydrodynamic equations to be writ ten. That is, the Chapman-Enskog 
method successively generates the nondissipatlve Euler, l inear phenomeno-
logical Navler-Stokes, Burnett,  and higher order hydrodynamic equations. 
Consequently, the Chapman-Enskog (C-E) solut ion has successful ly al lowed 
for the calculat ion of the transport propert ies of di lute gases (4,5). 
In 1921, Enskog empir ical ly modif ied the BE appropriate to r igid 
spheres In order to account for high density effects (6). The Enskog 
equation (EE), because I t  is very similar in structure to the Boltzmann 
equation, can be handled using the C-E method. Experimental and theo­
ret ical comparisons have shown that the EE successful ly incorporates 
(.to f i rst order) high density effects (4,5). 
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The great successes in calculat ing the transport propert ies of 
atomic systems provided the motivation to general ize these methods to 
the study of polyatomic f luids. Curt iss and his col laborators (7,8) 
extended the classical Boltzmann equation, al lowing for the examination 
of phenomena peculiar to nonspherical molecules. This polyatomic BE, 
and i ts high density counterpart,  the polyatomic EE, have been applied 
to the simplest of polyatomic systems ( i .e.,  the loaded sphere and the 
rough sphere) by Dahler and associates (9,10). In 1969, Hoffman (11) 
demonstrated that i t  is a fair ly simple matter to obtain numerical 
results from the BE for systems interacting through any general r igid 
convex potential.  Since that t ime, Hoffman and co-workers have ut i l ized 
the above mentioned techniques to study gas phase transport propert ies 
for various model systems. These systems include simple systems com­
posed of l inear (12) and spherical top molecules (13), and diatom-diatom 
( l4) and spherical top-spherical top (15) mixtures. Also, viscosit ies 
and thermal conductivi t ies of dense f luids composed of r igid el l ipsoids 
and r igid el l ipsoids surrounded by a square well  have been calculated by 
Dahler and Theodosopulu (16). 
These techniques have proven extremely useful in that they al low 
for a relat ively simple and inexpensive calculat ion of transport prop­
ert ies for rather complex systems. In brief,  these methods assume that 
the dynamics of the system are adequately determined by the impulsive 
part of the molecular potential.  The impulsive core is assumed to have 
a r igid convex geometry. Furthermore, i t  is assumed that the phases of 
any two part icles in the f luid are dynamical ly uncorrelated prior to 
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their col l ision. Thus, complicated n-body col l ision events are neglected 
and the t ime evolut ion of the many body system is determined by means of 
the col l ision dynamics of two isolated molecules. Final ly, the two 
body dynamics are assumed to be chatterless. A chattering col l ision is 
a recol l ision event between two r igid, nonspherical bodies without the 
intervention of a third body. 
I t  is the objective of this work to examine further applications of 
these methods. Specif ical ly, gas phase studies of ( l)  Senft leben-
Beenakker effects in simple systems composed of symmetric top molecules 
(Chapter I I I)  and (2) chiral molecules in the presence of an external 
magnetic f ield (Chapter IV) are carr ied out. Due to the complicated 
structure of these molecules, the models and methods discussed in the 
previous paragraphs represent the only exist ing methods which are 
feasible for calculat ing the transport propert ies of these systems. 
Later chapters are devoted to l iquid phase studies of (1) orientat ional 
relaxation phenomena in atom-diatom f luids (Chapter V) and (2) shear-
orientat ional couplings in simple diatomic f luids, as measured by the 
Rytov parameter obtained from Depolarized Light Scattering (DPLS) 
(Chapter VI).  Final ly, a discussion of chattering events is given 
(Chapter VII),  along with possible methods for the incorporation of 
these events into kinetic theory calculat ions. 
We begin our study by discussing, in Chapter I I ,  the derivation of 
and methods of solut ion to the Boltzmann and the Enskog equations. This 
treatment wi l l  serve as a guide to the fol lowing chapters. 
I  4 
I I .  THEORY OF THE BOLTZMANN AND ENSKOG EQUATIONS FOR RIGID OVALOIDS 
A. Derivations 
We wi l l  (unless expl ici t ly stated otherwise) consider only a 
single component f luid of N molecules having rotat ional structure. The 
general ization of our discussion to mixtures is obvious. The N molecule 
Hamiltonian is 
h(N)(^N) ^ {K.(p. ,L.) + (|).(n,a.)} + V.j(£.a.;r^j .aj) (2.1) 
where K. is the kinetic energy of molecule i ,  4*; is the potential energy 
of part icle i  due to the presence of an external f ield, and V.^ is the 
intermolecular potential act ing between i  and j .  Throughout this work, 
£. represents the Cartesian coordinates of the center of mass of molecule 
i ,  0^. represents i ts set of Eulerian angles, and £. and U its l inear 
and angular momentum, respectively. Furthermore, we define _i_ as the set 
(a.,  p.,  L.),  x. as the phase of molecule i  ( i .e.,  r . ,  a., p.,  L.),  and 
— I  I  —j '  —I —I —I I  —I 
x^ as the set (^^ ,  . . . ,  x^) .  
We begin the derivation of the kinetic equation with the basic 
equation of stat ist ical mechanics, the Liouvi l le equation 
JL . (2.2) 
d t  '  
Here,F(^)(x^,t) is the ful l  N part icle distr ibution function normalized 
(N)  
to unity, L is the N part icle Liouvi l le operator defined by 
^(N) ^ ,  (2.3) 
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with {A,B} denoting the Poisson Bracket. For a system interacting 
through a pairwise addit ive potential,  the macroscopic quanti t ies which 
characterize the f luid can be expressed as averages in terms of the 
singlet and pair distr ibution functions. Reduced distr ibution functions, 
f  C><^,t),  are defined in terms of F^^)(x^,t) by 
f(s)(xS,t) = [N!/(N-s)l ]  J n dx.F^'^^(x'^,t) (2.4) 
i=1 '  
where f(_x^,t)dx^dt is the probabil i ty of f inding any s part icles of 
the original N, in phase x^, regardless of the posit ions and momenta 
of the remaining N-s part icles. By integration of Liouvi l ie's equation 
over through )^, the reduced distr ibution functions can be shown 
to obey the equations 
+ IL(s)}f(s)(xS,t) = I  ;  dx^+,{V.g+,,f(s+l)(xS+T,t)} (2.5) 
j=l '  
which express the evolut ion of f^^^ in terms of This set of 
coupled equations is known as the BBGKY hierarchy (17~20). The f i rst 
equation of this hierarchy is 
{•|^+ iL^^hf^^^(x,t) = (2.6) 
where 
J. j( f(2)) = ;  dx^{V.j , f(2)} .  (2.7) 




Figure 2.1. Coll ision geometry for r igid ovaloids in nonoverlappîng and 
overlapping configurations 
IgS) = } ,  (2.8) 
(2) 
al lows Jjgff  ) to be expressed as 
J l 2 ( f ( ^ ) )  =  •  -  I  - !Lo^^)f(2)(XiX2t) (2.9) 
or 
J,,(f^^^) = 1im e ^ 
'  E + 0+ 
_.,(2) fn\ 
d x ^ i e  ^  -  e  )f  (>i^2i2t) .  (2.10) 
In Eq. (2.8), ,  the interactionless s part icle Kami 1tonian, is 
defined by 
= I  {K.(x.) + <)).(x.)} .  (2.11) 
(2) (2) 
The quanti t ies exp± iL e and exp± iL^ e are the two part icle inter­
acting and noninteracting streaming operators. The -(+) sign refers to 
backward (forward) streaming. 
For a system composed of r igid convex ovaloids, the intermolecular 
potential is given by 
<» i f  &. .  < 0 
Î îLî":) = (2.12) 
^ '  '  J J 0 i f  2.. > 0 
U 
where Z.. is the minimum distance between the surfaces of bodies i  and 
I  J 
j .  For overlapping configurations, I . ,  is defined as the maximum dis­
tance between the overlapping port ions of the surfaces of bodies i  and 
j  (refer to Figure 2.1). Due to the geometry of this potential,  i t  is 
convenient to carry out the volume integration in Eq. (2.10) as an 
integral over and k^. From Figure 2 . 1 ,  r _ . .  (= f j  —i ^ seen to 
equal 
-12 ^12 *12^1 (2.13) 
where j  = £. -^ and is defined as the vector extending from the 
center of mass of body i  to the point on the surface which is closest 
to (for nonoverlapping configurations) or farthest from (for overlapping 
configurations) the surface of the j th body. The Jacobian of the 
transformation from r^^^ to (a^g'^,),  required for the variable trans­
formation, 
dr_^2 ~ d&jgdk^S (2. l4) 
can be shown from Eq. (2.13) to equal (21) 
S = (2.15) 
1^1 
3(i l2 + Ai2kl)/3ki 
which is the determinate of 9(S^2 + &i2^l)/^(^l) subspace 
^2 
( 2 )  
(2) 
orthogonal to k..  Using the above transformation, J._(f ) becomes 
= l im e ^ 
_m(2). - iLo c (2) 
d2dkSdA^2(e -  e °  )f( '  .  (2.16) 
Because the interaction in a single impulsive hit  is instantaneous, 
the integrand is zero except in the region -  jangle -  ^ 12 -  ® 
vanîshingly short t ime e, where H, is the t ime rate of change of I .  On 
the precol1isional surface of the excluded volume (the excluded volume 
9 
being defined as the volume excluded to the center of mass of body two 
in configuration due to the presence of body one in configuration 
at posit ion the only contr ibution to the integral is from the 
region -|1|e ^ H ^0. Here, the action of the streaming operators on 
f(2) is 
( 2 )  
- e'"-0 V(2)(x,.X2,t) = -f  (x, .x^, t)  (2.17) 
(2) (2) 
where we have used the result that exp -  iL ef vanishes in 
this region. This is due to the fact that for two col l iding molecules 
to have penetrated essential ly requires ( l)  an inf inite relat ive momen-
(2) 
turn because of energy conservation and (2) that f  approaches 
zero as the momentum of part icles one and/or two approach inf inity. 
Similarly, on the postcol1 isional surface, the contr ibution is from the 
region 0 < < j i je. Here, 
, ( 2 )  .  
(e -  e ) f  = f  (xj '21.2'^) (2.18) 
( 2 )  
where i t  is assumed that f  vanishes identical ly for overlapping con­
f igurations. The primes in Eq. (2.18) denote the prehit momentum 
( i .e.,  the momentum just prior to the impulse). Uti l iz ing these 
results, along with the Mean Value Theorem of Calculus, we f ind that 
becomes 
d2dkS&f^^^ (£^,1; Jl ,+i^2'^ '^^ (2.19) 
where 
10 
... f (x^  ,X2»t) if à < 0 
f ' "  ( i rV* = f(2'(xj ,x., t)  i f  i ;>0 • 
Furthermore, we obtain 
; i(T)}f(T)(x_i, t)  = A A /o\ "  d2dkSk.g (21^ J;  L\-^^n'2,t) (2.21) 
by writ ing 2 as k-g, where g is the relat ive velocity of the contact 
points, i .e.,  
g = 2^2 ~ —1 —2 ^ —2 ~ —1 1 '  (2.22) 
Here,and are the l inear and angular velocity of molecule i ,  
respectively. This equation was f i rst derived by Curt iss and Dahler 
(8) using identical techniques, i t  should be noted that Eq. (2.21) is 
an exact consequence of the Liouvi l le equation for r igid convex ovaloids. 
An alternate derivation of Eq. (2.21) as found in Chapter VII.  
In order to obtain a closed equation for f^^^, various approxima­
t ions must be made on Eq. (2.21). One approximation we choose to make 
at this point is to ignore the existence of chattering col l isions, i .e.,  
mult iple hit  events between isolated pairs of molecules. The existence 
of such events is obviously related to the nonspherical nature of the 
interaction potential,  which permits the col l ision, or encounter, to con­
sist of one or more hits. (See Chapter VII for a discussion of chat­
tering events.) The neglect of chattering al lows the interpretat ion of 
(2)" f  as a function of the precol1isional state of molecules one and 
two (as opposed to a prehit state, see Chapter VII).  One further 
( 2 ) "  
assumption must be made. I t  wi l l  be assumed that f  factorizes as 
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Vf V» V» 
f  (Li »J.» ~ ^(—1—1 '—1^—12'—2^ ^  ^ (Li '* ' i . i2 '—*") 
(2.23) 
where x represents a nonequîl ibr ium radial distr ibution function which 
is independent of the momentum of part icles one and two. Equation 
(2.23) implies that prior to a col l ision the states of the two part icles 
are dynamical ly uncorrelated, which is a general ization of Boltzmann's 
assumption of molecular chaos. 
I n ) *  
The tradit ional factorization of f  (6), leading to the Enskog 
equation, treats x as having the form of the equil ibr ium radial dis­
tr ibution function dependent on the nonequil ibr ium density at a part icu­
lar space point, i .e.,  
x(LiOLI.L2-2'^^ "  '1-2-21 
+ n^(^, t)  
+ . . .}  .  (2.24) 
Here,^ is some "reasonable" point between the mass centers of the two 
part icles. For hard spheres of equal size, ^ is obviously the point of 
contact, but for general hard ovaloid systems identi f icat ion of ^ is 
not obvious. Also, W(r;^.|2i «1.22.2) Z(Li°Li «£2—21—3%^ are defined in 
terms of the Mayer functions, f . j  ( f . j  = exp -gV.j -  1), as 
W(r.a. ,r.o(.) = 1 + f .  .  (2.25) 
—I—I —J—J IJ 
and 
12 
Z(r.çL. , r  .çLj .  (2.26) 
For a l ist ing of the higher order Z(r.a.,r.a.Ir,  a, r  a ) ,  the reader 
3 ^ —1—1 —J—J —K-4< —n—n 
is referred to the l i terature (22,23). However, this choice for x is 
inconsistent with the force-f lux relat ions of nonequî1ibrium 
thermodynamics (24). 
To remedy this inconsistency. Van Beijeren and Ernst (25) have 
chosen x to be the equil ibr ium radial distr ibution function for a f luid 
with a nonuniform density. Thus, they expand x(jl;S.; s^ (26) 
X^^^^(LlOLi.I .2a2>t) = W(j i ,a^ ,£20L2H 1 + dr^da^n(_r^,t) Z(_r^a^ ,1:2-2'-3%^ 
(1.31) n (ij,t) 
X Z(Li£i .L2£L2'-3-3'-!j»^  ^+ ...} . (2.27) 
Using Eq. (2.27) for x, we obtain what is referred to as the Modif ied 
Enskog equation which is consistent with nonequi1ibrium thermodynamics 
(27). An expansion of the densit ies in a Taylor series about some point 
^ and insert ion of the result into x^^^^ produces an expansion of x^^^^ 
in terms of gradients of the density, 
(llEl ,1.2-2'^ ) = (-Lja^ ,i:20L2|nCR,t)) + dr,da-
—3 —3 
X H(j i^a, ,JL2-2'-3-3|n(R,t))(r_3-R) * n(R,t) 
+ O(V^ ) (2.28) 
where 
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dr^doj^ H(Li^ i ,1.2-2'-3-3 i "(i') = Z(r_^o^ .L2-2 '^ 3-3^ + n(&t) 
X Z(r^a^ ,r^of^| r^a^,r j^a^) + . . .  .  (2.29) 
This expansion suggests that the "best" ^ to choose is the one which 
satisf ies the equation 
R = d£^ da3 H(£^ a^ ,r^ 2£2'I.3% n{R,t))r^  , (2.30) 
(Van Beijeren and Ernst show this choice of ^ to be r^^ Y —12 ^he 
case of identical spheres (25)) since, for this choice, and 
agree through f i rst order in the gradients. 
(2) 
Neglecting the existence of chattering events and factoring f  
as described above, we have that 
{•^ + iL^^^ } f  (£^ , j_,t) = d^di<Si<«g (L^o.^ 
Vc Vc 
X f ( l )  (r. i , l , t) f(^) (Li+i i2' l . '^^ (2.31) 
which is the Enskog equation appropriate to r igid ovaloids. Assuming 
the spatial gradients in the f luid to be small ,  we can expand x^^^ and 
f(^) (r,+g,_) about r ,  to obtain 
—I —I Z —I 
+ • 37" x^^^ (çLi »2L2''^ 1"^Li 't)) + • • • 
^1 
( 2 . 3 2 )  
and 
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^ ~ ^ 1 ^—12 '  9r^ ^ (f- i  '&' t)  + 
(2.33) 
where = ^ + .  Insert ing these expansions into Eq. (2.31) gives, 
to f i rst order in the gradients, 
{•^ + iL(T)}f( l)(r^, j^t) = I  d2dkSk'g 'Og'klntr^, , t))  
X f ( l )  ( j i^, l , t) f^^^ (L,»2,t) + d2dkSk.g f^^^r^j. l . t)  
X  f x ( ^ ^  * 2 - 2 ' k I ^ 2  '  9 r  ^  
—1 
+ f  (£^ ,^",t)ç^^ • âl-x(£. i  ,£2»'^1"(Li• (2.34) 
—1 
This is the form of the Enskog equation which is used in the applica­
t ions discussed in Chapter V, 
The Boltzmann equation, which is applicable to the special case 
of a di lute gas, can be obtained as a l îmit ing form of the Enskog equa­
t ion. in the l imit of inf inite di lut ion, two simpli f icat ions to 
Eq. (2.34) are immediate. First ly, in a di lute gas, al l  many body 
effects vanish; therefore, we can set x = 1. Secondly, înhomogeneit ies 
in the gas are negligible over distances on the order of a few molecular 
diameters and, therefore, the gradient terms appearing in Eq. (2.34) 
drop out. Thus, the di lute gas equation is 
; i ( l )} f( l)(r, , l , t)  = j  d2di^k.g f(T)( j : , , l%t)f( l)(r, ,2*,t) 
(2.35) 
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However, this equation is not yet in the form of the well-known 
Boltzmann equation, because the second assumption made in this para­
graph places rather severe restrictions on the solutions of Eq. (2.35), 
which are consistent with a simpler equation. We wish to make these 
restr ict ions expl ici t .  By ignoring al l  spatial variat ions on the order 
of r^ (r^ molecular diameter), we are simultaneously neglecting al l  
phenomena which vary rapidly wrt t ime scales 0Crg/<v^2^i ~ t^, where 
<v^2> is the average relat ive velocity. Thus, this assumption al lows 
us to replace Eq. (2.35) with a simpler equation, obtained by averaging 
Eq. (2.35) over a t ime O(t^). This is equivalent to integrating out al l  
of the rapidly varying quanti t ies. This yields 
di i^dn2 d2di^k'g f^^^(j l^, j .  , t)  
X f  (jl^ ,^,t) (2.36) 
th where f  (r^^ ,J_, t )  has been replaced with wi 
A. = /dj i . .  Here, j i .  represents the set of rapidly varying molecular 
quanti t ies, and i  represents the remaining molecular variables hereafter 
referred to as the free f l ight invariants. The function f^ Cjl j  , j_»t) ,  
referred to as the Boltzmann distr ibution function, is the t ime average 
of f(^)(Xj,t)  over a period t ,  such that t  ^ t^. (For convenience, the 
symbol f^^^ wi l l  be used for both the t ime averaged and nonaveraged 
singlet distr ibution functions. The function meant wi l l  be clear by i ts 
context. Where the two must be dist inguished, the function arguments 
(r^^,_l_, t )  or (x^ , t)  wi l l  be given.) For a system of r igid polyatomic 
molecules, the set, jn.,  general ly contains the angular coordinates and 
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the set, J_, general ly denotes the l inear and angular momenta. However, 
the situation is complicated somewhat in the case of symmetric top 
molecules where there exists an addit ional free f l ight invariant, 
namely the projection of the angular momentum onto the symmetry axis of 
the molecule. This si tuation is discussed more ful ly in Chapter I t .  
Equation (2.36) is the well-known Boltzmann equation. I t  is expl ici t  
in Eq. (2.36) that the solut ion of the Boltzmann equation is a function 
of the free f l ight invariants alone. 
This concludes the derivations of the Enskog (Eq. (2.31)) and the 
Boltzmann (Eq. 2.36)) equations. For a more complete discussion of 
these equations for simple f luids, the reader is referred to the 
l i terature (4,5,28,29). For a thorough discussion of the derivation and 
formal propert ies of the Boltzmann equation appropriate to a system of 
r igid ovaloids, the reader Is referred to the art icle by Hoffman and 
Dahler (30). 
B. Solut ions 
In this section, we wi l l  discuss the methods by which approximate 
solut ions to the kinetic equations are obtained. The f i rst method we 
discuss, that of Chapman (2) and Enskog (3), rel ies on the dist inct ion 
of two t ime scales on which the f luid relaxes to equil ibr ium (4). 
These two t ime scales, denoted by t|^ and t^, are related to the mean 
free t ime between col l isions and the typical t ime required for a par­
t icle to transverse distances comparable to the dimension of the f luid, 
respectively. The Chapman-Enskog (,C-E) method îs essential ly a perturba 
t ion expansion In t^/t^. For this reason, i t  îs applicable only when 
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the f luid density is high enough so that t^/t^ << 1. Under this condi­
t ion, the f luid is assumed to approach equil ibr ium in two states. For 
a t ime of O(t^), the f luid is in the process of equi1ibriat ing local ly. 
During this process, occurring during the so-cal led kinetic stage, the 
t ime evolut ion of the f luid îs governed by the ful l  singlet distr ibution 
function as determined from the ini t ial  condit ion at the beginning of 
the stage. For t imes long compared to t j^, the molecules have undergone 
several col l isions establ ishing a local equi1Tbrium which is character­
ized by the hydrodynamical f ields, i .e.,  nCr^, t ) ,  £C£,t),  and T(£,t),  
the number density, streaming velocity, and temperature, respectively. 
For t imes O(t^), the local f ields characterizing the f luid relax 
according to the equations of hydrodynamics; the distr ibution function is 
determined by the hydrodynamic f ields in this relaxation process. Thus, 
"memory" of the ini t ial  condit ions, except for the hydrodynamics f ields, 
which correspond to the f i rst three moments of the distr ibution, are 
lost in this stage. 
An alternate solut ion to the kinetic equations was developed by 
Grad (31). Grad's method of moments depends on the existence of a con­
traction in the number of moments of the distr ibution necessary to 
adequately describe the system as the f luid equil ibr iates. The method 
involves expansion of the solut ion to the Enskog or Boltzmann equation 
in terms of the contracted set of functions corresponding to these 
moments. Since such a contraction occurs for a wide variety of phenomena, 
this method is broadly applicable, whereas the C-E method is appropriate 
to f luids with small  gradients and densit ies which are not too low. In 
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philosophy, there is, however, a close correspondence between the 
methods. 
For the sake of general i ty, we wi l l  work with the Enskog equation 
{^+ (2.37) 
where îs the col l ision operator and i i /^^ is expl ici t ly 
= vi • 37" + • '^1 + I i  • af- + i l  • 917 • 
—J —.1 —J 
Here, 
iJ. = e. X —:r- (2.39) 
9e, 
is the rotat ion operator, represents the force, and the torque 
experienced by molecule one due to the presence of an external f ield. 
We wi l l  only consider the existence of an external f ield when discussing 
di lute gases and then confine our attentTon to an external magnetic 
f ield. For this reason, we wi l l  discuss an equation of the form 
<37+ Vi '  + w, '  iJ,}f(T) = -  F(f(T)) + J(f(T)tf( l))  (2.40) 
ot —j dr. ""I  I  
-1 
where 
F(f(T)) = N.! • gf- (2.41) 
is the t ime average of the f ield operator over a period equal to t^. 
Here, the quanti ty the t ime average torque, is given by 
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N = p X H (2.42) 
where is the applied magnetic f ield and is the molecular magnetic 
dipole averaged over the rapidly varying molecular quanti t ies (refer to 
the reduction of the Enskog equation to the Boltzmann equation above). 
Not al l  of the terms in Eq, (2.40) act on the same t ime scale. In 
order to scale the individual terms in the Enskog equation, we wi l l  
transform to dimensionless variables. First,  we define 
1|^ = a characterist ic macroscopic length ( i .e.,  dimension of 
vessel) 
rg = typical range of molecular interaction 
1  / 2  
<Vpg]> = average relat ive velocity ~ (kT/w^^^) 
1  / 2  
<v> = average molecular velocity ~ (kT/m) 
1 /O 
<u)> = average rotat ional velocity ~ (kT/l) (2.43) 
t^gj = mean t ime between col l isions ~ (nrQ<Vpgj>) ^ 
t^ = mean travel t ime for distances O(l^), ~ l |^/<v> 
t  = mean reorientation t ime ^ <u)> 
t ,  = inverse Lamar frequency = (H3„,,_i/R) where g ,  = 
L  nuc i  nUGI  
nuclear magneton 
along with the dimensionless quanti t ies (denoted with a t i lde) 
t  
<a)>aj 
L = ML (2.44) 
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^ = Wi ^ 
9 = <Vrg,>9 
9 -
s = rjs 
f = nCm<v>R) ^ 
In terms of these dimensionless quanti t ies, the Enskog equation becomes 
{JL + ; . JL + : ; . ;] }f(l) . |f(l)) (2.45) 
3t ar ^ 
where (A(f^^^ used below is similarly defined) is 
; ( ; ( ' )  I f l l )  .  - : , W  X  ;  . JL fCl) + ,  C2.46) 
9L 
~  1  \  " ' ( l )  
J(f | f  ) is simply the col l ision operator defined entirely in terms 
of dimensionless quanti t ies, and the marking parameters are 
= • Ve/'h 
• Ve/'L (2-47) 
\ ' 'h/'m • 
Equation (2.45) gives us an indication of the relat ive importance 
of the processes in competit ion in the f luid. The parameter, e^, 
measures the importance of molecular reorientation in the f luid. For 
high densit ies and highly anisotropic geometries, ~ 1. In Chapters 
V and VI, we wi l l  examine orientatTonal correlat ion t imes and l ight 
scattering phenomena in this regime. For low densit ies, -> 0; this is 
the reason the Boltzmann equation Is averaged over the rapidly varying 
quanti t ies. The parameter Is a measure of the competit ion between 
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the effects of the magnetic f ield versus the col l isional effects. This 
competit ion gives r ise to the Senft leben-Beenakker effects to be dis­
cussed in Chapter 111. Final ly, the parameter e gauges the relat ive 
importance of the free streaming versus the col l isional relaxation in 
the f luid. This competit ion is central to the C-E method of solving 
Eq. (2.40). 
1. Chapman-Enskoq 
The start ing point for the implementation of the Chapman-Enskog 
method is to rewrite Eq. (2.40) (motivated by Eq. (2.45)) as 
v, '  w, • = e"TA(f(T)|f(T)) (2.48) 
—1 
where e is to be treated as a dfmensionless marking parameter. From 
Eq. (2.47), E can be interpreted as the rat io of the mean free path to 
some typical macroscopic length in the system. Next, we assume that 
f(^)(x^,t) can be expanded in a power series in e, as 
f^^^(x^,t) = f^/^(Xj,t){ i  + E(() ()^^ , t )  + e(£^)} .  (2.49) 
The C-E solut ion fol lows by substi tut ing this expansion into Eq. (2.48) 
and equating the coeff icients of l ike powers in e. Because <() is pro­
port ional to gradients of the local f ields, we are required to associate 
an E with each order of the gradients in J(f^^^|f^^^) (refer to Eq. 
(2.34) above). To lowest order, this procedure generates the equation 
6 U " ' ) :  d2dkSk-g "  '  (2-50) 
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the solut ion of which is the Maxwell-Boltzmann ( local) equi l ibr ium dis­
tr ibution function given by 
= An(r,, t)T-"^2(r,, t)  X exp + kTk"t) '  '  
(2.51) 
Here,a is the number of act ive degrees of freedom of the molecule and A 
is chosen such that fg^^Cx^it) is normalized to the local number density. 
Also, n, L[, and T are chosen to be the local values of the number density, 
streaming velocity, and temperature, respectively. This choice forces 
2 2 the distort ion, e(|) + 0(e ),  to be orthogonal to 1, v, and (p -  mu^) /2m 
+ E.^^. I t  is convenient to impose this condit ion to every order in e 
so that ({) i tself  is orthogonal to these quanti t ies. In Eq. (2.51), 
^int represents the internal energy of the molecule. To second lowest 
order, we have 
0(e°): p(^)fol)(xi, t)  = -f^^^F(<J)) -  (2.52) 
where the inhomogeneous term is (32) 
°  'a? + '  âF: + " ï  dwi^k'g fg^) (£^ ,J_' , t )  
^ '  9r, ^0 ^^—1'— ^ ^0 ^ (—1 '^^-^12 * 9r, 
—1 —1 
(2.53) 
and the col l ision term is given by 
Kg* = 
A A /  1 \  ^ 
d2dkSk.g xfg ' (r . i ,2^t)[*(r^, l  , t)  + *(r^,2 , t) ]  .  (2.54) 
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I t  is not the ful l  t ime derivative of f^^^ which appears in Eq. (2.53). 
We have indicated this by placing a subscript zero on the t ime derivative 
symbol ( i .e.,  Sg/Bt). The interpretat ion of this operation is derived 
from the solubi l i ty condit ions on Eq. (2.52) which are discussed below. 
We are not interested in the expressions obtained from equating higher 
o r d e r  t e r m s  i n  E .  
As was already mentioned, the solut ion to Eq. (2.50) is known and 
is given by Eq. (2.51)• Implici t  in the expansion of f^^^ about this 
lowest order solut ion is the idea that we are seeking a solut ion to 
Eq. (2.40) in the hydrodynamic regime, where the f luid is close to a 
state of local equi l ibr ium. In this regime, f^^^ is a functional of 
the local hydrodynamic f ields (33). A solut ion of this form is termed 
a "Normal Solut ion". Such is the case of fg^^, 
where W. and ,  the reduced l inear and angular momentum, are defined by 
In n) + [W^ + -  Y ]  
(2.55) 
W. = (p. -  mu)//2mkT 
—I •'-I — 
(2.56a) 
and 
n. = L./zrr iâ (2.56b) 
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Now recall that for a solution to a l inear equation such as Eq. 
(2.52) to exist (34), the inhomogeneous term, must be 
orthogonal (35) to the solutions of the adjoint of the corresponding 
homogeneous equation, A ^ = 0. These solutions are well-known (4) 
and are 
4)^ = 




•3  °  T ""1 +  ^int  (2.57c) 
Explicit ly these solubil i ty condit ions are 
djj i). (x^)l?^^^fQ^Ux, , t) = 0 (2 .58)  
which can be written as 
0 = 
J t  ^  
—1 
did2di^k.g(i j j .  cj l f ' "®) -  ( j f°^*^)) x { y xl  
—1 
,2 • ] |- fô"a)f i"(2) 
—1 
(2.59) 
where the superscripts indicate functions of the pre- or post-col 1isional 
momentum. 
The three solubil i ty equations obtained from Eq. (2.59) by lett ing 
i  = 1, 2, and 3 determine the reduced t ime derivatives ( i .e., Sg/St) of 
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the local f ields in ^ (><,t) .  The three condit ions are: 
(1) for 41. = ,  
a a 
In n + u '  In n = - " H. » (2.60) 
(2) for ij). = ,  
at 2 + ë '  52: -  " " p '  -0 '  (2-61) 
1 2  C3) for  = Y + Ej^j .  
^ i n t  +  u - ^ l n t  =  - ^ ^ - u  .  ( 2 . 6 2 )  
Equation (2.60) is just the hydrodynamic Equation of Continuity. 
Equation (2.61) is Euler's Equation of Motion where p = nm and PQ is the 
hydrostatic pressure tensor. Explicit ly 
Bq =  +  P^V))u(3)  (2 .63)  
/  o \  
where U '  is the unit tensor ( isotropic) and 
, (K)  _  1  % 
p y '  -  - i  
d_lm f^T) (2.64) 
.  (2.65)  dj_d2dk5k.g Kxf^ ' fo 'k ,  
Finally, Eq, (2.62) is Euler's Energy Balance Equation written in terms 
of the temperature, where (= a/2 kT) is the heat capacity at constant 
volume. In deriving Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62), use of the previous 
solubil i ty condit ions was made. 
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I  n 
Using the solubil i ty condit ions to eliminate the t ime derivatives 
^(x,,t), we obtain, after much algebra, the f inal form 
+ ^  u} (2.66) 
for the inhomogeneity, where the functions and are 
d2dkSk-g Xfg ^(2)[Ei - (2.67a) ÎT = ^  
and 
mu = 2ff  d2di^k.g xfo'^(2)KkCi2 • (2.67b) 
In Eq. (2.67a), E represents the energy of molecule i  as measured with 
respect to a coordinate system moving with the streaming velocity, 
^(j",t) .  This expression for is identical in form to that 
f irst obtained by McCoy et al. (10) for a dense f luid of perfectly rough 
spheres. As a check on Eq. (2.66), we now take the di lute gas l imit, 
( V )  "  
n ->• 0, in which case PQ ,  H^, and al l  vanish. This gives 
p(B) , (1)  .  -  §  -  DC. ,  •  ^  In T +  [2W,U,  
- i  ("l + o2)y(3l] :  ^u) (2.68) 
which is the correct di lute gas l imit (30). 
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Using Eq. (2.66) for the inhomogeneity, we f ind that the equation 
for the distort ion from the C-E method becomes 
= - Â(*) (2.69) 
a /  4 \  a a 
where A(o) s f^ ( J_, t  ) {F ((|) )  + Kg (.())) } .  Since A is a l inear operator, 
the form for the solution can be expanded as 
*  =  / ^ a ' - ^ l n t  +  b :  + V n — 9r = o£_ — o_r. — 
where the functions A, D, and JE must individually satisfy the equa­
t ions 
P 
-À(A) = (" l  + - Y - H^d)} ,  (2.71a) 
p 
-à(e) -  fô' '  (  aér + àwd)) .  (2'7'b) 
-a(o) = fô'* ( ïgt 3 " î  -  c^t "  i  - tgt + 3 ku'd'  ï ' " '  
(2.71c) 
and 
-À(E) = f( l){H (1) X u(3)} .  (2.71d) 
— u =u — 
(Note that as given by Eq. (.2.70), does not contain a constant term 
4 IQ which satisfies A((|)Q) = 0. Such a term is ruled out by our require­
ment that (j) does not contribute to the hydrodynamic f ields.) In the 
di lute gas l imit, these equations reduce to 
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-À(A) = + n, - y - 1}W] ,  (2.72a) 
-À(B) = fo^^{2W°W^} ,  (2.72b) 
p(K)  
-À(D) = { y - g9__ [w? + - 2.] -  1 }  (2.72c) 
and 
-A(i) = 0 (2.72d) 
Therefore, the C-E method has reduced the evaluation of f^^\ satisfying 
the nonlinear Enskog equation, Eq. (2.40), to the evaluation of the 
distort ion, (j), satisfying a set of inhomogeneous l inear integral equa­
t ions of Eq. (2.71). The methods for solving such equations, when 
mathematically well-behaved, are well-known. Briefly, the unknowns are 
expanded in a complete set of polynomials (36) which is then truncated, 
transforming Eqs. (2.71a)-(,2.71d) into a set of matrix equations (37-39). 
Solving these matrix equations, we obtain expressions for the distor­
t ions and, hence, the transport coeff icients in terms of quantit ies 
known as bracket integrals. Because we wil l  deal only with r igid inter­
actions ignoring chattering, these bracket integrals take the form 
[ i . i l t t  l ,u _ = = y,v n^n^ 
dkda.dajssç^s^^_®^(u,v)d (2.73) 
where ^ and iJ j  represent polynomials in which we have expanded the solu­
t ions to Eqs. (2.71a)-(2.71d) or Eqs. (2.72a)-(2.72d), the indices y 
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and V are species labels, and the indices i  and j  label the coll iding 
molecules. Here y is the reduced mass, n is the number of active 
degrees of freedom of the coll iding pair, is a constant which 
depends on (n), and D is a normalization constant. The projection 
operators, S_ and S ,  along with the term (u,v) which results from 
i  ~ j  
the momentum integrations in the coll ision operator, are defined in 
Ref. 11. The form of the bracket integrals is derived in Appendix A. 
These bracket integrals wil l  appear throughout this work, since we wil l  
be able to express al l  of the transport coeff icients or correlation 
fucntions which we require in terms of them. 
2. Grad's method of moments 
Grad's method of moments rel ies on the idea that as the f luid 
approaches equil ibrium, the variables necessary to describe the f luid 
contract. The init ial state of the f luid is adequately given only by 
the ful l  set of (2f)N coordinates and momenta where f  is the number of 
molecular degrees of freedom. Whereas at equil ibrium, a thermodynamic 
description is adequate. In the hydrodynamic regime, Grad proposes 
that the singlet distribution can be expanded about equil ibrium as 
~ 1^^' + *0^,t)} (2.74) 
where f^^^ can be understood to represent an absolute equil ibrium and 
({)(><^,t), the distort ion, is normalized to the local f ields. The local 
f ields may be the usual hydrodynamic f ields, the number density, 
streaming velocity, or temperature; or they may represent more exotic 
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f ields such as the orientation and angular momentum densit ies. The 
choice obviously depends on the phenomenon being described. 
Once the appropriate f ields are determined, the distort ion is 
expanded in a f inite basis set whose moments are the local f ields. 
Substitution of this expansion of f^^^ into the kinetic equation, 
Eq. (2.40), dropping terms bi l inear in the distort ion (assuming, of 
course, small distort ions), using Eq. (2,50), and taking the appropriate 
moments, results in a set of l inear algebraic equations for the expan­
sion coefficients. The solution of these equations yields the expan­
sion coefficients in terms of the bracket integrals of Eq. (2.73) 
above. Therefore, the transport coeff icients and correlation times 
calculated using Grad's method are also given In terms of the bracket 
integrals. 
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I I I .  SENFTLEBEN-BEENAKKER EFFECTS IN SYMMETRIC TOPS 
Senftleben-Beenakker effects were f irst observed by Senftleben 
(40) who subjected the paramagnetic gas, oxygen, to an external magnetic 
f ield. Senftleben noticed that as the magnetic f ield strength increased, 
the values of the transport coeff icients decreased. Similar results 
were observed in the paramagnetic gases, NO (4l) and NO^ (42) as well. 
I t  was Beenakker et al. (43) who f irst observed these effects in diamag-
netic gases. 
This effect was explained by Gorter (44) using the fol lowing simple 
picture of the gas. Due to the presence of macroscopic gradients, 
molecular f lows are established in the gas. For a di lute gas, these 
f lows determine the values of the transport coeff icients ( i .e., al l  
transport properties of di lute gases are of a mean free type). Coll i­
sions in the system selectively eliminate from the f low particles with 
large effective cross sections which, in turn, creates a polarization 
in the angular momentum distribution in the gas. This polarization is 
such that i t  minimizes the effective coll isional cross sections of the 
streaming molecules. The introduction of an external f ield destroys 
this n-polarization through Lamar precession, thus increasing the 
effective molecular cross sections. This, in turn, decreases the mean 
free path and, hence, decreases the value of the transport coeff icients. 
Because the Senftleben-Beenakker effects depend solely on the aniso­
tropic part of the interactions, they have been the subject of intensive 
investigation (45). 
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As mentioned above, the magnitude of this effect is measured by the 
dimensionless parameter ~ ^rel '^^L ^hich is proportional to H/n. 
Here t^^] and t^ represent the mean t ime between coll isions for a f luid 
particle and the Lamar precession t ime, respectively. Thus, at high 
densit ies, for the effects to be measurable, the strength of the f ield 
is prohibit ively large. Therefore, the Senftleben-Beenakker effects 
are detectable only at low densit ies for which the Boltzmann equation 
can be applied. 
Our reason for investigating Senftleben-Beenakker effects for 
symmetric top molecules l ies in the existence of an addit ional free 
f l ight invariant; that being the projection of the angular momentum of 
the molecule onto i ts body f ixed symmetry axis. The importance of the 
free f l ight invariants was eluded to in the derivation of the Boltzmann 
equation (Chapter I I). There i t  was argued that the dependence of the 
singlet distribution function for a di lute gas on variables other than 
the free f l ight invariants is weak. For this reason, in the Boltzmann 
equation, the ful l  singlet distr ibution function can be replaced by i ts 
time average. This t ime averaging over a period, which is long compared 
to a rotational period but short compared to the mean free time, results 
in an average distribution that is a function of the free f l ight 
invariants alone. 
We wil l  f irst discuss the thermal conductivity and then the vis­
cosity. The discussion of the thermal conductivity wil l  be fair ly 
detailed in order to famil iarize the reader with techniques. Since the 
methods used in calculating the viscosity are nearly identical to those 
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for the thermal conductivity, the latter discussion wil l  be much abbre­
viated. Finally, numerical results wil l  be given. 
A. Thermal Conductivity 
The phenomenological equation describing the heat f low in a system 
with a nonzero temperature gradient is 
a. -  - X .  (3.1) 
where is the heat f lux vector and X is the thermal conductivity tensor. 
This relationship is known as Fourier's Law. The form of X depends on 
the symmetry of the system. For an isotropic f luid, X reduces to a 
scalar mult iple of the unit tensor, The introduction of an 
external f ield aligned along the l< axis ( i .e., H^|| l t) destroys the spatial 
isotropy. In this case, the form of X(^) becomes 
X(H) = X||kk + Xjg(^) + (3.2) 
where - kk, x k, and X||, Xj^, and X^^ represent 
the parallel, perpendicular, and transverse components of X(H^). 
In order to obtain an expression relating X to the microscopic 
properties of the f luid, we f irst write the heat f lux vector as 
2 = J dif(^^x,,t) E, C, (3.3) 
where, in this section on symmetric tops, d^, is understood to represent 
d£.|d^^d(cos0^), with 0.j being the angle between the angular momentum and 
the molecular symmetry axis. Since Fourier's Law is valid only in the 
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l inear regime, we are justif ied in expanding as where 
(|)y is chosen to be the solution of the f irst order C-E approximation to 
( 1 ) 
Boltzmann's equation, Eq. (2.72a). Using the expanded f  in Eq. (3.3) 
and the form for <1)^, obtained from Eq. (2.70) by sett ing al l  but the 
temperature gradients to zero, we obtain 
9kT 1/2 
q = n(— ) <EiÇi,A> '  In T (3.4) 
where 
<x.y> = n 1 j d^ fo^ )(Xj,t)x^ y . (3.5) 
Here,the dagger denotes the tensor adjoint. Finally, comparing Eqs. 
(3.1) and (3.4), we have that 
A(H) = nk( ^  )<[( f  - w^) + «o^> - + r«S2^> - Og )]W^,^ (3.6) 
where the molecular energy has been expressed in the reduced variables 
E^ = kT(W, + 0% + rOg ) (3.7) 
wi th 
Og = (2l jkT)"1/2 •  êg (3.8)  
and 
r = ij/i II - 1 . (3.9) 
Here,e^ is the body f ixed symmetry axis and t| |  and h denote the 
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moments of inertia parallel and perpendicular to e^. Also, we have 
made use of the orthogonality condit ions on 4)^ (refer to Chapter I I). 
This is the desired microscopic expression for the thermal conductivity 
tensor; i t  remains to solve Eq. (2.72a) for 
In order to obtain an approximate solution of Eq. (2.72a), h is 
expanded in terms of a set of complete functions of the free f l ight 
invariants, i .e., V£, and The l i terature is vague concerning the 
appropriate set of functions to use. We choose to expand ^ in the 
rather unorthodox set 
A = I s(l^ ,2(w2)R(9)(of)R (H) (3.10) 
— pqrst P '  t L — — -pqrst — 
due to the freedom i t  affords us. Namely, this expansion set al lows us 
to choose the dependence of the basis functions independent of the 
2 dependence. This is not possible for other more tradit ional expansion 
sets (cf. Eq. (3.14)). This is to our advantage, for the purpose of 
this study is to investigate the 0^ dependence of the distribution func-
(r) 2 
t ion. Here,) denotes the Sonine polynomials which satisfy the 
orthogonality condit ions 
dxe"* (x^)S^"'^(x^)x^"^' = 6 ,r(n+m+l)/2n! (3.11) 
Q mm nn 
where r(x) is the gamma function and Rg^^(O^) represents the Wang Chang-
2 Uhlenbeck polynomials (46) of degree s i  n n .  The latter are defined 
through the orthogonality condit ions 
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<r(9)(o2)r(q)(n2)[n](q)[g](q)> = (3.12) 
where 6^*^^ is the unique (idempotent under the mult ipl ication 
= 6^^)) isotropic tensor of rank 2q which is traceless and symmetric on 
al l  pairs of f irst and last q indices. The quantity is a normaliza­
t ion factor defined so that the highest order term of the polynomial in 
2t the angular momentum, 52 ,  has a coeff icient of unity. The R^(Og)'s 
are defined through the orthogonality relations 
(3.13) 
where is similarly defined so as to give the leading term a coef­
f icient of unity. Here,is an irreducible Cartesian tensor (4?) 
of weight and rank y constructed from the vector ><, and denotes an 
n-tuple contraction (with the nesting convention for contraction in­
voked). Finally, A .(H) is the f ield dependent expansion coeff i-
—pqrst 
cient which forms a basis for the total ly symmetric representation of 
the group of rotations about the f ield. The diff iculty with this set 
of functions l ies in the fact that i t  is not possible to obtain an 
orthogonality condit ion between the factored functions Rg^)(0^)R^(ng) 
of the form 
<R(9)(n2)R^(n^)R(q)(n2)R^,(nc)[g](4)[n](9)> = Cst^^ss'^tt '^^^^ (3.i4) 
2 2 due to the requirement that ^ 0 .  However, the general nonorthogonal-
i ty of the expression set wil l  not present any diff iculty in this work. 
This is due to the fact that the f ield terms discussed below are 
orthogonal not only to one another, but also to the nonfield contributing 
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terms. To obtain a general orthogonality condit ion, we would be forced 
to consider a set functions of the form ,  but this would not 
al low consideration of expansion terms commonly found in the l i terature. 
Finally, one might believe that an appropriate set of functions in 
which to expand the dependence of ^ is the Legendre polynomials in 
cos9. However, these functions are not orthogonal under the weight 
exp(-cos 0) which is required here. These are precisely the reasons we 
have chosen to expand ^ as in Eq. (3.10). 
2 The truncated expansion of ^ should contain the terms (5/2 - W )W, 
(<n^> - n^)W, and (<0^> - n^)W (refer to Eq. (3.6) for A(^)). In order 
to observe the S-B effects, nonzero angular momentum polarizations are 
required. Furthermore, the inversion symmetry of the coll ision 
operator (30) forces al l  of the terms to have a negative parity eigen­
value. Terms both even and odd in £ should be included for i t  wil l  be 
observed that terms odd in ^ cause posit ive changes in the transport 
coeff icients whereas terms even in ^ cause negative changes. Most 
importantly, since we init iated this investigation to study the effects 
of terms containing should also be included. 
Past work has indicated to be the dominate f ield term and, 
thus, we include i t  in our expansion set. We complete the basis set 
with the terms and which are odd in the angular momentum. A 
f ield term, which isodd in the angular momentum and which has often been 
considered in formal discussion of S-B thermal conductivity effects, is 
the function Wg. However, the contribution of WQ vanishes in the l imit 
of a r igid potential to 2nd order in the nonsphericity; hence, we need 
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not include this basis function in the expansion. Equation (3.10) then 
reduces to 
- ^10100 * ûioloo ^10010 * =10010 ^12000® =12000 
^^10002 '  =10002 ^10110 * =01001 ^21001® =21001 (3.15) 
which is abbreviated to 
6 n. 
A = y ® A. (3.16) 
i=l =' 
where in Table 3.1 is l isted the basis functions along with their parity 
and t ime reversal eigenvalues. We have not considered potential f ield 
terms which contain an 0^ dependence, but do not contain an 0 dependence, 
for the fol lowing reason. For a gas composed of symmetric top molecules, 
the f ield operator in Boltzmann's equation is of the form (cf. Eq. 
(2.41)) 
F g  =  ( 1 / 6 ^ )  x h .  ^  ^  (3.17) 
where the integration is over the rapidly varying molecular quantit ies. 
Consider the function g = (= L_ « e^). The action of the f ield 
operator on is 
FLc = n/A,) <"n,  *  H .  .  e j  
X ^  • e^ (3 .18)  
where we have used the fact that the magnetic dipole moment is parallel 
to the angular momentum. For a symmetric top molecule e^ averages to 
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L cos9, where 0 is the angle between the angular momentum and the 
molecular symmetry axis. Therefore, FL^ is proportional to 
FLg = L X ^ • L cose 0 (3.19) 
From this result, we conclude that basis functions which are anisotropic 
solely by virtue of an 0^ dependence do not contribute to the S-B 
effects. 
The expansion of Eq. (3.16) is inserted into Eq. (3.6) for X(H.) and 
the Boltzmann equation, Eq. (2.72a), is then inverted, uti l izing the 
nonsphericity expansion of Cooper and Hoffman (38) or Matzen (39), to 
obtain the values of the expansion coeff icients. This procedure 
generates a power series expansion of A(H^) in orders of the nonspher ici ty. 
The fol lowing results are obtained for the thermal conductivity to 
second order: 
x = (3 .20 )  
where 
xto] = j l .  ( hi  ) { ^  a + <n^>^e + r^<np>^ + r<n^xnp>[f + h] 
2/2 ^ ^ ^ 




b = m{8248,4 -  8,2844) 
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c = M{0^2®24 " ®22®14^ 
d = "{814624 • ®12®44^ 
e = - 8^4} (3.22) 
f  = M{9^2®i4 " ®11®24^ 
g = M{e^2®24 " ®14®22^ 
h = M{0^^e^2 " ®11®24^ 
i  = M{9^,022 - 8,28,2} 
M = (8,,[822844 - 624] -  012^912^44 • ®24®14^ + ®14^®12®24 " 
(3.23) 
w i t h  ® j j >  t h e  r e d u c e d  c r o s s  s e c t i o n ,  d e f i n e d  b y  
1/2 
t ]  kg 
1/2 1 1 1 ,  
=  ( w )  +  [ ! i ' & j ] s : s }  •  ( 3 . 2 4 )  
Thus defined, 0.j has units of area. The bracket integrals in Eq. 
(3.23) are discussed in Appendix A. The rank 2(p+q) tensor, 
represents the tensor formed by embedding between the inner two 
indices of Here p and q denote the rank of the irreducible ten­
sors made up from W and respectively, as contained in the ifc. basis 
functions. The f irst and second order terms are 
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= 0 (3,25) 
and 
x'z: = 421 ^ 42] ^ A n  0.261 
= =5j Rp WD 
where the subscripts denote the basts functions giving rise to the 
effect, with 
1/2  
i f '  ° '  "3 '23^ g34c] 
+ 2<n^[8^_d + 6236 + e^i j f ]  + 2r<î2^>[9^3g + sggh + b^^i]  
= 033h3y3 (3.27) 
(1)3 = ^a + Y <f2^>b + Y r<fi^c} + 023{ ^ d + y <n^>e + y r<i2j,>f 
+ gjt t  f  9 + y <b^>h + y r<0^>;} (3.28) 
(3 .29) y3 = 6^2)@3%3@36(2) 
1/2 
•5^' = '7^'^ '  ..^{scsj jb + e^jc] + 2<0^[625e + e^jf ]  
+ zm^isj jh + e^j i  1 y j  
= -  oj jhjvj  (3.30) 
(JÛ. ~ ^25' -  d  +  Y *^^^6 +  Y r<J2^>f]  +  ^  g +  Y + Y r<f i^i  ]  
(3 .31) 
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Is '  • Is • I*" (3 32) 
and 
1/2 
^  ^ ^  ^ "6 (5[86ia + g^gb + e^^c] 
+ 2<n^[8^^d + + 9g^f] + 2r<0^[8^^g + G^gh + 
= - he^eU (3 33) 
6 = f  1061® ®62^ "*• ®6i»9^ j<s2^>[0^^b + 0^2® + 864^] 
+ Y r<n^[0g^c + e^gf + (3.34) 
Is = a(Z)G32^@3g(2) _ (3.35) 
The symbol %. Is the inverse of the matrix element (A^^^).. (38,39). 
Due to the presence of the external f ield, the thermal conductivity 
tensor contains three independent components. Following Cooper and 
Hoffman (38), we expand X as 
X(H) = X|j(H)B^®^l) + Xj^(H)|{^)(l) + X^^(H)B{' ')(1) .  (3.36) 
The change in these components due to the introduction of the external 
f ield is denoted as 
AX(H) = AX||B^®)(1) + AXj|{®)(l) + (3.37) 
where the Bj '^fk) tensors are defined In Ref. 38 (refer also to Eq. 
(3.2) above). The explicit forms for the change In these components are 
Figure 3.1. Geometric f ield effects arising from the basis functions 
n nW^W, n n, and used in the thermal conductivity 
calculation. The abscissa is the ratio of the magnetic 
f ield strength to the pressure ( in units of tesla/Pa) and 
the ordinate denotes the relative change in the components 
of the X tensor 








A X . ( H )  =  ( A X . ) ,  +  ( A X . ) r  +  ( A X , ) ,  ( 3 - 3 8 )  
J— J3 JP JO 
wi th 
(ax||)^ = -
(AX 1^2 = 0 (3.39) 
'"I'e = 
(4xpj = -  hj{ i  + c2(2çJ"^)) 
(AXj^)ç = (3.40) 
and 
(ax^p), = + [,(253^) 
(AX^r); = - HgC,(stC) (3.41) 
f'Vs - "6TS<«r> • 
The f ield dependence of Eqs. (3.36)-(3.38) is plotted in Fig. 3.1. The 
quantit ies Hg, and are defined by Eqs. (3.27), (3.30), and 
(3.33) above. 
C.(x)  =  x7( l  +  x^)  ,  (3.42) 
and the f ield parameters are defined by 
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= {(vkT)^^^ 3 Qi/he,,}( -tW (3.43) 
• i  td^- 1 
0 
Here, y is the reduced mass, 0^ is the Bohr magneton, and £jj  and are 
the parallel and perpendicular components of the rotational Lande tensor, 
tc The G. 's are given by 
III QII I ^ 
GF = {8 + 2(, + )( YL ) + 3 !I ( } (3.44a) 
= r  7^ "  2 t"- '  P'- "  (3.44b) 
5 f  lj_ 2 ' i  91 
- T2 ij ' + ? ij (' + ) • I3'44c) 
This completes the derivation of the necessary equations. 
The nonsphericity expansion was truncated to second order due to 
the rapid convergence of the series. The two terms, and which 
are odd in were included in the expansion because they al low for a 
posit ive change in the thermal conductivity by the f ield. This can be 
observed from Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40). 
B. Viscosity 
The methods uti l ized in this section are identical to those of the 
preceding section. Therefore, we abbreviate the discussion. The pres­
sure tensor for a di lute gas contains only a kinetic part (see the dis­
cussion of Chapter I I) and is given explicit ly by 
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= m di  f^^^(x,,t)ç^ç^ ,  (3.45) 
where the superscript K indicates the kinetic part of the pressure ten­
sor. Confining our attention to a gas near equil ibrium, we can expand 
the distribution function about fg^^. The insertion of the form for 
(K) 
the distort ion, 4)^, from Eq. (2.70) in this expression for P yields 
p (K) ^ pU)^^  ^ I  ^ jg ( l) ^ ^ (3.46) 
where 
= nkT (3.47) 
TT = y <w2, - lu (3.48) 
0 0 3 
g = 2nkT<W"w, B>: ^u . (3.49) 
0 
The quantity g determines the coeff icient of shear viscosity, i .e., 
0 .0 
1 = - zg: âf-u (3.50) 
with g representing the fourth rank shear viscosity tensor. Equating 
Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50), we f ind that 
2 = -nkT <^V |> ,  (3.51) 
which is the microscopic form of the shear viscosity tensor. For 
isotropic systems, the shear viscosity tensor reduces to a scalar 
(2) 
mult iple of 6 ,  i.e., 
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n = HQ , (3-52) 
where rig is the f ield free viscosity. In the presence of an external 
magnetic f ield aligned along k, the shear viscosity tensor decomposes 
into f ive independent components 
2 = n,B^3)(2) + ngBjsifZ) + (3.53) 
where the Bp^(k)'s are defined in Ref. 38. 
=J 
In order to obtain an approximate solution of Eq. (2.72b), the 
distort ion, B, is expanded in a complete set of functions (cf. Eq. 
(3.10) and the expansion of ^) .  By truncating this expansion to 
i = 3^®% (3-54) 
where the s are given in Table 3.2, solving for the expansion coeff i­
cients, and inserting Eq. (3.54) into Eq. (3.51), we obtain: 
= i  = nto is tz )  (3 .55)  
n"' = 0 (3.56) 
and 
g[2] = + $,2 -  $,3 + }  c2(gv)*,2]bj*)(2) 
+ [1 + $^2 *13 + t  ^2(^3)^13 "  ^2^^2^^12^=l ^(2) 
+ [1 + $^2 "  ^13 "  ' '2^^3^*13 '  ^2^^^2^'^12^i2 
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+ [1 + $^2 "  ^13 "  2 (2) 
+ [1 + $,2 -  *13 + c,(s%)$,2 -  j  ci(g])$i3]b(b)(2)} .  (3.57) 
Here, 
^ i j  = (3.58) 
is a measure of the coupling of the i th and the j th basis functions. 
The f ield parameters, çY, are defined by 
s; = {(ykd^^s^g^/re. jx )g^ (3-59) 
^0 
where 
g; = -5^ (8 + 2(1 + ^  ) j l -+ 3 ^  ( j l -)) (3.60) 
2 30 9j_ l j_ 9_l ï  
and 
=3 = ÏF (: ij + 3 ' ) • (3 S') 
Finally, defining the change in the coeff icient of viscosity due to the 
introduction of the external f ield as 
(.a(h) -  :o)/"o ° ^  'So"'"' + '  ^  ^ 
+ ( ^  )el{b)(2) + ( ^  )4' ' ' (2) .  (3.62) 
Figure 3.2. Geometric f ield effects arising from the basis functions 
and used in the viscosity calculation. The 
abscissa is the ratio of the magnetic f ield strength to 
the pressure ( in units of tesla/Pa) and the ordinate 










( H / P )  >  
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we obtai n 
wi th 
and 
an, 1 „  
(  -— )  =  Y (3 .63a)  
an? 1 
( ) = Y HgCgtSg) -  (3.63b) 
( ^  ) = HgCgfSg) -  (3.63c) 
'0 
An 
(  T \  ^  H 2 C ^ ( 5 2 )  -  2  " 3 ^ 1 ( 5 3 )  ( 3 . 6 3 d )  
( ^  ) = "2^1 (2^2) " Y "3^1 (S3) (3.63e) 
"2 = *12/(1 + $^2 - *13) (3.64a) 
+ $^2 • *13) • (3.64b) 
The f ield dependence of Eqs. (3.63a)-(3•63e) is plotted in Fig. 32. 
This completes the derivation of the equations necessary for the 
viscosity. As in the case of the thermal conductivity, inclusion of 
the basis function odd in fal lows for an increase in the value of the 
transport coeff icient in the presence of an external f ield. 
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C. Numerical Results 
To evaluate the required coll ision integrals, i t  is necessary to 
f ind a convenient method of specifying the molecular geometries. Such 
a method is afforded through the use of a supporting function, h, given 
by 
h = • k (3 .65)  
where £ and k are defined in Fig. 2.1 above. Equation (3.62) is easily 
inverted (21) yielding 
£ = hk + 3h/9k .  (3.66) 
Hence, h completely specif ies the geometry of the molecule. Thus, i t  
is a simple matter to evaluate the bracket integrals given the form of 
the supporting function (13). 
For the purpose of modeling a symmetric top molecule, we choose to 
use a supporting function of the form (13) 
h = a + 3, y (k • e.)^ + 3,(k • e_)^ - yk * e_ (3-67) 
i  ;=i;2,4 '  ^ ^ j  
where the unit vectors e. extend from the center of a tetrahedron in 
the direction of the four vertices. The parameter a determines the 
overall size of the molecule, the g. 's are a measure of the molecular 
distort ions along the corresponding e., and y locates the center of mass 
which for a symmetric top is confined to l ie along the symmetry axis. 
We have chosen e^ to represent the molecular symmetry axis. In the 
numerical work on which we report, the quantit ies a, and y were 
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treated as free parameters which were varied to f i t  the available ex­
perimental results. A computer program was written to carry out this 
procedure. In short, the program varied the parameters in search of 
the minimum of the function 
=  %  w . ( y .  -  y î * ^ ) ^  ,  ( 3 - 6 8 )  
1 3  ; = 1  '  '  '  
where n is the number of experimental measurements available on the 
system in question (generally n = 3, the f ield free transport coeff i­
cient and either and for the viscosity or Z V SAL 4  U RNDX 
(AX IJ/XP) and (AA^/ for the thermal conductivity). The quantity 
w. represents the weight for the experimental results (the f ield free 
transport coeff icient, rather arbitrari ly, was weighted twice that of 
the remaining two experimental values), and y. and yî*^ denote the 
calculated and experimental quantit ies, respectively. Finally, al l  of 
the numerical results reported in this chapter were carried out assuming 
a temperature of 300°K. 
In Table 33, we l ist the systems investigated along with relevant 
kinematic parameters. The isotopically substituted methane series was 
chosen in order to observe effects related to varying the kinematic 
parameters while holding the intermolecular potential f ixed (a procedure 
justif ied by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation). The molecules CHF^ 
and CHgF were chosen as representative oblate and prolate symmetric 
tops along with their deuterated counterparts. The molecules NH^ and 
ND^ were chosen because of the unique behavior of the viscosity of 
these gases in the presence of a magnetic f ield (45). 
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Table 3.4 contains the results of optimizing the geometries of the 
molecules. Two geometries are given for each system, derived separately 
from the thermal conductivity results and from the viscosity results. 
For most of the systems, the agreement between the two geometries is 
poor. However, the two geometries obtained for are in reasonable 
agreement as are also the thermal conductivity derived geometries for 
CHFg and CDF^. in the previous work of Verl in et al, (13), the 
optimized geometries for CH^, obtained from the viscosity and the thermal 
conductivity experimental results, compared poorly. Our agreement for 
may be the result of the improved f i t t ing methods employed here. 
We init iated this study to calculate the effects of f ield terms 
containing In Table 3.5, are l isted the relative contributions of 
the three f ield basis functions for the thermal conductivity. The 
basis functions are and and their contributions are 
proportional to (H^/XQ), (H^/AQ), and (H^/XQ), respectively (cf. 
Eqs. (3.38)"(3.41)). From Table 3.5, i t  is obvious that the dominate 
contribution is from the term for al l  of the systems studied. The 
contribution of the other two terms is at best two to three orders of 
magnitude less. The effect of the polarization is generally ten 
times the effect of the polarization on the S-B effects. In­
tuit ively, one would expect the signif icance of the and 
polarizations to increase with increasing anisotropy of the inertia 
tensor, a measure of which is the parameter r  (= " 1 ) .  This is 
found to be true. For the CHj^ series, the contribution of these terms 
is largest for CH^T. Overall, the largest contributions are obtained 
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in the CHF^ and CDF^ systems where the effect of the term is 
approximately one percent of the dominate term. We expect that 
for more highly nonspherical top molecules such as CH^Cl or CH^Br, the 
importance of the and O^gW^W terms wil l  further increase. 
Overall, the f i t t ing gave very good results for the case of the 
thermal conductivity parameters as seen in Table 3.6. This is a reflec­
t ion on our choice of basis functions. The value of XQ appears fair ly 
insensitive to the kinematic parameters. The slight decrease in XQ 
down the series reflects the 1/Vm dependence in Eq. (3.21). As expected, 
the S-B effects show greater variation. In Table 3.7, we l ist the 
characteristic f ield strengths of the S-B effects. 
The two f ield terms investigated in conjunction with the viscosity 
are known to be the dominate term, and O^QW, of interest because 
of i ts Og dependence. The signif icance of these basis functions is 
measured by and respectively (see Eqs. (3.58), (3.63) and 
(3.64) above). From Table 3.8, i t  can be seen that O^OW is of no im­
portance to the viscosity S-B effects for r igid polyatomics. The whole 
effect is adequately handled by the inclusion of the term (except 
in the case of NH^ and ND^). As expected, the more nonspherical the 
molecule, the larger is the coupling of and W^W. In the series, 
CHgT shows the largest effect. 
The results of the f i t t ing to the viscosity data for the CHj^ 
series, and CHF^ and CH^F are very good, as seen in Table 3.9. The HQ'S 
in the series shows a sl ight increase due to the /m dependence in 
Eq. (3.55), whereas the S-B effects show a much greater variation in 
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this series. Table 3.10 l ists the characteristic f ield strengths of the 
Senftleben-Beenakker effects for the viscosity. 
Unlike the case of the thermal conductivity, the viscosity calcu­
lations for NHj and ND^ are very poor. This is not surprising, for i t  
has long been known that an addit ional mechanism for building up odd in 
^polarizations is at work in NH^ and ND^ which cannot be accounted for 
by r igid impulsive coll isions. I t  could be argued that this anomalous 
behavior is due to the inversion of NH^. In order to incorporate this 
phenomenon into our theory, an inversion term, perhaps of the form 
î f(^)(2, l , l ( ,)  = w,[f(^)(2., l ,- lc) -  (3.69) 
could be included into the RHS of the Boltzmann equation (cf. Eq. 
(2.40)). Here, W| represents the inversion frequency of NH^ (or ND^). 
This expression is similar to those found in master equation approaches 
where Wjf (£,l^,-Lj,) represents a gain term and Wjf (£,J.,+Lj,) 
represents a loss term. The I  operator is obviously diagonal within 
our expansion set. I t  has two eigenvalues, i .e., -2W| for functions 
odd in Lg (or Qç.) and zero for functions even in L^. From i ts eigen­
values, I  is seen to be seminegative definite (as is the Boltzmann 
coll ision operator). Therefore, this term simply adds to the diagonal 
matrix elements of the coll ision operator, increasing i ts apparent 
magnitude by a factor proportional to Wj. Because the S-B effects are 
proportional to the inverse of the diagonal matrfx elements, a large 
inversion frequency would tend to diminish the importance of the terms 
odd in such as 0^0^and For this reason, we expect that some 
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other process is contributing to the unusually large odd in ^polariza­
tions existing in the NH^ system. 
In conclusion, reasonable results were obtained for al l  systems 
except the viscosity calculations on NH^ and ND^. For the viscosity, 
the term gave essential ly no contribution to the S-B effects. For 
the thermal conductivity calculations, the contributions of the 0^0 and 
terms, although comparable to one another, are very small. The 
largest effects were found in the least spherical top molecules such as 
CHgT and CHF^. 
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Table 3.1. Basis functions, i j j .  ,  used  in 
the thermal conductivity cal 
culation with their parity, 
P, and t ime reversal, T, 
eigenvalues 
Basis Function P T 
(  "i" -  w^)w -1 -1 
^2 = -  î2^)w -1 -1 
~  - 1  - 1  
= (<0g> -  f2^)w -1 -1 
% = -1 +1 
-1  +1 
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Table 3.2. Basis functions, ,  used in 
the viscosity calculation 
with their parity, P, and 
t ime reversal, T, eigenvalues 
Basis Function 
^1 ~ )!^\ l  +1 +1 
+1 +1 
= ogqw +1 - 1  
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Table 3.3. Values for the molecular constants y, i | ,  i | j .  gj_, and g II 
Molecule y 
'1 '11 91 9 II 
(amu) 09 (amu A ) «2 (amu A ) 
8.024 3.213 3.213 0.313 0.313 
CH^D® 8.528 4.155 3.213 -0.242 0.313 
CH^T® 9.032 7.297 3.213 -0.138 0.313 
CDgH^ 9.536 5.127 6.380 0.199 0.160 
CD4* 10.041 6.380 6.380 0.160 0.160 
CDgT^ 10.545 7.490 6.380 -0.136 0.160 
CHFgb 35.01 48 .60 88.94 -0.036 -0.031 
CDFjb 35.52 50.63 89.11 -0.035 -0.031 
CH^pb 17.02 20.25 3.362 -0.062 0.265 
CDgpb 18.53 25.31 6.83 -0.050 0.133 
NHgb 8.515 1 .083 1.70 0.563 0.500 
NDgb 10.028 3.28 5.35 0.280 0.250 
^Source: 




Table 3.4. Optimized molecular potential parameters a, 3,, g_, and 
Y, obtained from experimental results for the viscosity, 
V, and the thermal conductivity, tc 
Molecule Data a 
O 
(A) 










































































































^Source: Ref. 48. 
^Experimental results for the viscosity not available. 
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Table 35. Theoretically determined contributions of the 
three f ield terms tj / . ,  and to the S-B 
effects on the thermal conductivity as measured 
by (HJ /XQ), (H^/XQ) ,  and (H^/XQ), respectively 
H_ _ H H, 
Molecule ( ^ ) x 10^ ( ) x 10^ ( ) % 10^ 
0 0 0 
CH, 1.80 10"® 
CHgD 1.71 1 X 10"^ 2 X 10"5 
chgt 1.13 3 x 10"^ 3 x 10"'* 
cdgh 1.10 5 x 10"4 3 x lot? 
cd^ 0.80 10"30 lo"® 
CD,T 0.81 1 X 10"4 5 X 10"^ 
chfg 1.86 7 x 10"^ 4 x lot* 
cdfg 1.77 7 X  10"3 1 X  l O ' S  
chgf 1.15 1 X  10"3 1 x 10"4 
cdgf 1.12 5 x 10~^ 6 x 10"4 
nh^ 0.23 2 x 10~^ 7 x 10"^ 
nd^ 0.30 8 x 10"5 1 x 10"5 
Table 3.6. Comparison of theoretical and experimental ( in parentheses when available) results for 
Xg, AA||, AAJ^, and 
c  O  A A u  1  ,  A X  -
Molecule A. x 10^ ( ) x 10^ ( ^  ) x 10^ ( -— ) x 10^ ( ) x lOT 
° AiO] ^0 sat ^0 sat ^0 max 








chgd 8.53 1.71 -1.71 -2.56 1.22 
chgt 8.29 1.13 -1.13 -1.69 0.80 
cdgh 8.07 1.10 -1.10 -1.65 0.78 







cdgt 7.67 0.81 -o.8o -1.21 0.57 
chfg 3.16 
(3.11)^ 







1.77 -1.78 . 
(-1.72)b 








-1.72 .  
(-1.85)^ 
0.82 
F 4.24 . 1.12 -1.12 
(4.20)° (-1.06) 
5.80 . 0.23 -0.23 
(5.83) (-0.15) 














0 .22  
Table 3.7. Characteristic f ield strengths for the S-B effects, 
(H/P)J ,  where i  denotes the component of the X ten­
sor and j  denotes the contributing basis function. 
For i  = I  or J_, the value quantity l isted is the 
f ield strength at one-half the saturation value of 
AXj, and for i  = tr the quantity l isted is the 
f ield strength at the maximum value of 
Molecule (^)"x .o3 
3 
(tesla/Pa) 
(f) ' x .o3 
5 
(tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) 
0"*" X 10' 
3 
(tesla/Pa) 
CH4 3.64 - 3.93 2.28 
CHgD 11.29 - 0.80 7.05 
CHgT 14.23 - 0.58 8.89 
CDgH 5.65 - 0.79 3.53 
CH4 6.27 0.67 3.92 
CDgT 18.96 - 1.50 11.84 
CHFg 21.72 - 12.87 13.57 
CDFg 19.92 - 3.35 12.44 
CHjF 27.08 - 6.45 16.92 
CDgF 29.11 - 3.60 18.19 
NHj 2.97 - 0.52 1.85 
ND^ 5.05 - 0.92 3.15 
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(M)-^x,03 (&-^x,03 X ,o3 (a"x,o3 ô" x lo' 
^5 ^  e  3 5 ^  e  
(tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) 
0.65 3.93 2.24 0.65 3.93 
3.71 0.80 6.94 3.71 0.80 
4.32 0.58 8.75 4.32 0.58 
0.72 0.79 3.48 0.72 0.78 
0.74 0.67 3.86 0.74 0.67 
4.04 1.50 11.66 4.04 1.50 
3.34 23.87 13.36 3.34 23.87 
3.05 3.35 12.25 3.05 3.35 
12.87 6 .45 36.65 12.87 6.45 
84.39 3.60 17.90 84.39 3.60 
0.01 0,52 1.82 0.01 0.52 
0.27 0.92 3.10 0.27 0.92 
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Table 3.8. Theoretically derived contribu­
tions of the f ield terms ^2 and 
to the S-B effects on the 
viscosity as measured by ^ and 
respectively 
Molecule x 10^ x 10^ 
C H .  0.96 L O T^s 
chgd 1.56 5 x 10"^° 
C H G T  2 . 3 0  2  X 1 0 " ^  
cdgh 1.17 3 x 10"^° 
cd^ 0.61 
C D , T  0.89 1 x 10"^° 
C H F ,  1 . 9 0  3  X 1 0 " ^ °  
C H G F  1 . 0 5  2  X 1 0 " ^ °  
NH^ 8 X 10"^ 10"^^ 
-g -91» 
ND, 4 X 10 > 10 
Table 3.9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental ( in 
parentheses when available) results for TIQ ,  
An,, Ang, An^, and 
Molecule RIQ X 10^ 
(gm/cm*s) 
3  (  [0 ]  )  
^0 
( ^ )  X  l o ' :  
^0 sat 
CH4 1.15 a 
(1.09) 
0.96 3 X 10"^ 
CHgD 1.19 1.56 0.16 
CHgT 1.22 2.30 0.58 
CDgH 1.26 1.17 -2 9 X 10 ^ 
cdj, 1.29 0.61 1 X ,0-6  
CDgT 1.32 0.89 3 X lo'Z 
CHFg 
( l !48)b 
1.90 0.01 
CHgF 











4  X 10"5 2 X 10-15 
^Source; Ref. 51. 
^Source: Ref. 52. 
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•} 
( -^ ) X 10% 
0 sat 
( ^ )  x ,o3 
0 max 







-1.56 -1.56 0.78 0.78 
-2.30 -2.30 1.15 1.15 
-1.17 -1.17 0.58 0.58 
-0.61 -0.61 0,31 0.31 
-0.89 -0.89 0.45 0.45 
-1.90 .  
(-1.90)b 








-8 X 10"^ 
(0.39)b 
-8 X 10"5 4 X 10"5 
(-0.04)b 
4 X 10-5 
-4 X 10"5 
(0.43)b 
1 *^5 
-4 X 10 3 2 X 10"5 
(-0.04)b 
2 X 10-5 
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Table 3-10. Characteristic f ield strengths for the S-B effects, 
(H/P)j, where j  denotes the component of the Q tensor. 
For j  = 1, 2, and 3, the quantity l isted is tFe f ield 
strength at one-half the saturation value of An;, and 
for j  = 4 and 5 the quantity l isted is the f ield strength 
at the maximum value of An. 
Molecule ('^) (•^) x 10^ (ë) x 10^ (^) x 10^ (^) x 10^ 
p i  p 2 ^ 3  ^  k  ^ 5  
(tes la/Pa (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) (tesla/Pa) 
CH^ - 1.43 0.72 1.43 0.72 
CHgD 0.24 7.52 3.76 7.52 3.76 
CHgT 0.31 14.35 7.18 14.35 7.18 
CDgH 0.07 2.73 1.36 2.73 1.36 
CD^ - 1.58 0.79 1.58 0.79 
CDgT 0.04 7.09 3.55 7.09 3.55 
CHFg 0.31 19.33 9.67 19.33 9.67 
CHgF 3.45 9.52 4.76 9.52 4.76 
NH^ 3 X 10-3 7 X lo'S 4 X 10-5 7 X 10"5 4 X 10 
ND^ 6 X 10-3 7 X lO'S 4 X 10-5 7 X 10-5 4 X 10 
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IV. THERMAL-VISCOUS EFFECT IN CHIRAL MOLECULES 
In this chapter, we wil l  investigate the existence of a thermal-
viscous effect in a di lute gas of chiral molecules. The thermal-viscous 
effect is an example of a cross coupling in the l inear phenomenological 
behavior of the system. Many such effects are conceivable, some are 
well-known; the most corrmon of these being the thermal-diffusion effect, 
or equivalently, the Dufour effect. However, many couplings can be 
shown to vanish in systems having a high degree of molecular and 
spatial symmetry. The general symmetry arguments used in discussing 
these effects are embodied in Curie's Principle (53). Examples of these 
arguments wil l  be given below for the specif ic problem of a thermal-
viscous effect. In order to see these cross effects, certain symmetries 
of the system must be broken. For example, i t  wil l  be shown below that 
systems which are invariant to rotations or systems which are invariant 
under inversions can have no thermal-viscous couplings. To break these 
symmetries, we must introduce an external f ield and consider a gas of 
chiral molecules. 
First, a discussion on the existence of a thermal-viscous effect in 
a gas of chiral molecules in a magnetic f ield wil l  be given. Then a 
calculation of the thermal-viscous coeff icient wil l  be carried out along 
the l ines fol lowed in the evaluation of the expressions of the viscosity 
and thermal conductivity in the previous chapter. Finally, numerical 




The entropy production in systems near equil ibrium can be expressed 
as (54) 
s; = i  jk^k (4.1) 
where S. is the entropy produced by the system, J|^ can be identif ied 
as a generalized f lux and X|^ i ts corresponding generalized force. Ex­
pl icit ly, for a gas with nonzero temperature and velocity gradients, 
Eq. (4.1) becomes 
S. = - -Xr q • VT -  Y n^zV^u (4.2) dt I  j2 — — I  = 
where £ represents the microscopic expression of the heat f lux vector 
defined in the discussion of the thermal conductivity of symmetric top 
0 
molecules and g is the traceless symmetric part of the viscous pressure 
tensor, in Eq. (4.2), i t  is assumed that the divergence of the velocity 
f ield vanishes. Rewrit ing Eq. (4.2) in the form 
S. = jV .  X* + J^:X^ ,  (4.3) dt I  — — = = 
we f ind that 




= - T '^VT (4.5a) 
X^ = - .  (4.5b) 
The generalized forces and f luxes are related through the l inear 
phenomenological relations 
/  .  L " • X" + L«-.x' (4.6a) 
and 
X^ + L^^:X^ ,  (4.6b) 
Here is a second rank tensor related to the thermal conductivity 
tensor, is a fourth rank tensor related to the coeff icient of vis­
cosity tensor, and and which are third rank tensors, are the 
thermal-viscous coupling coeff icients. Since the two coeff icients, 
and are related through Onsager (55)-Casimir (56) relations, 
we need only to concentrate our efforts towards the calculations of 
The method of calculating is similar to that for calculating 
The coeff icient explicit ly couples the heat f lux to a nonequi1îbrium 
distort ion proportional to the velocity gradients. 
In general, al l  f luxes can conceivably couple to al l  forces. 
However, Curie (53) has shown that many of the L's vanish in systems 
with a high degree of spatial symmetry. Consider an orthogonal trans­
formation of the cartesian coordinate frame. This transformation wil l  
»î* 
be represented by the second rank tensor A .  If the microscopic equa­
t ions of motion for the system are invariant in form under the action 
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•L «J. 
of A on the coordinate system, then we say that the transformation A 
reflects a spatial symmetry of the system. For example, the system 
composed of N molecules in the absence of an external f ield is invariant 
under general rotations of the coordinate system. Equivalently, instead 
of considering a coordinate transformation, we can imagine an actual 
transformation of the system. The action of this transformation on a 
vector in the system is given in terms of the transpose of the second 
rank tensor A ,  denoted by A. The tensor A transforms a vector, say 
2^^\ to a new vector > which is related to 2^^ ^  through the 
relation 
'  = A • .  (4.7) 
In general, let T^"^ represent an nth rank tensor. Then the transforma­
t ion, A, acts on T^"^ as 
=  | A ^ C ( A ) " ( ( 4 , 8 )  
where T^"^ denotes the transformed tensor, |A| is the determinate of 
A, and the quantity e is zero for polar tensors and one for axial 
tensors. The symbol (•)" denotes a sequential contraction of the r ight 
hand indices of each of the n A's into the n indices of T^^^, i .e., 
[(A)"(.)"%(")], .  .  = I  A, ,  A, . . . .  A, .  TS"Î 
iJ,... i  Jl ' l  h'z Jn'n ' l '2*" 'n 
1 z n 
(4.9) 
Because the l inear phenomenological relations are simply macroscopic 
manifestations of the microscopic equations of motion, the force-flux 
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relations of Eq. (4.6) must be invariant to transformations reflecting 
spatial symmetries of the system. Therefore, i f  A (or A ) reflects a 
spatial symmetry of the system, the coupling coefficients of Eq. (4.6) 
must satisfy the relations 
L = 1A|'^(A)"(-)"L (4.10) 
where n is the tensor rank of L. This equation represents the mathemati­
cal formulation of Curie's Principle. 
We now wish to discuss the implication of Curie's Principle for a 
di lute gas. This wil l  be accomplished by considering three examples: 
(1) A di lute gas of achiral molecules is invariant under inver­
sions. The transformation corresponding to an inversion can be repre­
sented by where 
( p . j  =  -  ô j j  C 4 .11) 
with det(j) = -1. Applying Curie's Principle in the form of Eq. (4.10) 
to this system and replacing A with and T^"^ with the coupling 
coeff icients, we obtain 
(4.12a) 
and 
L^v ^ (4.12b) 
where the fact that and are al l  polar tensors has 
been used. Equation (4.12) requires that = 0, which allows 
us to reexpress the l inear relations as 
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jv = l ' ' ' '  • (4.13a) 
and 
/  = .  (4.13b) 
These are the famil iar expressions (with no cross couplings) of Fourier's 
Law and Newton's Law of fr ict ion, respectively. In systems with parity 
symmetry, the thermal-viscous couplings vanish. 
(2) A di lute gas of chiral molecules has no parity symmetry. 
However, the system is invariant under general rotations. Denoting the 
general rotation transformation by R(6,(j), i j i) ,  where 0, (j), and \p are the 
usual Euler angles, implementation of Curie's Principle demands 
(R)^(.)V^ = • (4.14) 
This implies that is proportional to the third rank isotropic 
tensor, LU (LU. = e. ., ,  the Levi-Civita density) where LU is antisymmetric 
= i jk i jk'  = 
on al l  pairs of indices. Therefore, the product L^^:X^, which is 
proportional toLU :X^, vanishes due to the symmetric nature of X^ (refer 
to Eq. (4.5)). Similar arguments show the coupling through L^^ to 
vanish. For this system, the l inear relations of the form in Eq. C4.13) 
hold. 
From these f irst two examples, we see that the thermal-viscous 
couplings vanish in the presence of either a rotational or an inver-
sional symmetry. In order to observe a thermal-viscous effect, both of 
these symmetries must be destroyed. This assertion is born out in the 
last example. 
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(3) A di lute gas of chiral molecules in the presence of an exter­
nal magnetic f ield contains neither inversional or rotational symmetry. 
The chiral i ty of the molecule has el iminated the parity symmetry and 
the f ield has broken the isotropy of the space. The remaining symmetry 
is the invariance to rotations about the f ield. Denoting this trans­
formation by R(0,<ti,0) (where the f ield is taken to l ie along the k 
direction) and applying Curie's Principle to we f ind that 
= (R(0,(|.,0))^(.) • (4.15) 
This requires to be proportional to tensors of third rank which are 
isotropic about the f ield. All such tensors are formed from the three 
elementary tensors 
k (4.l6a) 
- kit (4.l6b) 
and 
= - k X (4.16c) s=k = 
which are individually isotropic about the k direction. Thus, Curie's 
Principle allows for the existence of a thermal-viscous coupling, but 
requires the coupling coeff icient, to be a functional of k, 
i s - .  
L"'  = L/t(k.y(2),v(2)) .  (4.17) 
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At this point, we can now deduce the general form of Knowing 
that is rank 3 and a functional of k, and allows us to 
wr i  te 
= Akkk + BkU^Z) + + DUj^^^k + Ek^^^) + + GVj^^^k 
(4.18) 
Further, the fact that is symmetric and traceless on i ts last pair 
of indices reduces Eq. (4.18) to 
= L,(kkk - J ky(^) + LgfufZik + 6(^)) + LgfvfZik + ^(^)) .  (4.19) 
This is the f inal form for From Eq. (4.19), the fol lowing rela­
tions between the components of are obtained 
^333 •  - i^3n = -i'Tn ' h 
^n3 = ^223 = 'u, = ^232 -  4 
and 
^î23 = -  ^2î3 = ^u2 = -  ^23, = S • 
This is identical to the form for obtained by de Groot and Mazur 
(54). Also from Eq. (4.19), the components and are seen to be 
odd in the f ield, whereas the component is even in the f ield. 
To obtain a microscopic expression for the thermal-viscous coupling 
coeff icient, we proceed in a manner similar to that of the previous 
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derivations of the coeff icients of shear viscosity and thermal conductiv­
i ty. We begin with the explicit form of the heat f lux vector, £, from 
Eq. (3.4), namely 
1 /2 
q = - nkT ( — ) <W( ^ - W^) + W«E. Vk-i> - E. VkT),<5> .  (4.21) 
m — z — I  n L int 
When the distort ion, 
7UT 1/2 0 $ = ( i lL ) A • V In T + B;V u (4.22) 
is inserted into this expression, we obtain the microscopic analogue to 
Eq. (4.6a) 
= nkT^( ^  )<W( $ - W^) + WC<E. Vkt> - E. VkT) ,A> • (- t"V) 
— m — L — int int — — 
1/2 
+ nkT^( — ) <W( I  - W^) + W«E.^ykf> 
m — z — int 
- E.^^/kT) ,§>:(- T'Vu^) .  (4.23) 
Here,E.^^ is the internal energy of the chiral molecule. From 
Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.23), we obtain 
1/2 
= nkT^( ^  ) <w( i  - w^) + w«e /k1> - e, /kT) ,B^^> .  (4.24) 
= m — z — I  nt I  nL — 
where is required to satisfy the l inear equation 
2f^^V°W = - A(B^^) (4.25) 
which is derived in Chapter I I .  Equation (4.24) is the desired micro­
scopic expression for the thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient. 
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The quantity which satisfies Eq. (4.25), is generated by the 
methods used in the previous sections. I t  is expanded in a truncated 
basis set forming a matrix equation, which can be solved using the 
inversion technique of Cooper and Hoffman (38). From Eqs. (4.24) and 
(4.25), i t  is realized that for a nonzero to exist, there must be a 
coupling between basis terms of the form W^W and W(<E> - E). Because 
these terms have different parity symmetries, the coupling would be 
impossible were i t  not for the chîral i ty of the molecules (refer to 
example 1 above). However, the coll ision operator st i l l  commutes with 
the general rotation operator. Thus, i t  is impossible to couple these 
terms through the coll ision operator alone since they transform as basis 
elements belonging to different irreducible representations of the ful l  
rotation group. Therefore, we must seek a coupling of these two terms 
through the f ield operator. This is not surprising; i t  îs exactly what 
examples 2 and 3 prepared us for. After al l ,  i t  requires both the 
molecular chîral i ty and the presence of the external f ield in order to 
observe a thermal-viscous coupling. 
Because the f ield effects are at best 2nd order in the nonsphericity, 
also is at best a 2nd order effect. The expansion set must contain 
an element, say X, such that 
W°W ^  X > WC<E> -  E) C4.26) 
where the two headed arrows represent a coupling. However, no such X 
exists. For example, let X be a basis function whose tensorial struc­
ture is given by WW. Due to the rotational symmetry of the coll ision 
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• nn ^ 
•W((Ç) Ei) 
Figure 4.1. The various thermal-viscous coupling 
basis set l isted in Table 4.1 
routes contained in the 
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operator (30), the bracket integral of two tensor functions is zero 
unless their direct product contains a basis element belonging to the 
total ly symmetric representation of the rotation group. Both the 
direct products of with WW and W with WW contain such a basis 
element. However, for r igid chatterless interactions, the integrand of 
A A A  
the bracket integral of ^ with WW is proportional to k*kxk which 
vanishes identically. Therefore, the term, WW, does not give rise to 
a second order coupling. Similar arguments show that other plausible 
choices for X also do not give rise to a second order coupling. 
Because of this, the best we can hope for is a third order coupling, 
i .e., 
W°W X] *2 WC<E> -  E) .  (4.27) 
We wil l  investigate three such couplings. These three avenues are 
contained in the fol lowing expansion of B^^ 
1^^ = + &2®^ê2 630^:3 + *4 '  #4 + 45 '  §5 + *6 '  §6 + 
(4.28) 
with the i j 's given in Table 4.1 along with their parity and t ime 
reversal eigenvalues. The three possible couplings in the expansion 
above are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.1. The dashed l ines in 
Fig. 4.1 denote couplings forbidden because their direct products do 
not contain a basis for the total ly symmetric representation of the 
rotation group. The solid l ines denote possible couplings, where the 
letter in parentheses indicates the mode of coupling. For instance, 
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(f) represents a coupling due to the chiral i ty of the molecular poten­
t ial, whereas the term (A) denotes a coupling through the anisotropy of 
the interaction. The Roman numerals indicate the various pathways. 
Below, terms with a superscript I ,  I I ,  or I I I  wil l  refer to the pathway 
I ,  I I ,  or I I I ,  respectively. 
Insertion of the expression for B, Eq, (4.28), into the micro­
scopic expression for Eq. (4,24), results in 
2 
^VT  ^isl_ {5B + 3B }  .  (4.29) 
4/2 
The B.'s can be expanded as 
B. = B! + B! '  + B !" ,  i  = 4, 5 (4.30) 
= 1 =1 =1 =1 '  
due to the three possible coupling routes. Solving Eq. 14.25) for B^^ 
and B^, using standard techniques, we f ind that: 
§4 ^^' '®33®22^ ^®55®43®32®21 "  ®45®53®32®21^£| (4.31a) 
§5 = ^^' '®33®22^ ^®44®53®32®21 " ®45®43®32®21^£| (4.31b) 
r, = [kC^ U^ )]{kkk + [20^ (25^ )0^ (^ 2) - C,(53)0^ (52) - 0,(^ 2) 
- co(g,)c,(g2)]{y(2)k + 1^,(2)} + [cots,) + 
20^(253)0^(^2) ~ 0^(53)0^(^2) + J (253)0^ (^2) ]{V|^ ^ ^ 
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= Lj{kkk - ^  ky(2)} + L^ {u(2)k + + L^ v^(2)k + ,  (4.32) 
Ë/j ^'^' '®33®77^ ^®55®43®37®71 " ®45®53®37®71^ = I I  (4.33a) 
#5 ~  (a /ggggyy)(844823837871 845843837671)211 (4 .33b)  
= [-10,(53) -  y c,(s2)cq(cy) +|c,(ç^) + 0^(5^)0, (ç^)] 
X {kkk - J ky(2)} + [- -J- 0,(^ 3) - C^ iZK^ ) + J 0,(53)0^ (5^ ) 
+  J  C ,  ( 2 5 3 ) 0 0 ( 5 7 )  + ^ C , ( 5 Y )  +  Y  0 ^ ( 5 3 ) 0 ,  ( 5 Y )  +  Y  0 ^ ( 2 5 3 ) 0 ,  ( 5 Y ) ]  
X {y(:)k + 0^ (53) + 60(253) - I C0C57) 
"  y  ^ '0(^3)^0(^7)  "  "2 ^0(^^3) ' '0 (^7)  *  ^ ^ , (53)0 , (5^)  
+ 1 c,(253)c,(5y)]{y^2)k + (2)} 
= LJ'{kkk - 1 kU^ Z)} + L^ /{u(^ )k + ^ 2^ )^} + Lj'{v(2)k +^ l^ h , 
(4.34) 
§4 = "(A/8668yy)(8458g68^y8y,)2||| (.4.35a) 
is" = (A/866877) (*44856867671 ):, t  I  (4'35b) 
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£ | | |  ' • 3  C , ( S y ) ] { k k k  -  2  k U | ^  ^  2  ^ ^ 1  
- c^(ç^)]{y^^^k + + J [cO(56)(1 -  cQ(ç^)) 
+ c,(g6)c,(e,)]{y(2)k + 
.  l ; -  1  ; y ( 2 ) }  +  l ; ' ' { y ( ^ ) ;  +  +  l ; ' ' { v ( 2 ) ;  +  
(4.36) 
2 Here,A = " G^^J, and the G.^'s and the C.(x) functions are 
defined in the previous chapter. Equations (4.28)-(4.35) relate the 
thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient to the coll ision integrals. In the 
fol lowing section, the coll ision integrals are evaluated for various 
model systems. 
In concluding this section, we remark that the thermal-viscous 
effect in r igid chatterless systems is third order in the nonsphericity 
of the potential. For systems interacting through more realist ic 
potentials ( i .e., soft potentials or r igid potentials where chattering 
is considered), the thermal-viscous effect could conceivably be a 
second order effect. However, the requirement that an external f ield 
be present excludes the existence of a thermal-viscous coupling at any 
order lower than second in molecular nonspherîcTty. 
B. Numerical Results 
The theory presented above for the thermal-viscous effect assumes 
the chiral molecules to behave kinematically l ike symmetric tops. We 
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ml 
(  O D  )  
( Z )  (  C )  
( n d 2 )  
Figure 4.2. Geometry of the chiral molecules used in the calculation of 
the kinematic parameters in Table 4.2. Here = I8 amu, 
M2 = 12 amUj 6 = 1.9114 radians (tetrahedral angle), and 
~ 1-48 A. The values of and IL23 depend on the choice 
of z and are l isted in Table 4.2 
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have chosen to base the numerical work on the molecular system, C Z CD^ 
NDg OD, where Z wil l  equal H, D, F, CI, and Br. Setting Z equal to D 
yields the total ly deuterated analogue of 1-amino-ethanol. This chiral 
molecule is chosen because i t  is nearly a symmetric top. The approxi­
mate geometry of this molecule is given in Fig. 2.2. In Table 2.2, we 
l ist the relevant kinematic parameters. 
In order to model the geometry of the above system, we use the 
supporting function (13) 
h = a + I  gj(k • eJ^ + yCk • e,) C^-37) 
i  '  J 
where the quantit ies in this expression are defined in the numerical 
section of Chapter III. Due to the lack of experimental results on 
chiral systems, we wil l  not be able to uti l ize a f i t t ing program similar 
to the one used in the symmetric top studies above to determine molecular 
parameters. For this reason, we wil l  calculate the size of the thermal-
viscous coupling for several choices of the g. parameters in Eq. (4.37). 
The values of a are chosen to be in reasonable agreement with the values 
for the symmetric top molecules of the last chapter, and is determined 
from the molecular geometry in Fig. 4.2. These values for a, the g. 's, 
and Y are given in Table 4.3, along with the dimensionless parameter, x, 
X = I IR [( .£F -  &.)/A]| .  (4.38) 
i<j '  J 
Here,represents the distance from the center of mass to the molecular 
surface along the i th axis for a system described by the supporting 
Figure 4.3. The geometric f ield dependence of the thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient 
arising from coupling route I  for various values of P 3 7 .  The abscissa is the 
ratio of the magnetic f ield strength to the pressure (1n tesla/Pa) and the 
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Figure 4.4. The geometric f ield dependence of the thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient 
arising from coupling route I I  for various values of p^y. The abscissa is 
the ratio of the magnetic f ield strength to the pressure ( in tesla/Pa) and 
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Figure 4 .5 .  The geometric f ield dependence of the thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient 
arising from coupling route I I I  for various values of P23. The abscissa is 
the ratio of the magnetic f ield strength to the pressure ( in tesla/Pa) and 
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function in Eq, (4.37). The quantity, x, is a measure of the molecular 
chiral i ty. 
Finally, we wil l  write the thermal-viscous coupling coeff icient, 
as 
= I  r (4.39) 
i=l '  
where 
^yt ^ KL {5b! + 3B'} (4.40) 
'  4/r 4 5 
and and are given by Eqs. (4.3l)-(.4.35) • Then wil l  be 
evaluated as i f  the r. 's are unity. This separates the geometric f ield 
dependence from the interaction dependent coll ision integrals. The 
form of the f ield dependence of the r. 's, for various values of the 
ratio of the f ield parameters ( j .e., 6.. = Ç./Ç.), is plotted in i j  i  j  
Figs. 4.3 through 4.5. 
In Table 4.4, the magnitudes of and B^ are given for the various 
systems and geometries. Table 4.5 l ists the magnitudes of the L^^'s 
for the three modes of coupling. For al l  of the systems and al l  of the 
geometries, the values of these quantit ies are seen to be very small. 
However, as expected, the magnitudes of these quantit ies increase with 
increasing x» the molecular chiral i ty. From Table 4.5, we see that the 
dominate coupling is through avenue I .  The strength of this coupling 
is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than schemes I f  and 
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Figure 4.6, The reduced thermal • 'viscous coupling coeff icient, 
vt vv L ,  versus the molecular chiral i ty, x 
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couples the heat f lux to a shear gradient through the basis functions 
and These terms are the dominate f ield terms for the viscos-
i  ty and the thermal conductivity (Wg^g) as was noted in Chap­
ter I I I .  
To appreciate the size of this effect, these quantit ies should be 
compared to the values of the coeff icients of the viscosity, n (or 
equîvalently = 2Tn), and the thermal conductivity, A (or equîva­
lently = T^X) .  The coeff icients, n and X, are easily obtained from 
these results because the expansion set contains the functions required 
for their calculation, as indicated in Table 4.1. Table 4.6 displays 
the values of n, X, and along with the dlmensîonless quantity 
The largest values for this ratio are 'v.io ^ to 10 As 
a comparison, the smallest Senftleben-Beenakker effect ratios, given as 
(L^^(H^) -  for the viscosity and for the 
-4 thermal conductivity, that can be detected experimentally are ^10 
Therefore, even in the systems with large chlral l t les, the thermal-
viscous effect is st i l l  approximately two orders of magnitude too small 
to be detected. However, i t  Is conceivable that for more general 
asymmetric top, chlral molecules, or for systems where a second order 
coupling exists (cf. Eq. (4,26)) the magnitude of this coupling could 
be measurable. 
Finally, one last point of interest should be mentioned. Figure 
4.6 is a plot of the chiral i ty of the molecule, x, versus the dlmen-
sionless quantity, From this graph, i t  can be seen that 
these two variables are l inearly related. Therefore, x  can be 
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considered as an estimate to the magnitude of the thermal-viscous 
effect. 
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Table 4.1. Basis functions, ,  used in the thermal-viscous 
calculation with their parity, P, and t ime reversal, 
T, eigenvalues. Also l isted is the relationship to 
basis functions used in Chapter I I I  
Basis Functions P T Relationship to Previous Work 
= W^W +1 +1 (viscosity) 
^ 2  ~  — + 1  ^ 2  ( v i s c o s i t y )  
^3 ~ -1 -1 (thermal conductivity) 
àlf = W(5/2 - W^) -1 -1 (thermal conductivity) 
^5 ~ W«E.>Q - E.) -1 -1 gg + (thermal conductivity) 
-1 -1 (thermal conductivity) 
iy = QQQW +1 +1 (viscosity) 
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Table 4.2. Values for the molecular constants mj, £23» 
y, 1^, l | | ,  and the molecular center of mass, 
c.m. (cf. Fig. 4.5) 
„ a b L 
"3 23 
y Ï ' I I  c.m. 
(amu) 
0 
(A) (amu) 0 2 (amu A ) ®2 (amu A ) 
0 
(A) 
H 1 1.07 33.5 57.1 105.2 -0.382 
D 2 1.07 34.0 59.1 105.2 -0.360 
F 19 1.35 42.5 100,3 105.2 -0.012 
Cl 36 1.77 50.75 164.0 105.2 +0.364 
Br 80 1.94 72.95 253.5 105.2 +0.881 
^Source: Ref. 57. 
^Quantity l isted is the distance of the c.m. from 
the central C atom along the bond. 
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Table 4.3. Values of the potential parameters for the thermal-
viscous calculation 
z a 
O !2 b !4 Y 0 X 
CA) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) 
H 3.1 0.20 0.20 0.05 0.20 -0.382 0 
H 0.19 0.20 0.05 0.21 It 8.7 X 10 
II 0.15 0.20 0.05 0.25 . 1 1 1.1 X 10 
II 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.35 II 2.3 X 10 
D 3.1 0.20 0.20 0.05 0.20 -0.360 0 
II 0.19 0.20 0.05 0.21 H 6.7 X 10 
It 0.15 0.20 0.05 0.25 II 8.2 X 10 
II 0.05 0,20 0,05 0.35 11 1.8 X 10 





II 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.21 11 6.7 X 10 
II 0.15 0.20 0,15 0.25 r i  1.0 X 10 
11 0.05 0.20 0.15 0.35 II 4.6 X 10 
Cl  3.3 0.20 1,20 0.30 0.20 +0.364 0 
II 0.19 0.20 0.30 0,21 11 1.0 X 10 
M 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.25 »l 1.2 X 10 
II 0.05 0.20 0.30 0.35 II 2.9 X 10 
Br 3.4 0,20 0.20 0.50 0.20 +0.881 0 
M 0.19 0.20 0.50 0.21 H 1.1 X 10 
11 0,15 0,20 0.50 0.25 II 1.3 X 10 
11 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.35 II 3.6 X 10 














Table 4.4. Values of and B^ for the individual coupling routes I ,  I I ,  and Ml 
I  I 
(A-Z) (Â-2) 
b4 






8.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
2.3 X 10 
0 
6.7 X 10 
8.2 X 10 
1.8 X 10 
0 
6.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
4.6 X 10 
0 
1.0 X 10 
1.2 X 10 
2.9 X 10 
0 
1.1 X 10 
1.3 X 10 
3.6 X 10 
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Table 4.5. Magnitude of the thermal-viscous coupling through 












8.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
2.3 X 10 
0 
6.7 X 10 
8.2 X 10 
1.8 X 10 
0 
6.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
4.6 X 10 
0 
1.0 X 10 
1.2 X 10 
2.9 X 10 
0 
1.1 X 10 
1.3 X 10 
3.6 X 10 
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Table 4.6. Values of n (= L^^/2T), A (= l /^/T^), and the dimen-
sionless quantity versus the molecular 
chiral l ty, x 
n X 
(gm/cm's) (cal/cm«s«°K) (gm'°K/s ) 
H 0 
8.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
2.3 X 10 
D 0 
6.7 X 10 
8.2 X 10 
1.8 X 10 
F 0 
6.7 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
4.6 X 10 
Cl 0 
1.0 X 10 
1.2 X 10 
2.9 X 10 
Br 0 
1,1 X 10 
1.3 X 10 
3.6 X 10 















9.7  X 10 
M 
1.6 x lo's 
9.8 X 10 
If 




1.1 X lO" 
i i  
i i  
f i  
-5 
1 . 2  X 




i i  
i i  
1.6 X 10 
i i  
H 
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V. ORIENTATIONAL CORRELATION TIMES (58) 
The problem of calculating the orientational correlation time 
for a &th rank spherical harmonic of a molecule in a l iquid dates back 
to Debye (59), who assumed the molecular rotation is governed by a dif­
fusion equation. More recent attempts to determine theoretically fol­
low two approaches: hydrodynamic and kinetic theory. The hydrodynamic 
calculations set an el l ipse (60) in uniform rotation in order to deter­
mine the rotational fr ict ion constants, defined as the proportionality 
between the applied torque and the angular velocity. The orientational 
correlation time then fol lows, since and the fr ict ion coefficient 
are l inearly related. Both stick (60) and sl ip (6i) boundary condit ions 
have been employed. Comparison with experiment gives stronger support 
to the sl ip models. 
The alternative approach to molecular rotation is kinetic theory. 
This is the approach we choose. Unti l  our own work, the existing theory 
consists of Chandler's rough-sphere Enskog calculation (62). This 
model has been quite successful in f i t t ing the data; however, there is 
some ambiguity as to the definit ion of molecular roughness and i ts 
relationship to the nonsphertcal shape of the molecule. 
A. Theory 
We propose to calculate the collective orientational correlation 
time for the 2th rank Legendre polynomial P^^cosG) for hard el l ipsoid 
molecules in a bath of hard spheres at l iquid densit ies. Here, 
C O S 0  =  2 • e, where e is a unit vector along the symmetry axis of the 
el l ipsoid and z is a space f ixed reference axis. The orientational 
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correlation time is defined by 
c 
^ dt<p^p^(t)>/<d^> (5.1) 
where 
(5.2) 
The subscripts on the angles here refer to a particular el l ipsoid and 
0(t) is the value that 0 evolves to in a t ime t  according to the 
mechanics of the system. The brackets indicate an average over an 
equil ibrium ensemble representing the f luid mixture. 
We f ind i t  convenient to interpret the brackets as inner products 
for Dirac vectors, i .e., 
<gh> = <g h> = dx"^"^  ^ pj^ +g) qh , (5.3) 
where is the canonical equil ibrium distribution function for a 
eq 
system of N el l ipsoids and B bath molecules, denotes the complete 
set of phase variables, and |G> and |H> are Dirac vectors. 
One approach for the calculation of the collective orientational 
correlation time is the single variable Mori formalism (63) (the Mori 
formalism is outl ined in Appendix B, along with other techniques 
uti l ized in this paragraph). In this method, as espoused by Kivelson 
and Keyes (64), we define projection operators Pjj and Qp by 
and 
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Qg = 1 -  Pg .  (5.4b) 
The Liouvil le equation for a dynamical ket vector |G> in differential 
form is 
^ |G(t)> = iL|G(t)> (5.5) 
where L is the Liouvil le operator for the system. This equation is 
equivalent to Eq. (2.2). Following the usual in manipulations, one 
begins with Eq. (5.5) for |P^(t)> to extract an exact equation for the 
t ime correlation function 
^<P,|P,(t)> = - I' - T,> .  (5.6) 
0 
Here 
|A^> = ÎL\V^> = lay .  i  JjlP^(cose.)> (5.7) 
is the implicit t ime derivative of |P^>. Invoking standard arguments 
about the Markovian behavior of the memory function (Appendix B), one 
can remove the convolution part of Eq. (5.6) to obtain the simple 
transport equation 






i  Q_ LT 
^  d T <Aje |A^>/<AjA^> .  (5.10) 
The validity of this reduction rests on the fact that <A^|exp iQpLt|A^> 
decays to zero in a t ime such that i .e., the t ime 
scale for orientational and momentum relaxation are far separated. 
This t ime scale separation exists when the density and shape anisotropy 
of the el l ipses are large. Equations (5.8) and (5-9) are restatements 
of the Kivelson-Keyes f indings (64). 
Equation (5.9) can be simplif ied by noting that 
= 2^"% • <5.n) 
where g^, the orientational pair correlation factor, is 
% - de^degdr^g P^fcose^jP^fcosGgïx • (5.12) 
To calculate we use Eq. (5.7) to obtain 
 ^#$f- • «-'3) 
Inserting Eqs. (5.11) and (5.13) into Eq. (5.9), we obtain 
\  = 9al/(kTA(A + 1)t^) .  (5.14) 
To proceed further, we need which we propose to calculate using 
kinetic theory. 
Mori (63)  showed that the tcf can be expressed by (Appendix B) 
dt<Au|e"-' lAjj> (5.15) 
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which is the tcf of over a short init ial period. Furthermore, the 
tcf of (or any variable whose equil ibrium average vanishes) can be 
wr i  tten 
(1/ag/o)) a.-"- '  
— a 
= A^(tlA)/A^(0) (5 .16)  
where A^(tlA) is the nonequi1ibrium average of A^ over a distr ibution 
which, at t  = 0, is of the form 
(5.17) 
From Eq. (5.15), we have 
'a = 
(+) 
dx a^(t |a)/a^(0) (5 .18)  
Because A^ is the sum of single particle operators, can computed 
using the singlet distribution function for el l ipsoids by 
'a = 
. (+)  
dt dx^ a%(x^)f(^)(x^,t)/  dx^ A^(x^)f ()(^ , t=0) (5.19) 
where 
\ ( i ,)  = 
9e, 
pg^cosg^) (5 .20)  
is the implicit t ime derivative of Pjj^(cos6^). We propose to use the 
Enskog equation to determine the time evolution of f^^^fx^t) In 
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Eq. (5.19). Because such an equation governs relaxation on the t ime 
scale of the fast variables, in Eq. (5.19) can be replaced by 
infinity. 
The singlet distr ibution for r igid ell ipsoids in a bath of r igid 
spheres satisf ies an equation of the form (refer to Chapter I I) 
• '^1" '" = i  i  dz.dks.k - 9xf ( ' )*( ' .  
—1 a 
( 5 . 2 1 )  
Here, d2 is the differential element for the momentum and orientation 
—a 
variable of a molecular species a. For our purposes, we assume that 
the distort ions of f^^^ away from the equil ibrium, Maxwell ian momentum 
distributions are small; then we can write 
(5.22) 
where (|)^()(,t) is the nonequi I  ibri um distort ion. To complete the calcu­
lation of T^, we use Grad's methods of moments (31) (refer to Chapter 
I I) and, in particular, the single moment expansion 
<l> = (5.23) 
where we have assumed that the bath distort ion is zero. Here, 
= 1(2% + l)/4nA(A + 1)kT (5.24) 
is a normalization parameter determined by the relation 
I  d)<^ A%(x^)fQ^)(l + ({i(x^,t)) = A^(t) .  (5.25) 
I l l  
We do not include a moment in <t) s ince we are interested in the 
relaxation of the fast variables on the t ime scale [Alternatively, 
expCiQpLx) 1AJ^> in Eq. (5.10) evolves in a subspace orthogonal to 1D^> 
and, hence, we are not interested in a contribution to <t).] Substi­
tuting Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) into Eq. (5.21) and taking the A^ moment, 
we obtain 
(5 .26 )  
where 
 ^  ^ • <5-"> 
[The identif ication of is apparent from comparing Eq. (5.19) and 
Eq.  (5 .26) . ]  
In the high density regime and for highly anisotropic molecules, 
the separation of the t ime scales of the fast and slow variables is 
large and a single moment should adequately describe the relaxation 
dynamics. At low densit ies and/or for low-frict ion molecules such as 
SFg, CH^, or Ng, our general treatment requires modif ication. This 
would include using more moments in the expansion of (f). 
The bracket integrals appearing in Eq, (5,27) can be reduced to 
simple integrals fol lowing standard techniques (11,58). As a result of 
the reduction, we obtain 
• (irnVrr ^  ;;== M Ki"' 
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where 
= /K ^ dx,(dx„da)S D \  h!h!B..(&) .  yv '  yv J 1 2 '  yv yv^yv i  j  i j  
(5 .29)  
By construction, the integrals are dimensionless quantit ies. Here 
3 = 1/kT, B and C represent the major and minor axis of the el l ipse 
respectively, and 
e = (B^ -  C^)/C^ (5.30) 
is the shape anisotropy of the el l ipse. For the atom-diatom system, 
the supporting function of the excluded volume ^ is the sum of sup­
porting functions for the atom h^ and the diatom h^: 
hgj(x) = hg + hj(x) (5.31) 
where 
hg = A (5.32a) 
and 
hj(x) = IC^ + CB^ -  c2)x2]1/2 .  (5.32b) 
The f irst and second derivatives of H^^fx) with respect to x are: 
HMj(x) = h^(x) = Cex(l + ex^) (5.33a) 
and 
H^^(x)  =  C[e(1  +  Ex2)"1/2  -  eV(1  + Gx2)"3/2]  ,  (5 .33b)  
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The function is 
D g j  =  [ 1  +  (  ^  ) ( H ^ j ) ^ ( l  -  ( 5 . 3 4 )  
and the surface area function is 
'  l " a d  -  * " ; , ] ( -  x H ; , ]  H .  -  * 2 ) }  .  ( 5 . 3 5 )  
The diatom-diatom orientational functions have been given by Cooper and 
Hoffman (65) and wil l  be summarized here for completeness. In this 
case, 
= hy(x,) + hj(x2) ,  (5.36) 
where hj(Xj), j  = 1, 2, is defined by Eq. (5.32b). The function is 
dj j  = {1 + (  ^  )[hj(x,)2(l  -  x^) + h^fxgi^d -  xg)]} (5.37) 
and the surface area function is 
^dd =  4 ]  +  ^2  s in^a  (5 -38)  
where 
4 ,  =  +  j { ( l  -  x2)h%(x, )  +  (1  -  xg ih^fxg)}  ,  (5 .39a)  
and 
^2 =  h^' (x^)h^' (x2)  (1  -  x^) (1  -  Xg)  ,  (5 .39b)  
us ing  
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j  = -  x^h^(x^) -  .  (5.40) 
2 The quanti ty k = C  p / I  where y is the reduced mass of the coJ-
^ '  yv yv yv 
l iding y and v species, and the quanti ty is 
°  1) "  4 • " j  + • ®j '  
a /v a a a a 




P"(x) = —5" P (x) (5.42b) 
dx ^ 
are the derivatives of the &th rank Legendre polynomials. The integra­
t ion variables in Eq. (5,29) are x. = k • e. and a (defined from the 
a a /  2 2 
relat ion e^ * ®2 ~ *1*2 ^ ~ *1)^^ ~ ^^2^ cosa) is the angle between 
the projections of e^ and eg onto the plane orthogonal to k. Insert ing 
Eq. (5.28) and Eq. (5-27) into (Eq. (5.14) for we f ind that 
\  - irrv-IT /  7= /s '"d'^dd + ^dd) ^  " .c '  (5.43) 
which is the main result of this analysis. Here 
p = (4/3)nC^B(ny + n^) (5.44) 
is the reduced density of the f luid, n^ and n^ represent the number 
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are the number fract ions for the diatom and atom species, respectively. 
Equations (5.29) and (5,43) complete the formal calculat ion of 
the col lect ive part icle correlat ion t ime. In principle, given the 
angle-dependent contact radial distr ibution function, one can now 
Before proceeding to the numerfcal predict ions, we wish to dis­
cuss several approximations and simple l imits of Eqs. (5,29) and (5.43). 
The simplest l imit to consider Ts that corresponding to an isolated 
rotor in a bath of spheres Cor X^ -  0, = 1), since only the. rotor-
bath col l ision integral appears; 
Writ ing Eq. (5.46) in terms of angular momentum correlat ion t ime 




= 1/kTjiCj i  + DTJ (5,47) 
i t  fol lows that 
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11 To proceed any further, we must perform the integral.  Although this 
integral proves to be easi ly computed numerical ly, i t  can only be 
performed analyt ical ly in a few simple l imit ing cases. For molecules 
that are large and nearly spherical in a bath of small  l ight spheres, 
i .e.,  E ~ 0, 
\d ~ ts "^ad^ %ad(°) '  (5-^9) 
and so 
7] '5.50) 
which depends on the square of the shape anlsotropy. Here,Xgj(O) 
represents the radial distr ibution function for a molecule of species 
type V in a f luid composed entirely of species type y, In the l imit of 
zero separation ( i .e.,  at contact).  For a long heavy rod (e >> 1) in a 
bath of small  l ight solvent atoms 




which, in turn, depends l inearly on the shape anisotropy parameter. 
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For the case of a pure (neat) f luid of diatoms, the integrals 
in Eq. (5.43) vanish, and so 
c 3" _çi 
\ i rmr j^r /w <^dd ^ ^dd' •  <5.53) 
The single part icle correlat ion t ime for a pure f luid of diatoms is 
12 
obtained from Eq. (5.53) by dropping the integral.  This is equiva­
lent to tagging the nonequi1ibrium part icle one, set in a f luid of 
identical part icles which are in equil ibr ium (similar to an approach 
taken when using a Lorentz-Boltzmann equation). Therefore, 
s 
~ £u^+ 1) ^dd • (5"54) 
The use of the high density Hubbard relat ion (.66) Eq. (5.47), Eq. (5.54) 
provides an expression for the angular momentum relaxation t ime for a 
neat f luid of rotors: 
Chandler (62) has obtained a similar expression for the angular 
momentum relaxation t ime of a part ial ly rough sphere in a neat f luid. 
Convert ing Chandler 's result to our notation yields 
J L aa J 
where a(T) is defined as a temperature dependent function that determines 
the st ickiness of the molecule and ranges from one to zero (the sl ip 
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l imit).  Our definit ion of a(T) dif fers from Chandler 's in that we have 
absorbed the st ick l imit into Eq. (5.56) so that a value of a(T) = 1 
predicts the perfectly rough sphere relaxation. 
Given the col lect ive and single part icle orlentational correlat ion 
t imes for neat f luids (Eqs. (5.53) and (5-54), one can construct the 
rat io, which has come to be known as the Kivelson-Keyes (KK) relat ion 
(64). Thus, 
• '5.57) 
Equation (5.57) expresses the rat io of correlat ion t imes as a stat ic or 
equil ibr ium factor (known as the g^ factor for & = 2) t imes a function 
of the rat io of col l ision integrals. The KK relat ion ts usually 
wri t ten for & = 2 as 
~ " (3,58) 
Comparing Eq. (5.57) with Eq. (5.58), we f înd that, for a neat f luid of 
rotorl ike molecules, the dynamic or l 'entât tonal correlat ion parameter 
jg is given by 
jz '  ('  + a^d/^dd) ' '  •  ^-55) 
Because the col l ision integrals in this expression are both posit ive, 
the kinetic theory predicts that the rat io wi l l  be greater than 
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B. Numerical Results 
In order to compare the predict ions of Eqs. (5.43) and (5.53)-
(5.55) to laboratory measured and computer calculated correlat ion 
t imes, we require a numerical value of the radial distr ibution function 
at a contact separation x(0). For lack of a better result,  we use the 
Carnahan^Starl ing value (67) for hard spheres: 
x ( 0 )  =  ( 2  -  p  ) 2 ( 1  -  p  ) ^  ,  ( 5 . 6 0 )  
Equipped with x ( 0 ) ,  we can determine the correlat ion t imes, and these 
are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The kinetic theory predict ions under­
estimated the orientational correlat ion t imes and overestimated 
reciprocal quanti t ies Cthese reciprocal quanti t ies being the rotat ional 
dif fusion constant or the angular momentum correlat ion t imes). The best 
agreement was found for computer N^, wherein the error was less than a 
factor of two. In al l  other cases, the typical error was of the order 
of three. 
There are several factors that might be responsible for the consis­
tent underestimation of the fr ictTon on the rotor. First,  one might 
argue that attract ive forces are important and these have been omitted. 
However, KT also underestimated fr ict ion on hard spherocyUnders and, 
in this case, there are no attract ive forces. Second, i t  is obvious 
that the radial distr ibution function is not isotropic and this 
anisotropy might increase the fr ict ion on the rotor. Although there is 
some recent evidence (68) that the contact xCO) for hard dumbbells for 
certain configurations can be greater than the values of x used in 
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2, i t  would seem unl ikely that, for al l  the systems 
studied, the x(0) should be greater than the isotropic x contact by a 
factor of two to three. A third possibi l i ty, which causes some concern 
in our calculat ion, is the neglect of correlated col l isions. Both 
three body col l isions and chattering col l isions have been Ignored. I t  
has been argued that, in condensed phases, a chattering col l ision is 
unl ikely due to the intervention of the solvent. However, correlated 
many body interactions are st i l l  a problem to address. 
In conclusion, our results for are typical ly a factor of two 
to three too small .  Whether tFie bulk of this discrepancy Is the result 
of the kinetic theory or of our inabi l i ty to properly handle the 
anisotropic effects of the interaction, i t  is too early to determine. 
I t  would be interesting to repeat the calculatfon when more realfst ic 
radial distr ibution functions are avai lable. 
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Table 5.1* Comparison of kinetic theory with experiment 
System 
(A) ( i )  
E P" T (°K) 









'2 '  3.45 2.15 1.57 0.415 293 3.96 0.77 0.55 2.3 
( in CCl^) 
3.45 2.15 1.57 0.401 293 3.71 0.77 0.50 1.8 
( in cyclohexane) 
Dicyanoacety-
lene^ (neat) 4.54 1.78 5.50 0.468 297.7 5.0 3.00 2.27 5.0 
Dicyanoacety-
lene 4.54 
( in cyclohexane) 
1.78 5,50 0.400 297.7 3.71 3.00 1.72 5.7 
^Source: Ref. 68. 
^Recent molecular dynamics calculat ions (69) on this molecule at 
300°K have yielded a correlat ion t ime of 1.1 ps, in good agreement with 
experiment. 
^Source: Ref. 70. 
^Source: Ref.  71. 
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p  T 
(°K) 




2.22 1.67 0.75 0.364 62.8 3.17 0.217 0.32 0.24 
2.22 1.67 0.75 0.325 152.9 2.27 0.217 0.26 0.17 
c 
F, '  2.13 1.41 1.26 0.415 70 4.68 0.518 0.26 
"^2 
1.45 
Fz' 2.13 1.41 1.26 0.346 120 2.96 0.518 0.09 0.27 




cyl i  nder^ 2.00 1.00 2.00 0.200 -- 1.75 1.72 1.94 0.76 
Sphero­
cyl i  nder^ 2.00 1.00 2.00 0.400 - - 3.70 1.72 0.46 0.20 
^Source: Ref. 72. 
Source: Ref. 73-
^The reported values for the spherocyl inder model are dimension-
le s s, single-particle rotational diffusion coefficients D. = vT/kf t , 
where T j  is given by Eq. (5,48). 
^Source: Ref.  74. 
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VI. DEPOLARIZED LIGHT SCATTERING R PARAMETER 
Fluctuations in the dielectr ic constant of a f luid can induce 
l ight scattering. The local dielectr ic constant of a medium f luctuates 
because molecules can translate and nonspherical molecules can rotate. 
Depolarized l ight scattering (DPLS) of 'small '  (nonpolymeric) tor­
sional ly r igid molecules in normal room temperature solvents arises 
almost exclusively from molecular rotat ions, with inconsequential cor­
rections from direct translat ional f luctuation effects (75). In the 
various theories of DPLS in f luids composed of molecules possessing a 
C axis, i t  has been shown that the f luctuations in the dielectr ic 
00 
tensor can be related to the second rank spherTcal harmonics, 
which describe the orientation of the scattering molecules. In part icu­
lar, the spectrum of scattered l ight is given by (76,77) 
l . f(k,w) = dt e'^^<n. • P(k,t) • run. • P(-k,0) • n-> (6.1) IT — ^ 1— — TL — — T 
• '  0  
where ]< is defined as the dif ference between the propagating vectors of 
the incoming beam (j<. )  and that of the outgoing beam (J<^), i .e.,  k = 
J<^ -  j(.  ,  and 0) is the frequency offset of the detected beam from that 
of the laser source. Here, n. and n^ are the polarization vectors for 
the incoming and the outgoing radiat ion, respectively, and 
/ , \  ik«£.(t) 
V ( k , t )  = I  [ej(t) ] l2) e J (6.2) 
is the Fourier transform of the orientat ion density at a t ime t .  The 
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quantity r .  denotes the posit ion of the center of mass of molecule j  
A ^2) ^ "  (3) 
and [e,]  is the second rank cartesian tensor, e.e. -  1/3 U ,  where 
J J J -(3) "  
U is the unit tensor and e. is a unit vector which is paral lel to 
= j  
the symmetry axis of molecule j .  The relat ionship between I  
(2) 
and can be made expl ici t  by expressing n. • [ey] • n^ as a 
l inear combination of second rank spherical harmonics. As usual, k 
(= 1]<1) is related to the scattering angle, 0, between the incoming 
and scattered wavevectors and for quasi-elastic scattering, 
k = 2k, sin(e/2). Equation (6.1) relates the spectrum of scattering 
l ight for a part icular scattering angle to the Fourier transform of 
the equil ibr ium time correlat ion function for the col lect ive orientation 
dens i  ty. 
In 1968, Stegeman and Stoicheff (78) noticed that the DPLS spectrum 
for a variety of f luids consisted of a doublet, which appeared to arise 
from the subtraction of a sharp Lorentzian from a broader Lorentzian. 
As a result,  1 (J<,w) had a dip at w = 0. This so-cal led Rytov dip has 
been the subject of a signif icant amount of theoretical act ivi ty. 
Although several theories have been proposed, the version which has 
survived cr i t ical scruntfny is that of Tsay and Kivelson (77). Like 
the earl ier Keyes and Kivelson theory (79), Tsay and Kivelson concluded 
that for small  k and low viscosity solvents, lyy(k,w) is given by 
r  cos^(9/2)(nk^)^t5 
'  I  4. ( .TÇ): 
where is the col lect ive second rank orientat ional correlat ion t ime 
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and n, the shear viscosity (divided by the density). The quanti ty, R, 
is a dimensionless factor ranging from zero to one and measures the 
coupling of the orientation density to a shear gradient. The wavevector 
A  / S A  
^ defines the x axis and k. x defines the z axis. 
Since i ts inception, R has been the subject of a number of inves­
t igations including real experiments, molecular dynamics, and hydro-
dynamic modeling (80). The parameter R is a dynamic quanti ty which 
measures the abi l i ty of a system under shear to rel ieve the shear by 
reorientation. Experimental measurements of R on f lexible alkanes, 
small  rods (such as CSg), long rods (p-methoxybenzyl idene-(p-n-butyl) 
ani l ine (MBBA) in the isotropic phase), and nearly spherical molecules 
indicate that R is roughly 0.4 and, thus, nearly independent of the 
shape of the molecule. Furthermore, R seems to be only very weakly 
dependent on the temperature. 
The exist ing theories of R are hydrodynamic ones. Kivelson 
and Hallum (8l) use st ick boundary condit ions in the Navier-Stokes 
equations in a version of Jefferîes earl ier theory to estimate R, 
Calef and Wolynes (82) employ sl ip boundary condit ions, motivated in 
part by the recent successes In applying sl ip boundary condit ions to 
the calculat ion of single part icle orTentatîonal correlat ion t imes (6l).  
The st ick results show a strong dependence on the part icle shgpe 
anisotropy, whereas the sl ip results (for small  deviat ions from non-
spherici ty) are independent of part icle shape. Both th.ese approaches 
avoid calculat ing the appropriate t ime correlat ion functions and are 
imprecise regarding the col lect ive variables character of R. We 
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propose an alternative approach in which one determines the appropriate 
t ime correlat ion functions (tcfs) for a simple f luid of N el l ipsoids 
using Enskog methods. The Enskog result for the tcfs is derived fol­
lowing methods outl ined by Ernst et al .  (83). However, these methods 
are general ized somewhat in the spir i t  of the Mori approach (63) towards 
the calculat ion of tcfs. Brief ly, the tcfs are writ ten in terms of one 
and two part icle distort ions. These functions are shown to satisfy the 
BBGKY hierarchy discussed in Chapter I I ,  The hierarchy is then trun­
cated at the Enskog level. We wi l l  f i rst derive the kinetic theory 
predict ion for R, and then present some numerical results. 
Tsay and Kivelson (77) derived an expression for R using the Mori 
formalism (63). Their derivation, which paral lels an earl ier deriva­
t ion of Andersen and Pecora (84), is outl ined in Appendix C. Two 












i d ^ L ^ ^ h  0  
d> (6.5b) 
r  "  ' %  
^ 1 1  =  J  dt<g:e 
0 ic)^l^"^t  0 
a> (6 .5c)  
11 
0 iq l (") t  0 
d t<a :  e a> (6 .5d)  
and 
•33 
dt<P;e ^ V> 
0 = (6 .5e)  
The functions t  and g represent the irreducible second rank tensors 
Ê = -5 - 3Î J, H' 
J=1 dt = 
( 2 )  ( 6 . 6 )  
and 
0 
a =  Î L  
/n\  n _ 0 0 
j l l  - j^ j  "  % =k, j  + j^q =V.jq C6.7)  
where 
=k, j  C6.8a)  
and 
=v,jq 1 r _^v 2 - jq jq (6 .8b)  
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are related to the kinetic and potential parts of the stress tensor, 
respectively. The projection operators and the remaining quanti t ies 
are defined in Appendix C. The val idity of Eqs, (6.4a) and (6.4b) for 
R rests on the assumption that the orientat ion and momentum densit ies 
in the f luid relax on a hydrodynamic t ime scale (refer to the discus­
sions of Chapters I I  and V on the existence of t ime scale separations). 
The requirement that the momentum density relaxes slowly places no 
restr ict ions on the types of systems for which Eqs. (6.4a) and (6.4b) 
can be applied because the momentum density is a hydrodynamic quanti ty. 
By assuming that 2 is slowly relaxing, we have restr icted our attention 
to systems where the approximate inequali ty 
d e l  +  1 ) V  >  ]  1 6 . 9 )  
is satisf ied (this is related to the requirement that e  % 1 where e  
0) 0) 
is defined in Chapter I I ) .  
Before we proceed with the reduction of the integrated tcfs of 
Eq. (.6.5), we wish to point out that I j^ and are related to two 
transport propert ies of general interest. These are the shear viscosity 
(discussed in Chapter I I I) ,  given by 
n = ( ]ovkgt)"^î j ,  ,  (6.10) 
and the col lect ive part icle orientational relaxation t ime (discussed 
in Chapter V), given by 
tg = {^1^/5)^92^23 '  (6.11) 
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where g^, the orientational pair correlat ion factor, is defined in 
Chapter V. The tcf which is related to dif fers from only 
in the dif ferent projection operators contained in the propagator, 
f N ^ 
exp(iQL t) .  The knowledge that and are related to the shear 
viscosity al lows us to interpret R as a measure of the effects of 
molecular orientat ion densit ies in the f luid on the magnitude of the 
shear viscosity. 




dt<m e m> (6.12) 
where projects out the slowly relaxing variables; thus, the integrand 
is assumed to decay rapidly to zero. The tcfs of Eqs. (6.5a)-(6.5e) are 
of this form. In Chapter V, the tcf of Eq. (6,12) was rewrit ten as 
M = 
m ^ .  ,(N) ,  
dt<m e ni> (6.13) 
0 
where is the relaxation t ime for the molecular quanti ty m, and 
satisf ies the inequali ty 
T" % T* << T .  (6.14) 
mm m 
Here, represents the relaxation t ime for the slow or hydrodynamic 
variables. The expression for M of Eq. (6.13), original ly due to Mori 
(63),  is shown in Appendix B to rely on the existence of the t ime scale 
separation of Eq. (6.14). 
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We are now ready to reduce the general tcf in Eq. (6.13) using the 
kinetic theory ut i l ized in the earl ier chapters of this work. Equation 




M = dt dx" m 
— eq (6 .15)  
where is the equil ibr ium canonical distr ibution function for the 
eq 
f luid consist ing of N identical r igid rotors. Assuming m to have the 
f  o rm 
; - IL'N) N I  j=1 J (6.16) 
which is true for the tcfs we are interesting in calculat ing, Eq. (6.15) 




— eq 9t (6 .17)  
Carrying out the t ime integral,  we obtain 
M = " 
- i  I  t  
dxN F(N)^+[e -  1]m 
— eq 
(6.18)  
Furthermore, by spl i t t ing m into i ts kinetic and potential parts, i .e.,  
m 
-  % "k, j  + j.q jq 
(6 .19)  
where 
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= I  m. .  (6.20a) 
u j  k, j  
and 
= )] m .  ,  (6.20b) 
V j% v,jq 
the tcf expression becomes 
M = -  { /  dx^ ^ + J dx^dxg ,2 .  (6.21) 
Here, 
p(s)(xs,t)  = p(s)(xs,t)  -  p(s)(xs,o) ,  (6.22) 
and 
p^^^(x^,t) = N!/(N -  s) !  dx .1 . . .  dxu pl") e"- m (6.23) 
—5+1 eq 
represent s part icle distort ions. 
Differentiat ing with respect to t ime, we obtain 
JL + ,L(s)p(s)(x:, t)  .  I  J, ,+, (%=+', t ))  (6.24) 
d l  1  —  1  • '  *  
where 
j . j (p(^* l)(x^^^,t))  = /  djdk_js . j&.jp(^*^)(x^, . . . ,  x j ,  .Xj,  
. . . .  Xg+^,t) .  (6.25) 
Here, the subscripts simply refer to the i j  col l isional pair.  The quan­
t i t ies in Eq. (6.25) are defined in Chapter I  I ,  Equation (6.24) 
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represents the BBGKY hierarchy for the distort ions. This hierarchy, 
for the reduced distr ibution functions, was introduced in Chapter 11 
for the purpose of obtaining a kinetic equation satisf ied by f^^^. 
Drawing upon the methods of Chapter I I ,  we write out the f i rst two 




( 2 )  Due to the instantaneous nature of the interaction, only p  at con­
tact is required in Eq. (6.26a). Integration of Eq. (6.26b) through 




This is simply a statement of the fact that during the t ime part icles 
one and two interact (a t ime of duration zero) no third body interferes. 
Furthermore, proposing that the part icles in the f luid are dynamical ly 
uncorrelated in the precol l  isional state (.cf.  Eq. [2.23)), we factor 
as 
5v yg yf  
p(^^ (_x,,x2,t)  = (&) + ( l )p^^^ cx2' t)}  (6.28) 
where the superscript (*) carr ies i ts usual meaning. This is the 
tradit ional Enskog factorization. Using Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) in 
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Eq. (6.26a), we obtain the equation 
, t)  (6.29) 
where the distort ions, 4^^^(x^t) and $^^^(x^,t),  are defined by 
ct)^^^(x^,t) = (x^ , t) / fQ'^ (0 (6,30a) 
and 
*( l)(Xj, t)  = p(1)(x^,t)/ f^T)( l)  .  (6.30b) 
The nonlocal Enskog col l ision operator, K, is given by 
k*(t)(x, , t )  = -  /  dzdwxfo^^zlk .  ( i : , , l , t )  + (r i+i i2,2,t) ] .  
(6.31) 
Equation (6.29) is the l inearized form of Eq. (2.21) for f^^^ which was 
derived by Curt iss and Dahler (.8) .  
With the aid of Eqs. (6.22) and (6.23), the equation for the dis­
tort ion can be easi ly transformed to a more manageable expression. 
First using Eq. (6.22), the t ime derivative of ()^,t) becomes 
.  (6.32) 
From Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22), we real ize that the evaluation of the tcfs 
requires the solut ion to Eq. (6.38) in the long t ime l imit.  Expl ici t ly, 
we require the solut ion for a t ime T^, which is long compared to the 
relaxation t ime for the molecular quanti ty m (denoted T^) but which is 
much shorter than the hydrodynamic relaxation t imes. Because of the 
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existence of these widely separated t ime scales, the ini t ial  hydrodynamic 
(s) s f ields (prescribed by ()( ,  t=0)) are essential ly frozen over the 
period T^. Therefore, the spatial and orientat lonal gradients of 
can be replaced by the corresponding gradients of 
iL( l)*(T)(x^,t) = .  (6.33) 
Here,0^^)(x^,0) is a known function obtained from Eq. (6.23). Next, by 
expanding (£^+£^2'—® Taylor series about r^^ 
« l -^^^l i+i iz ' l . t )  = /^\r^,2,t)  +i ,2 • 37- • 9^ <l>^^^lr i . t )  + . . .  ,  
—1 —1 
(6.34) 
replacing the derivatives of ^ (r^^ t )  with the corresponding 
derivatives of (£^^,0) on the RHS of this expansion, and insert ing 
the result ing expansion into Eq. (6.31), we f ind that 
, t)  + .  (6.35) 
Here,Kg, the local Enskog col l ision operator, is 
îV is 
Kg = -  /  d2di^xfo^^(2)k • (r^, l , t)  + ( j : , ,2,t)]  
(6.36) 
and H, is defined by 
=4) 
h^ = -  /  d2di^xfo^^ ( i ) i< • 5£i2 * 9r^( j l i '1 '°)  * i ^ - 3 7 )  
Uti l izing the results of Eqs. (6.32)-(6.37), Eq. (6.29) is transformed to 
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^ ,t) + (x^ ,0) + h^ = -  (xpt) .  (6.38) 
Recall  that we require the solut ion at a t ime x^, where is a 
^ m m 
t ime which is long compared to the relaxation t imes governed by the 
Enskog equation but short in comparison to the hydrodynamic t ime scale. 
In this long t ime l imit,  we assume that 
l im •^$^^^(x,,t)  •> 0 .  (6.39) 
t  -> large 
In fact, the existence of a well-defined tcf,  as given by Eq. (6.21), 
requires this assumption to be val id. Therefore, cj) ^ t )  ,  in the 
long t ime l imit,  must satisfy the equation 
^^l)(x,co) = -  kgt{ i  1/1)4 + h^} (6.ao) 
where the inf inity symbol replaces t  in the argument of to indicate 
that this is val id only for long t imes. 
Using the above relat ions in Eq. (.6,21), the tcf reduces to 
M = -  /  dx^ (1) 1 -  J dx^dx^xfo^^fg^) 
.L J j  
x (x2'") ]  + /  dx^dxgxfo^^fo^) 
X tr iy ,0) + (>i2>0)] (6.41) 
where the use of the orthogonali ty of m^^ ^ and m^ has been made. 
Equations (6.40) and (6.41) are simply Chapman-Enskog expressions for 
the transport coeff icients (4) (refer to the expressions for Q and X 
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in Chapter I I I) .  Final ly, the results of applying the above methods 
to the tcfs of Eqs. (6.5a) and (6.5b) are: 
1,3 = «- I  + 5nkgTX^{-|<"W)} (6.1|2a) 
= V{- J Î (6.42b) 
I „  = V(- /  f  5nl<3n„(- i^; 'H) 
+ 5nkgt)y( j /1l(0)))  (6.42c) 
i „  - V(- I  difô' ' ( l) 2 K . , : À r p ' ( " )  +  5 n k 3 T X ^{-4j^ '( " ) )  
+ 5nkgTX^(j^^'(0))) (6.42d) 
and 
= V{- ;  d2f^1)(2)t^:&(T)(")} (6.42e) 
where and satisfy 
(1) 0 ® 




Iq («>) = -  Kg Ùj (6.43b) 
Here,the lamda and integrals are defined by 
ay( i)  = (5vnkgt)"1 j  (4-44) 
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and 
• J i ,2 • -sl- l îpt l- i ' " '  • (6-45) 
The ^y(iQ^^(0)) terms in Eqs. (6.42a)-(6.42e) have been dropped because 
they are identical ly zero. That these terms vanish results from the 
close similari ty of the integrals to the col l ision integrals (refer 
to Appendix A) and to the fact that the orientat ion is a colHsional 
~ (  1 )  
conserved quanti ty for r igid systems. The t i lde on in Eq. (6.42d) 
is a remnant of the definit ion of in terms of the projection 
~ {1 )  
operator. The distort ion satisf ies an equation similar to that 
satisf ied by The dist inct ion between and is once again 
made expl ici t  below. 
The methods for solving Eqs. (6.42)-(6.44) are well-known and are 
identical to the methods used in Chapters I I I  and VI. I t  is now neces­
sary to expand cj) in a f ini te basis set. The choice of basis functions 
is determined by f i rst rewrit ing Eqs. (6.42a) and (6,42b) as 
4(1)(m) = -  k"^ 2k„T{(l  + h(T))W°W. +h^^^n°n,} (6.46a) 
-rp E D U —1—1 u —1—1 
and 
.  - K - ' / ^  n ,  X .  (6.Wb) 
Here, 
h^T) - = n(l /240Tr^) /  dkde^de^SxO'^k • (6.47a) 
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and 
= -  n(w/240n^l) /  dkde^de^^xD '  k x .  (6.47b) 
From Eqs. (6.46a) and (6.46b), we see that an appropriate basis set for 
( l )  ( l )  0 0 '^0" 
^ («>) and (") is WW, ^ and ^ x e e. However, this conclusion 
requires sl ight modif ication because the basis function ^ x e e should 
not be included in the expansion of ' t '^p (°°) '  To see this, we note that, 
in the derivation of the expression for the shear viscosity (via the 
Mori formalism), i t  is assumed that the only slowly relaxing variables 
are the conserved hydrodynamic variables, and that the orientat ion 
densit ies play no role in the viscosity calculat ion. Because £x e e 
is proport ional to the t ime rate of change of an orientat ion density, 
A  
i .e.,  g-p 6 e, i t  would be inconsistent to include this quanti ty in the 
calculat ion of the viscosity at this level of approximation. 
Expanding the as 
4,(1 )(«) = W°W b^T) + b^^) + x e°e b^^) (,6.48a) 
—a a cx — a 
and 
(j,(^^(oo) = w°w b^i) + b^Z) (6.48b) 
^rp rp rp 
where a = rp or D, and insert ing this expansion into Eqs. (6.42a)-
(6.42e), we obtain expressions for the I .^ 's in terms of the expansion 
coeff icients. The expansion coeff icients are obtained by solving 
Eqs. (6.43a) and (6.43b) withfn the 1imTted basis sets using the 
nonsphericity expansion of Cooper and Hoffman (38). Retaining only 
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those terms of lowest order in the nonsphericity, and using the re­
sult ing forms for the I .^ integrals in either Eq. (6.4a) or Eq. (6.4b) 
for R, we obtain the expression 
"  = -  "  ^Sin * ^rp'  • 
Here,Y is defined as 
rp 
^rp = Cn/kgT)Ay(r°£)Ki,/5Cl + h^^))^ ,  (6.50) 
and and y__, which are the relat ive (to the W^W polarization) S2xee GIO 
"0^ 0 
contr ibutions of the ^ x e e and polarizations, respectively, to 
the shear viscosity, are 
Ynxee "  XyCfi X e^ejKj^/K^^d + C6,51a) 
and 
T„a = 8Xv(&°g!h^^)K,,/ ,SK22(, + h( '>)2 .  (6.51b) 
The matrix elements of the Enskog col l ision operator, K.^, are given by 
kj .0^2) = „-2 j  dl f^ l^d kg (6.52) 
which, in terms of the bracket integrals, are 
= i ' i i i i î j idd * l i i i ï j idd» • 
Cl)  H e r e , r e p r e s e n t s  a  b a s i s  f u n c t i o n  u s e d  i n  t h e  e x p a n s i o n  o f  t h e  ' s .  
Reexpressing Eqs. (6.50) and (6.51) in terms of reduced integrals 
defined in Appendix D, we f ind that 
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Ynxee "  / /+ g ^v(g. X e ^) (6.54a) 
* 
vsif l  -  8 j /7^à„(a°b)f i< ' 'k„/15; i22(l  (e-sl-b) 
v l  +  e  
and 
it^ it 
^rp =  3  (1% t )  >v(i .°£)ki1^'° ' "  + ^:=::=h! ' ' )^ '^•5'" :)  
where the t i lde denotes the reduced integrals. Equation (6.49) is the 
main result of this chapter. I t  relates the R parameter to the reduced 
Enskog col l ision integrals, and to the lambda and h^'^ integrals which 
arise from the potential part of the stress tensor. 
Because we wish to apply our results to systems consist ing of very 
nonspherical molecules (such as MBBA), there may exist some concern as 
to the val idity of using an expansion in the nonsphericity, However, 
we wi l l  show that this expansion converges very rapidly even for MBBA, 
The success of the nonsphericity expansion is determined by the in­
equali ty Y.j  « 1, where 
Y . j  =  K ; j / K . . K j j  ,  ( . 6 , 5 5 )  
The condit ion that Y.j  << 1 wi l l  be tested for each system and the 
results wi l l  be l isted in the numerical section. 
From the above analysis, we can also write down expressions for 
the shear viscosity, Eq. (.6.10), and the col lect ive part icle orienta-
t ional relaxation t ime, Eq. (6.11). TFie result ing expressions are 
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/TTT " 15 K22 
/mk T _ -
* t t -r3t w (6-56) 
and 
2 
i  - f C''  9, P' ^  K33 (6.57) 
2 
where is defined as l /yC .  Equation (6.57) is identical to 
Eq. (5.53). 
Certain l imit ing forms of R should be noted. First,  the coupling 
of the orientation density to a shearing force, as measured by R, is 
obviously a high density phenomena. Therefore, i t  is not surprising 
to f ind that R vanishes in the case of a di lute gas. At the opposite 
extreme, in the l imit of high density where the potential contr ibutions 
to the transport coeff icients are expected to dominate, R becomes 
ArtA "v Q 
X ( n  X  e"e) K 8K ,  X h  ^ ^ '  3K X (r  £) 
l i  m  R  - >  -  {  ~ i i \ ~  } / { ]  +  ~  ~ / i  \ 9  +  ~  / 1  \  o —  }  >  
"u s3 """u 
(6.58) 
which is seen to be independent of the density. The density dependence 
of R for various molecular systems is plotted in the numerical results 
section. 
I t  i s  a l s o  i n s t r u c t i v e  t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  R  o n  t h e  
shape anisotropy of the molecule. The dependence of R on e ( for various 
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systems) is plotted in the fol lowing section at various densit ies. In 
the l imit e -> 0, the reduced integrals in Eqs, (6.54a)-(6.54c) can be 
evaluated analyt ical ly. In this l imit,  we f ind that 
1 m R -> {  
~ 0,91 cx/(]  + 1.96 ah (6.59) 
where 
a = XP / ( I  + I" XP )  .  C6.60)  
Therefore, R is nearly independent of the shape anisotropy for small  
ani sotropies. 
Two alternate expressions for R in the e ->• 0 l imit are found in 
the l i terature. Both expressions are obtained using hydrodynamtc 
arguments in the investigation of a single el l tpsoid in a continuous 
solvent. Kivelson and Ha Hum [8]),  ut i l iz ing st ick boundary condi­
t ions, found that 
"  f  "s 
where is the number density of the solvent and A is the Perrîn 
factor (60), which for small  e is approximately one. Here R is found 
to be strongly dependent on the shape anisotropy in the small  e Hmît, 
However, experimental evidence suggests that R is practical ly 
independent of the shape anisotropy. The hydrodynamTc calculat ion of 
Calef and Wolynes (82), who applted sl ip boundary condit ions, yielded 
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*hyd'^^ i i  (6.62) 
which is independent of e, in agreement with our result and with experi­
mental evidence. The density dependence of Eqs. (6.59) and (6,62) is 
not the same. Although the two expressions are similar in the low 
density regime, the expression tn Eq. (6,59) approaches a constant value 
at high densit ies, whereas Eq, (6.62) does not, tn the double l imit of 
p large and e -> 0, Eq. C6.49) becomes 
l i m  l i m  R  - v  0 . 3 2  ( 6 , 6 3 )  
E-X) P ->1 
y-
where e is al lowed to approach zero only after p becomes large. The 
density dependence of Eq. (6,58) at high densit ies ref lects the col lec­
t ive nature of our calculat ion, whereas Eq. (6.62) is str ict ly a sîngle 
part icle expression. 
F i n a l l y ,  t h a t  R  d o e s  n o t  v a n i s h  i n  t h e  e  0  l i m i t  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  
densit ies, is the result of the definit ion of R as a rat io of quanti t ies 
which individually vanish as e -> 0. This, of course, does not imply 
that there exists a shear-orientation coupling in the l imit of spherical 
part icles, for the theory presented above remains val id only for condi­
t ions where the t ime scale separation arguments apply. 
B, Numerical Results 
Before we are able to evaluate the necessary integrals, we require 
the ful l  angle dependent contact radial distr ibution function. However, 
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Figure 6.1. Variat ion of R versus the reduced density holding e f ixed 
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Shape /\nisotropy 
Figure 6.2. Variat ion of R versus the shape anisotropy holding p f ixed 
for a) MBBA, b) CS2 (Table 6.2), and c) N2. The molecular 
volume is held f ixed while the B/C rat io is varied 
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we wi l l  substi tute for x the Carnahan-Starl ing (67) approximation for 
r igid spheres 
x(0) = (2 - p ) /2( l  -  p ,  (6.64) 
as we previously did in Chapter V. At densit ies for which Eq. (6.64) 
predicts too large a x(.0)» we assume x(.0) = 5.0. 
I t  is a simple matter to numerical ly evaluate Eq. (6.49) for R. 
Table 6.1 compares the results of our kinetic theory (KT) calculat ion 
with experimental ly determined R values, i t  is seen that the theoreti­
cal ly determined values are approximately three quarters to one half 
the values as determined experîmental ly. The KT values appear to be 
fair ly insensit ive to the system studied. The molecules l isted in 
Table 6.1 are large and highly nonspherical,  Found in Table 6.2 are 
the KT results applied to smaller more spherTcal molecules such as 
and Fg. Once again the R values are seen to be fair ly insensit ive to 
the systems studied^ Typical ly, KT predicts values in the neighborhood 
of 0.2, while the experimental ly determined values are centered about 
0.4. 
The dependence of R upon the reduced density for various systems 
is shown in Fig. 6.1. As mentioned in the previous section, R goes to 
zero as p at low densit ies and becomes independent of density around 
p ~ 0.4-0,5. Also evident from Fig. 6.1 is that R apparently decreases 
with increasing shape anisotropy. This fact is born out in Fig. 6.2 
where R is plotted versus e for systems modeling Ng, CSg, and MBBA% tn 
Fig. 6.2, the reduced density and molecular volumes were held f ixed. 
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while the B/C rat io was varied. Before we are tempted to draw any con­
clusions from this plot, we should remind ourselves that in using 
Eq. (6.64) for x(0), we might have drastical ly altered the dependence 
or R upon e. 
I t  is known from a number of studies (80) that R has l i t t le or no 
temperature dependence. The KT result (assuming smooth r igid molecules) 
for R, from Eqs, (.6,49) and 06.54), is seen to Be independent of the 
temperature in agreement with experiment. 
At this level of theory, we should not be too concerned that the 
KT values of R are approximately one half the experimental values. In 
fact, this could have been predicted from past work. From Eqs. (6.4), 
(6.10), and (6.11), i t  is obvious that R is proport ional to x^/n- In 
Chapter V, a theory similar to this work was applied towards the cal-
c c 
culat ion of There i t  was discovered that the KT results for Tg 
were two to three t imes smaller than those determined experimental ly. 
Also, i t  is known that the simple Enskog theory for r igid spheres 
exaggerates the magnitude of the viscosity at high densit ies (.85), 
These results indicate that the KT results for R should have been 
expected to be too small .  
In conclusion, the kinetic theory values for R are typical ly one 
half the values determined experimental ly. The predicted dependence of 
R on the temperature and the shape anîsotropy agrees favorably with 
experiment. The kinetic theory results indicate that the range of R 
values is expected to be very small ,  which ts born out experimental ly. 
Furthermore, the dependence of R on the shape anîsotropy ts în agreement 
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with the sl ip hydrodynamic calculat ions of Calef and Wolynes (82). 
Final ly, we expect that this calculat ion suffers from the same problems 
discussed in the orientatFonal correlat ion t ime calculat ion in Chapter V. 










(amu) (amu A ) 
'^dd T 
(°K) 
' ' '13 ^12 
"2'  0.18 4.66 (0.35+0.06) 
1.63 7.15 0 .59 38.07 155.5 1.53 175 0.019 0.001 
MBBA® 0.19 9.03 
(0.36±0.02) 
2.78 9.55 0 .58 134.5 ~3100 3 463 0.022 0.001 
Pyridine^ 0.22 1 76 
(0.35±0.08) 
3.26 -0.71 0 .61 39.55 ~72 0.17 243 0.044 0.007 
Triphenyl 
phosphate^ 0.22 2.58 
(0.45±0.05) 
4.84 -0.72 0 .68 163 ~760 0.2 313 0.047 0.008 
^The numbers in parentheses represent the experimental values. 
^The geometries for these systems were derived from the material contained in 
Table VI of Ref. 86. 
' 'The values for I  for MBBA, pyridine, and tr iphenyl phosphate are estimates. 
"^Source: Ref. 87. 
^Source: Ref. 88. 
^Source: Ref. 86. 
^Source: Ref. 77. 
Table 6.2. Kinetic theory values for small  molecules 




p y 1 
"^dd T *13 ^12 
(A) (A) (amu) (amu A )  (°K) 
CM 
CO o
 0  .22 3.2 1.65 2.76 0.364 38.07 155.5 1.50 193 0.058 0.004 
^2 0 .22 2.22 1.67 0.75 0.364 14.01 8.39 0.22 62.8 0.071 0.007 
•^2 0 .21 2.22 1 .67 0.75 0.325 14.01 8.39 0.22 152.9 0.071 0.007 
^2 0 .25 2.13 1.41 1.26 0.451 19.00 19.57 0.52 70 0.069 0.006 
^2 0 .22 2.13 1.41 1.26 0.346 19.00 19.57 0.52 120 0.069 0.006 
CO2 0 .20 2.68 1.50 2.19 0.329 22.01 43.21 0.87 273 0.054 0.004 
^The geometries, temperatures, and reduced densit ies for these systems were taken 
from Tables 5-1 and 5.2. 
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VII. CHATTER ING 
In the previous chapters, various assumptions were made concerning 
the scattering dynamics of the system. First,  i t  was assumed that the 
intermolecular potential can be modeled by a r igid convex core potential.  
Thus, a two body col l ision simply consists of free f l ight motion, inter­
rupted by one or more impulsive hits. We wi l l  use the term "col l ision" 
to refer to the complete, two-body encounter ( i .e.,  the total i ty of 
hits). The term, simple col l isions, wîl l  be understood to denote events 
that involve a single hit  ( i .e.,  the molecules approach one another 
from an inf inite separation, undergo a single impulsive hi t ,  then freely 
stream apart to an inf inite separation!. More complicated col l isions, 
involving two or more hits, wi l l  be termed chattering col l isions. I t  
is worth noting that chattering col l isions only occur, in the str ictest 
sense, for r igid molecules. However, there is a corresponding dynamical 
behavior for systems with soft interactions, A chattering col l ision 
for such systems can be defined as an event in which the molecules 
experience a harsh repulsive force more than once during theTr en­
counter. We expect the existence of a soft attract ive core would 
encourage these general ized chattering events* 
The second assumption made in the previous chapters, concerning 
the two-body scattering dynamics, was to ignore the existence of chat­
tering col l isions. Thus, each hi t  of the two body system is treated 
as a simple col l ision. This al lows for the interpretat ion of the 
starred functions in Chapter I I  as functions of the precol1isional 
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State. I t  is the validity of this last assumption that forms the 
central topic of this chapter. 
The existence of chattering events is clearly a result of the 
anisotropy of the molecular interaction potential.  As the geometry of 
the molecular models approaches that of a r igid (not loaded) sphere, 
the possibi l i ty of a chattering col l ision necessari ly goes to zero. 
Concern over the neglect of the chattering col l isions f i rst arose 
when Monte Carlo evaluation of certain transport coeff icients for r igid 
ovaloids indicated that neglect of chatterTng events can give r ise to 
signif icant errors when the molecules dif fer greatly from r igid spheres 
(89).  These results suggest that a more accurate treatment of these 
complicated col l isions is required. 
The f i rst section of this chapter is devoted to a formal analysis 
of chattering. This analysis divides natural ly into two parts. First 
we discuss the dynamics of r igid ovaloid systems through a general iza­
t ion of the pseudo-Liouvi1 le formalism commonly encountered in the 
analysis of r igid sphere systems (.90). Next we ut i l ize the pseudo-
Liouvi l ie formalism for the analysis of the Boltzmann bracket integral.  
The result is a series expansion of the bracket integral,  the leading 
term of which is the standard, simple col l ision bracket integral 
ut i l ized in Chapters i l l -VI. Final ly, in the second section, we present 
the results of some numerical work. 
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A. Formal Analysis 
1. Dynamics of r igid ovaloid systems 
For a system of hard ovaloids, the intermolecular potential is of 
the form 
oo i f  £. .  < 0 
v..  = 'J .  (7.1) 
'J 0 i f  2.. > 0 
U 
Clearly the gradient of this potential is inf inite at the point of 
contact, corresponding to an impulsive force, and so the Liouvi l le 
operator is i l l -defined for this interaction. However, the dynamics of 
this system is well-defined and, in fact, is comparatively simple. 
We now confine our discussion to the dynamics of two isolated 
nonspherical bodies. The general izatfon to a many body system wil l  be 
made later. We formally define the two part icle interacting, L, and 
non interacting, Lg, Liouvi l le operators by 
L = i{H(2),  }  C7.2a) 
and 
Lq  = } (7.2b) 
respectively, where 
H (-2) = H^2) + V]2 (7,3) 
(2)  
is the two part icle Hamiltonian. Here,Hg is the noninteractîng 
Ham 11tonian and 's the interaction potential.  With L and Lq  
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defined, we can express the t ime evolut ion operators by exp ±iLt and 
exp i iLgt. These exponential operators act on a two part icle phase 
2 point, x^ ,  and transform i t  to a new phase point at a t ime ±t later on 
(2) (2) 
the two part icle trajectory determined by the dynamics of H or HQ ,  
respectively. Final ly, 
e- '^t A(x^) = A(e-'^t (7.4) 
which is readily establ ished for an analyt ic function by considering 
i ts Taylor series expansion. 
The definit ions of the preceding paragraph are formal and applica­
ble to any pair potential.  However, due to the simplici ty of the 
dynamics for r igid ovaloids, we are able to write a more expl ici t  form 
of the streaming operator. We begin by formally expanding the ful l  
streaming operator. 
^±iLt .  
^ df - iVe"""" ' ' " ' ' '  • "-5) 
This can be rewrit ten as 




4.:f  +'LnE 







Figure 7.1. The true and the replacement dynamics at f ini te e for forward 
streaming. As e approaches zero, the two trajectories 
become indist inguishable. Region a, where the true 
trajectory breaks out of the thin shel l ,  is the reason for 
the inclusion of the step function B(-l)  in the definit ion 
of TV+) 
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Here, tg = 0, = t  -  e, and e = t /n. The pseudo-Liouvi1 le formalism 
is obtained by making the fol lowing equivalent replacement ( in the 
e ->• 0 l imit) of (e), 
^ de' e- '^^'  a(& -  y |&|E) x|&|e( &)[b -  1]e °  (7.8) 
where ô(x) is the Dirac delta function, 0(x) is the unit step function, 
and b reverses the sign of the relat ive contact velocity (equivalent to 
changing the pre or post col l isional momenta to their post or pre 
col l isional values). The dif ference (for f ini te e) between (e) and 
i ts replacement is i l lustrated in Fig. 71. From Fig. 7-1» i t  is 
obvious that the replacement becomes exact in the e -> 0 l imit.  
Defining T^~^(e) by 
T^-^(e) =  5(A -  1 | Â | E ) | À | e (  Â)[b -  1] ,  (7-9) 
the ful l  streaming operator can be writ ten 




dt'  e- '^t '  T^-^(e) e ^ (7.10) 
0 
where which is referred to as the pseudo-Liouvi l ie operator for 
reasons to become apparent below, is defined by the e -> 0 l imit of the 
(i) 
RHS of Eq. (7.10). The streaming operators exp l i l t  and exp ±îL t  
are equivalent in the sense that reproduces the exact dynamics, 
determined by L .  The operator, T^~^, is defined to have the fol lowing 
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Figure 7.2. Action of the operator exp iL t  exp - iL t .  The operator 
exp iL^^'t '  propagates to x^,. The operator exp - iL^^^t '  
streams back through the shel l  to region b where the. 
ful l  propagator, exp ÎLt,  în the definit ion of exp - iL^^'t ' ,  
Eq. (7.10), registers the interaction. Sack streaming 
through region a, the condit ions of the delta function are 
met, the b operator contr ibution cancels the original free 
streaming term in the e -»• 0 l imit.  Therefore, in the E -» 0 
l imit,  Eq. (7.11) holds 
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behavior. When the condit ion are such that a col l ision is to occur, 
the delta function condit ions are met going into or leaving the col l i ­
sion by action of the operator exp ±i l t ' .  Two contr ibutions are obtained 
going into the col l ision. One involves b which transforms the momentum 
dependence to the pre or post col l isional values, and the other, -1, 
which subtracts off  the free streaming term. The Heavyside (0) function 
results in a zero contr ibution when leaving the col l îsîon (see Fig. 7.1). 
The operators and ^ are interchangeable in physical ly 
al lowed regions of phase space where the part icles do not overlap. In 
this region, ^) can be used for backward (forward) streaming 
as well  as forward (backward) streaming, I .e.,  
.  , , (7.„) 
This is i l lustrated for the operator in Fig. 7-2. Similar 
arguments apply as well  for the ^ operator. 
I t  is often convenient to work with a binary col l ision expansion 
(bee) of the ful l  evolut ion operator. For a two part icle system, the 
bee is simply obtained by i terat ion of Eq. (7,10) 
+ ,1m ,1m 
e-K) e '  (<e)->0 
dt '  e~'^^ ^ (e') t '  y(±) (g.) 
±iLQ(t-t ' )  
X e 
±iLot 
= e + ' dt' T'-> e""'"""''' 
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• 0 
+  . . .  .  ( 7 . 1 2 )  
f t  
dt '  
0 
Here, 
T^-) = 6(&+)|Â|8( £)[b -  1] (7.13) 
is the E ^ 0 l imit of T^~^(e) where 6(£ ) = 1 im S{Si - y lÂje). The 
E-X) 
double l imit e and e'(<e) -> 0 ensures that the integrand is well-defined. 
There are two points of interest concerning this expansion. First,  the 
expansion of Eq. (7.12) is identical to the formal expansion of the 
exponential operator exp ±(11^ + T^~^)t.  In this sense, exp ±iL^~^t is 
equivalent to exp ±(i i-Q + T^~^)t and, therefore, we wi l l  not hesitate 
in writ ing [L^~^ as i+ T^~^. Second, i f  we wish to ut i l ize this 
expansion, we are forced to extend the domain of definit ion of T^~^ 
(and, therefore, also L^~^) to include nonphysical,  overlapping regions. 
This is due to the presence of the free streaming operator lying to 
the left  of T^~^ in various terms of the expanston. Because the regions 
of phase space where overlapping confîgurattons exist are nonphysical 
( i .e.,  never penetrated by a real trajectory) and the dynamics in the 
overlapping regions never enter into any f inal results, the domain of 
definit ion of the T^"^ operator can be extended arbitrari ly to include 
these overlapping regions. 
Van Leeuwen and Weyland (91) have chosen to retain the action of 
the T^~^ operator as given by Eq. (7.13) for overlapping regions. 
Therefore, i f  two part icles are ini t ial ly overlapping, they simply free 
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stream apart.  This behavior is termed semi-transparent act ion: 
molecules original ly overlapping freely stream apart,  but those 
original ly nonoverlapping can never overlap. Hoegy (92) chooses an 
extension in which he assumes that the overlapping part icles stream out 
of one another interactively. This is consistent with energy conserva­
t ion and Eq. (7.1). The interaction kicks the two molecules apart with 
an inf inite relat ive velocity. Since such contr ibutions vanish due to 
the presence of normalized velocity distr ibutions, Hoegy's extension, 
writ ten is 
yC±)CH) ^ .pC±) _ I I I  .  C7.]4) 
Haines, Dorfman and Ernst (93) interpret overlapping configurations as 
the result of two part icles approaching each other with an inf inite 
relat ive velocity. Thus, they choose to immediately el iminate these 
contr ibutions through the addit ion of a term which depends on the two 
part icle phase at the ini t ial  t ime t  = 0. Their (nonlocal) extension, 
denoted T^-^^HDE)^ of the form 
j(±)(HDE) ^ jCt) _ a(t+) C -A) C7.15) 
where 6(t )  = I im 6(t -  n)• When the ini t ial  two part icle phase l ies 
n-K) 
in an overlapping region, 0(-&) is unity and the condit ions for the 
delta function are met. The act ion of 6(t+)6(-&) is then identical to 
the action of the -1 term in the definit ion of T^~^, i .e.,  i t  cancels 
the free streaming term. Therefore, the action of exp ±îL^~^ on 
any function of the two part icle phase for overlapping configurations is 
I6l 
a) T (+) 
SPHERICAL 
true 













spurious X Sfspur ious 
Figure 7.3. Existence of spurious trajectories in the bee for the three 
extensions of T '^ '  into the overlapping regions; a) 
b) and c) The interior trajectories, 
shown only for the spherical systems, also exist in the 
nonspherical systems 
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zero. However, when the ini t ial  two part icle phase is nonoverlapping, 
the action of T(-)(HDE) .^ identical to .  This operator, 
is nonlocal because i t  depends not only on the present two part icle 
phase but also on the ini t ial  phase. The extension, has 
also been used by other workers (94 -97 ) .  
The dif ferences between the extensions for T^~^ do not manifest 
themselves outside the overlapping region. However, they do have dif­
ferent bee. That is, the expansions of exp ±iLt are not the same term 
for term. The extension, ^ contains spurious contr ibutions to 
the second term of the bee for the case of r igid spheres, whereas the 
extensions T^~^ and do not. These spurious contr ibutions 
are canceled off  by contr ibutions from the higher order terms in the 
binary col l ision expansion. However, for nonspherical molecules, al l  
three extensions contain spurious contr ibutions to the individual terms 
o f  the bee.  These spur ious t ra jec tor ies  are  i l lus t ra ted in  F ig .  7 .3 .  
As required, the spurious contr ibutions disappear when the bee is summed. 
There exist three methods of dealing with these spurious contr ibu­
t ions: (1) Handle them on the same footing as the true contr ibutions 
at each level of the bee, comfortable with the knowledge that these 
i l l -behaved trajectories cancel one another in the sum ( in a relat ively 
small  number of terms since mult iple chattering events are improbable). 
(2) Resum the contr ibutions of Cl) result ing from spurious col l isions 
(which amounts to simply ignoring the spurious trajectories). C3) In­
troduce a nonlocal operator, dependent on the ful l  two part icle 
trajectory from the ini t ial  t ime to the present, as the extension of 
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the operator, which is zero on a trajectory with an i l l -behaved 
history. This nonlocal operator is the formal result of the resummation 
in (2). 
One further comment concerning the three alternative extensions of 
T into the nonphysical,  overlapping regions. We have already shown 
that thé operators and are interchangeable in the forward and 
backward streaming operators when restr icted to the physical,  nonover-
lapping regions of phase space (see Fig. 7.2). Thus, the operators, 
and \  preserve the t ime reversal symmetry of the dynamics. 
This property is also preserved by the two extensions and 
j(±)(HDE)^ but is destroyed by the extension T^^^ CthTs can be seen by 
f i rst streaming just outside of the overlapping region and then attempt 
a back streaming). Due to this asymmetry, the dtstînctTon between the 
forward and the backward direction wil l  be maintained when working 
with and ^. 
i t  is a simple matter to general ize th.e above formalism to an 
N-body system. First,  define and by 
}  (.7.16a) 
}  C7.]6b) 
I  Kf + I  V* (7.]7) 







is the N part icle Hamiltonian, K. is the kinetic energy of molecule i  
and is the interaction potential between the molecular pair a. 
Spl i t t ing into two parts, H^^^(a) + V^, where 
H(N)(a) = I  K; + % V ,  (7.18) 
i  = 1 '  * 




'^(S "  } (7.20) 
and 
iLy ^ -  H(N)(a), }  .  (7.21) 
At any instant in t ime, there is at most one hard col l ision. Therefore, 
the arguments made above for the two body case can be repeated, al lowing 
us to replace iLy ^ with T^~^oi and to formally equate the expansions of 
exp i lL^^^t and exp + T^~^)t.  Furthermore, this argument can 
be repeated for each molecular pair with the result that 
val id for nonoverlapping regions. Given this relat ion, we have that 
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m4) = ^ • (7.23, 
where 
i ,  •  .*"'" '  i  . 
The results of Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23) can be extended to the nonphysical,  
overlapping regions. Clearly, and T^~^ are well-defined in the 
ful l  phase space. Thus, we can extend the equivalence between 
exp ±(iLn^) + E T^~^)t and exp i iL^^^t in Eq. (7.22) to include al l  
U a o 
phase space. Furthermore, Eq. (7.23), which is certainly val id for 
nonoverlapping regions, can be veri f ied for overlapping regions as 
well .  The operator, iLg^^ + T^'^, is a simple l inear dif ferential 
operator for overlapping regions of phase space. Therefore, Eq. (7.23) 
can be veri f ied in the overlapping regions by expanding A(x^) in i ts 
Taylor series expansion ( identical to the method used in obtaining 
Eq. (7.4)). Upon dif ferentiat ion with respect to t ime, Eq. (7.23) 
becomes 
^a(4) .  . C7.25) 
Equation (7.25) is the equation of motion for the dynamic quanti ty 
A(>J^). This equation, with expressed as + r  T^"^, is 
tradit ional ly termed the pseudo-Liouvi1 le equation since Eq. (7.25) is 
equivalent to the equation of motion for A of Eq. (5.5), with E T ~ 
C L  ® 
assuming the role of iL ILq  .  
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N The object of kinetic theory is not the calculat ion of A(x^^); for 
that is a problem of mechanics. Rather kinetic theory str ives to deter­
mine the average behavior of A. This average, denoted A(t),  is writ ten 
Â(±t) = dx"^ F(N)(xN,o)A(x^t) 
:(N) .  
where F is the N part icle probabil i ty density at a t ime t  
Similarly, this can be writ ten 
=  0 .  
A(±t) = dx" 
where 
(7 .26 )  
(7 .27 )  
0) C7.28)  
the dagger denoting the Hermit ian conjugate. For an arbitrary operator, 
X, the Hermit ian conjugate is defined fay 
dx" B X A dx^Cx^Bi^A (7 .29 )  
where the superscript star denotes the complex conjugate. From 
Eq. (7.28), we see that the pseudo-Liouvi l ie equation for F^^^ is 
^  F^^^(x'^,±t) = {- iL^N) + T(-)^\F(N)(xN,±t) (7.30) 
where the result that was used, which results from a simple 
( ± )  
integration by parts argument. Note, however, that iT is not self-
adjoint. This is a result of the lack of t ime reversibi l i ty of the 
dynamics of in the overlapping regions. The equivalence, = L, 
holds only in the nonoverlapping regions. Therefore, the self-adjoîntness 
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of L does not force i /  ^ ^ due to the extension of the domain of 
(±) 
definit ion of L to include the overlapping regions. The Hermit ian 
(+) 
conjugate of T is determined by the fol lowing arguments. 
Consider f i rst the conjugate of T (+) We know that 
dx^dx^ A T^2 B = dx^dx^ B A (7.31) 
for the real functions A and B. Insert ion of the expl ici t  form for 
yields 
dx^dx^ B|&|6(A^)8(-2) b -  1 A(x^,Xg) 
d>< ^  dx2 B ()<  ^  ,><2)  I  ^  1 ^ A (x|,  x.p 
£<0 
.  dx^ dxg B (x,,£2) I  £ 1 6 ( i l^) A (x, ) (7.32) 
where x^. denotes the postcol l ision variables of body i .  The integration 
variables of the f i rst integral can be transformed to the postcol l i -
sional variables (denoted dx^dx^). The Jacobian of this transformation 
is unity. Therefore, we obtain 
A(x|,X2) l£^lô(£^)b B()(^,x^) +  + s  
&+>0 
dx^ dx_ A U- ,x„) 1 £ I  6 (£ ) B ,x« ) 
&<0 
(7.33) 
By dropping the (+) superscripts in the f i rst integral,  we f ind that 
d>^^d}<2 AÂ6 (Jl^) {6 ( i)b + 8 (-1) }B(x^ .Xg) (7 .34 )  
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Comparison of Eqs. (7.32) and (7.34) yields 
= &6(&+)[8(&)b + 8(-&)] .  (7.35) 
( - )  +  
By identical methods, we can obtain the expression for T .  Com­
bining the two results into a single expression, we have that 
= ±26C&+){GC±2)b + e(+i)}  .  (7.36) 
Note, i t  was necessary to f i rst define the evolut ion and equations 
of motion for arbitrary (but analyt ic) functions of the phase (cf.  
Eq. (7.4)). The evolut ion of these functions îs well-defined in terms 
(n )  
of their Taylor series expansions. This Is not true for F ,  which 
contains a discontinutty at £. j  = 0 for al l  f ,  j .  However, the evolu­
t ion and equation of motion for îs well-defîned în terms of the 
(n )  
Hermit ian conjugate of L  
The equation of motion for F is 
(  37 + = y T^^)^ F^N) .  (7.37) 
d t  U J ^  j  U 
Defining the reduced distr ibution functions, f^^^, in terms of F^^^ 
(refer to Eq. (2.4)) 
f ( s )  =  [N I /CN - s ) J J  d > ^ ^ ^  . . .  dx^  ,  (7 .38 )  
and integrating Eq. (7.37) over the phase variables of part icles s + 1 
through N, we obtain 
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{ JL. , l(s) }f(=) = I  (7 39) 
which represents the equation of motion for the reduced distr ibution 
functions. In deriving Eq. (7.39), we have made use of the result 
dx.dx. 1!^) = 0 .  (7.40) 
- I  -J U 
Equation (7-39) is the BBGKY hierarchy for r igid ovaioids. The f i rst 
equation of this hierarchy is 
(  = dxg f(2) .  (7.41) 
Equation (7.41) represents the start ing point for the derivations of the 
Enskog and Boltzmann equations in Chapter I I  (refer to Eq. (2.21)). The 
present derivation of Eq. (7.41) is alternative to that of Chapter I I .  
2. Chattering expansion of the bracket integral 
( 2 ) "  
In the reduction of Eq. (7.41) to the Boltzmann equation, f  is 
replaced with (98) 
f(2) (r^ ,1; Li+i i2' i ;  t)  ^ s f(T) (Li. i . t) f^^^ (Li. i . t)  (7.42) 
where 
. ,  +iLnt 
S = l im e ^ e .  (7.43) 
The operator, S, streams the system back in t ime along interacting 
trajectories to the inf inite past where the two part icle distr ibution is 
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assumed to factor into a product of f^^^'s. The operator, S, then 
streams this factored distr ibution forward along a noninteracting 
trajectory to the present. Making use of this replacement and ut i l iz ing 
the pseudo-Liouvi1 le formalism of the previous section, we are able to 
write the Boltzmann bracket integral of the function (|) and ip as 
•1 dx^dx^ <t>| T (7 .44 )  
where V is the volume of the system and i  and j  are molecular labels. 
The S operator, in the definit ion of the Boltzmann bracket integral,  
acts only on two part icle phases in noninteracting regions of phase 
space. In this restr icted region, the S operator conserves the kinetic 
energy of the two part icles. Therefore, which is a simple 
functional of the two part icle kinetic energy, commutes with S. 
Uti l iz ing the definit ion of the Hermit ian conjugate and the commutabi1ity 
of with S, the bracket integral can be recast in the form 
(7.45) 
Insert ion of the bee for exp - i /.T into the expression for S yields 
S = l im {e + 
T-X» 
d. a '"" T<-) .  dt dt '  e - ' V  
XT'-) . -"-o"-' ' 'T(-)  
=  { 1  +  dt t(-) . dt df e""»'' t(-> 
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T<-' + . . .}  (7.46) 
which represents a bee of the S operator. When this expansion is sub­
st i tuted into the bracket integral,  a series expansion of the bracket 
integral is generated. From Eqs. (7.42), (7.45), and (7.46), we see that 
the f i rst approximation to S (sett ing S = 1) assumes that the molecules 
are hit t ing one another for the f i rst t ime. The second term in the 
expansion corrects for two hi t  col l ision sequences. The next term cor­
rects for three hit  col l isions and so on. 
Insert ion of Eq. (7.46) into Eq. (7.45) yields 
'  ,J _ { + I <<2.,<12.2 
dt e 
dt dt '  e •"•o ' '  T'-' T<-' 
(7.47) 
This is the chattering expansion of the Boltzmann bracket integral.  




with obvious definit ions of the terms (cf.  Eqs. (7.47) and (7.48)). The 
inf inite upper l imit on the summation in Eq. (7.48) is somewhat mis­
leading since col l isions rarely involve more than a few hits and 
inf inite chattering sequences presumably appear in the phase space in a 
region of measure zero. 
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The f i rst term of the chattering expansion is 
= V ^ dx. ldx2 .  (7.49) 
(+) 
Using Eq. (7.9) for T and integrating over the relat ive and center of 
mass coordinates, Eq. (7.49) becomes 
= j .  ^ djd2dkSf^/)f^1)&4j(*.  -  4+) (7.50) 
where, as above, the superscript (+) indicates the post-hit  momenta. 
Furthermore, we wi l l  indicate the post-hit  momenta fol lowing the nth 
future hit  with a superscript (+n) and the momenta preceding n past 
hits with a superscript (-n). 
An alternate form for is obtained by ut i l iz ing the defini­
t ion of the Hermit ian conjugate of The alternate expression is 
djd2dkSf(T)f(1)l4;^j  .  (7.51) 
This is the famil iar form of the simple col l ision bracket integral com­
monly encountered in di lute gas calculat ions and used in the previous 
four chapters. 
The second term of Eq. (7.48) is 
dt iH ;V _ 
(7.52) 
Using Eq. (7.9) in Eq. (7.52), we can immediately write 
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•^r*—in t er ac t ing 
\ hit 





Figure 7.4. Real and part ial col l ision sequences contr ibuting to 
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.  d1ld2dk -  <c|) 
&<0 
" d t  e " ° % .  
0 j  
(7.53) 
Here, we have already integrated out the delta funct ion. The operator 
dt  T<-> (7.54) 
in Eq. (7.53) introduces spurious contr ibut ions simi lar to those men­
t ioned in context of  the bee above. The operator exp - iL^t transforms 
the phase variables of the two interact ing part ic les backwards along a 
non interact ing path in search of a past h i t .  For the smal lest value of 
t ,  this past h i t  is part  of  a true col l is ion sequence; for other than 
the smal lest,  i t  is part  of  a v ir tual col l is ion sequence. Therefore, 
the operator of  Eq. (7.54) incorporates col l is ion sequences beginning 
and ending with an interact ing hi t  between which are zero, one, or more 
"noninteract ing hi ts",  i .e. ,  the molecules pass through each other.  
These col l is ion sequences are i l lustrated in Fig. 7.4. We wi l l  incor­
porate these spurious col l is ion sequences into the present discussion, 
and show that their  contr ibut ions ar is ing in the second term of the 
expansion of are canceled by contr ibut ions present in the third 
term of the expansion. 
We def ine .  as a character ist ic funct ion for a part ial  
col l is ion sequence consist ing of n -  1 past interact ing hi ts;  the sub­
scr ipts indicate the number of  noninteract ing hi ts immediately fol lowing 
each interact ing hi t  of the sequence. This funct ion is equal to unity 





Figure 7.5. Part ial  col l is ion sequence character ized by xj^Q 
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corresponding to a part ial  col l is ion sequence of n interact ing hi ts,  
with i  ^ noninteract ing hi ts immediately fol lowing the f i rst  interact ing 
hi t ,  i  2 non interact ing hi ts immediately fol lowing the second interact ing 
hi t ,  and so on; and is zero otherwise (refer to Fig. 7.5).  The charac­
ter ist ic funct ion • • describes a v ir tual,  part ial  col l is ion 
' t 'z 'n-1 
sequence i f  any of the subscripts i j  are nonzero. i f  al l  subscripts are 
zero, then x-"^* • describes a real,  part ial  col l is ion sequence. 
' r '2 '*" ' 'n-1 
We are now in a posit ion to wri te out expl ic i t ly the form of the 
term. Ut i l iz ing the above def ini t ions, we f ind that ( 2 )  
i  j  
(2 )  djd2dksfq^)fq^)&(0; -  "j) j)  + x|^) + . . .)( '^ j  -  $j) .  
(7.55) 
A comparison of Eqs. (7.55) and (7-50) shows us that the real col l is ions 
(2)  (determined by the XQ character ist ic funct ion) in Eq. (7.55) correct 
the error made in { ( j ) j ,  which treated the second hi t  of a mult iple 
hi t  col l is ion as i f  i t  were the f i rst  interact ion. The higher order 
(2) (2) 
x 's ( i .e. ,  x|  » X2 » etc.)  in Eq. (7.55) introduce spurious (or 
v ir tual)  col l is ion sequences. The summation in Eq. (7.55) does, in fact,  
truncate at some f in i te number. This truncat ion exists because eventual ly 
the relat ive veloci ty of the two interact ing part ic les wi l l  separate the 
molecules to a distance where an interact ion is no longer possible. 
We wi l l  complete our discussion of the series expansion of Eq. (7.48) 
with an analysis of the {(J), i |^} term. Expl ic i t ly,  the term is 
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present 







Figure 7.6. A branchfng process present in the term 
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Figure 7.7. The two col l is ion sequences comprising the branching process 
of Fig. 7.6 
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d l d z d k s f ^ ' ' & ( * .  -  * , )  
(7.56) 
This term incorporates sequences of three interact ing hi ts.  However, 
not so obvious is the fact that this term also contains expressions 
deal ing with the existence (or nonexistence) of sequences with two in­
teract ing hi ts between which are one or more noninteract ing hi ts.  These 
two hi t  ( interact ing) part ial  col l is ions result  from a branching 
( ± )  
process due to the form of the T operators as a di f ference of inter­
act ing, T^~^(i) ,  and noninteract ing, T^~^(n),  operators 
This branching process is given a diagrammatic representat ion in 
Fig. 7.6. At this level in the chatter ing expansion, the branching 
process contains two separate part ial  col l is ion sequences. The col l is ion 
sequence denoted by I  in Fig. 7.6 is the real sequence i l lustrated in 
Fig. 7.7. This type of col l is ion sequence takes into account the 
existence of three interact ing hi t  processes. The col l is ion sequence 
denoted by I I  in Fig. 7.7 is a v ir tual col l is ion sequence of the type 
introduced in {<j)^2) • This term cancels the contr ibut ion of the vir tual 
sequences to the previous {<!) '^2) term. Sequences 1 and I t  represent 
the simplest examples of part ial  col l is ion sequences contr ibut ing to the 
{(f) , '1^} '^2) term. More complicated part ial  col l is ions also contr ibute. 
|&|a(%+)e(+&)b -  |&|a(%+)e(+&) ( .7.57) 
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These higher order contr ibut ions are of two types. The f i rst  type 
(related to sequence I )  consists of three interact ing hi ts (beginning 
and ending with an interact ing hi t)  between which are any number of  
noninteract ing hi ts.  The second type (related to sequence I I )  are 
simi lar to the f i rst  type except that the intermediate interact ing hi t  
of the f i rst  type is replaced with a noninteract ing hi t  in the second 
type. 
The discussion of the previous paragraph al lows us to wri te Eq. 
(7.56) expl ic i t ly as 
' j  = .  dld2dksf( l) f(^)â(+; -  *t) { I  I  - *-) 
£<0 r=0 s=0 '  
-  I  (^; -  ^;)} .  (7,58) 
r=] r  J J 
Here,the last summation is only over the vir tual col l is ion sequences. 
The analysis of the higher order contr ibut ions to the exact bracket 
integral fol lows in a s imi lar fashion. From the analysis of the f i rst  
three terms, we can see a pattern emerging. The f i rst  term handles al l  
hi ts as i f  they are the f i rst  hi t  of a colUsion. This is obviously 
wrong for chatter ing col l is ions. In the case of mult iple hi ts,  the 
second term corrects the error made in treat ing the second hi t  as i f  i t  
were the f i rst .  However, in doing so, the term introduces 
nonphysical,  or v ir tual,  col l is ion sequences. The thtrd order correct ion 
not only rect i f ies the error of assuming the third hi t  of a sequence 
to be the second hi t  ( the error being made In the second term). I t  also 
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cancels out the contr ibutions of the nonphysical col l ision sequences 
introduced in the previous term. In the process, i t  introduces st i l l  
more complicated virtual col l ision processes. 
I t  is now apparent that is is indeed possible to resume the chat­
tering series of Eq, (7.48) (and, therefore, also the bee of Eq. (7.12)) 
in such a way to el iminate the virtual col l ision sequences. This resum-
mation simply replaces with Xn"n n the expl ici t  expressions 
of the terms in the chattering expansion. ThTs is precisely what we 
expected and is required i f  the true dynamics is to be reproduced by the 
bee. Therefore, the f i rst correction to the simple col l ision bracket 
integral,  can be writ ten 
d1d2dkSf(])f(])&(4T -  -  ipT) .  (7.59) j.-;,--. 0 -0 "vr; y, ,.0 ttj tj 
The higher order terms can be writ ten in a simflar fashion. 
This concludes the formal results of this chapter. The Boltzmann 
bracket integral is expanded tn a series as 
= I  (7-60) 
n=1 
where the nth order term contains the detai ls of a part ial col l ision 
sequence of n real hits. The lowest order term is the commonly en­
countered, simple col l ision bracket integral used in the applications 
discussed in Chapters I t l  through Vf. As we shal l  see, only the two 
hi t  contr ibution to the bracket integral {( j) ,<|^} '^2) Eq. (7.59) gives 
an important correctîon to 
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Figure 7.8. Bar graph representation of the condit ional probabil i ty, 
P(2|k ,  •  ê^)  
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B. Numerical Work 
In this sect ion, we present an analysis of chatter ing col l is ions 
between a r igid sphere of radius 3.6 Bohr and a r igid el l ipse with a 
major axis of 8.0 Bohr and a minor axis of 3.0 Bohr. Classical scat­
ter ing trajector ies for this system were calculated using the hard 
sphere-hard el l ipse algori thm of Evans (89).  The in i t ia l  condit ions 
for these trajector ies were randomly chosen. The in i t ia l  momenta of  the 
atom-diatom system were sampled over a Boltzmann dtstr ibutton at 300*K. 
The relat ive angles were sampled over a uniform dTstr ibut ion, Simi lar ly,  
the impact plane was uniformly sampled, 
A f i rst  indicat ion of the importance of chatter ing col l is ions is 
found in Table 7.1. I t  can be seen that more than 25% of al l  col l is ions 
between the hard sphere and hard el l ipse result  in chatter ing; the vast 
major i ty of these chatter ing col l is ions are two hi t  events. Furthermore, 
from Table 71, i t  seems appropriate to ignore the existence of chat­
ter ing col l is ions consist ing of three or more hi ts,  for these const i tute 
only 1% of the total  number of  col l is ions. Therefore, we wi l l  focus our 
discussion towards the analysis of two hi t  chatter ing events. 
Figure 7.8 is a bar graph of the funct ion P(2|k^ • e^) versus 
k^ •  The funct ion PCzjk^ •  e^) is the probabi l i ty of a two hi t  
chatter ing col l is ion given that the sphere and el l ipse f i rst  make con­
tact at the point on the surface of el l ipse specif ied by k^ •  e^ Ck is 
the outward surface normal at  contact and e is the symmetry axis of the 
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Figure 7.9. Sampling of two-hit  chatter ing col l is ions on the surface of 
the el  1 ipse 
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Figure 7.10, Density of two-hit  chatter ing col l is ions on the surface of the el l ipse 
00 ON 
Figu re  7 .11 .  Dens i ty  o f  two-h i t  cha t t e r i ng  co l l i s i ons  on  t he  su r f ace  o f  t he  e l l i p se  
Figu re  7 .12 .  Dens i ty  o f  two-h i t  cha t t e r i ng  co l l i s i ons  on  t he  su r f ace  o f  t he  e l l i p se  
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This condit ion probabi l i ty is peaked at * e^ ~ 0.25 where i ts value 
is nearly 0.5 and drops of f  in the regions k^ « e^ ~ 0.05 and 0.95. 
Figure 7.9 is a plot of the "coordinates" of a representat ive sam­
pl ing of the two hi t  chatter ing col l is ions. By "coordinates",  we mean the 
/\ A, A A A A 
values of k • e for the f i rst  (k^ • e^) and the second (k^ • e^) h i ts.  
From Fig. 7.9, i t  is obvious that,  for the major i ty of two hi t  col l is ions, 
the values of k^ • e^ and kg • e^ are of opposite sign. In other words, 
rarely do chatter ing col l is ions exist  where both hi ts occur on the same 
end of the el l ipse. Figures 7.10 through 7.12 are three dimensional 
representat ions of Fig. 7.9; the third dimension denoting the density of 
points. 
Listed in Table 7,2 are the results of a stat ist ical  analysts of 
the density funct ion plotted in Figs, 7.9 through 7.12. Expectat ion 
values, variances, standard deviat ions, covariances, and correlat ion 
coeff ic ients are l isted. The expectat ion value of the quanti ty x ts 
def ined by 
where x.  is the value of x corresponding to the i th trajectory and N is I  
the total  number of  trajector ies. The variance, Var(x),  and the standard 
deviat ion, a(x),  of x are def ined by 
E(x) = N ^ I  X. 
i=1 
( 7 . 6 1 )  
Var(x) = ELCX -  E(x))^]  (7.62) 
and 
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a(x) = [Var(x)]^/^ .  (7.63) 
Final ly,  the covariance, Cov(x,y),  and correlat ion coeff ic ient,  p(x,y),  
of the quanti t ies x and y are given by 
Cov(x,y) = E[(x -  E(x))(y -  E(y))]  (7-64) 
and 
p(x,y) = Cov(x,y)/o(x)a(y) .  (7.65) 
The f inal  two entr ies in Table 7.2 are the expectat ion value and standard 
deviat ion of the quanti ty 
0 = kj  x -  (k^ • 6])^ .  (7.66) 
This quanti ty is an indicat ion of how far out of plane are the vectors 
,  e^, and kg. I f ,  for example, p(0) were equal to zero, a l l  two hi t  
chatter ing col l is ions would be planar ( i .e. ,  k^, e^, and kg would l ie 
in the same plane). 
Our ul t imate goal in studying chatter ing col l is ions is to improve 
the methods of calculat ing transport coeff ic ients, or equivalent ly,  
bracket integrals.  Table 7.3 is a l ist  of the values of 
-  [4^^],  and {(]) , ' ( ' }  ^2) • Here, {0,^},  the exact bracket integral 
(cf .  Eq. (7.45)),  is evaluated via Monte Carlo techniques, as is the 
integral {(|)  , i j^}  •  The Monte Carlo methods used here are discussed in 
detai l  in Ref.  89. The quanti ty is the simple col l is ion bracket 
integral ut i l ized in Chapters I I I  through Vl,  In obtaining the results 
in Table 7.3, i t  was assumed that only two hi t  chatter ing events exist  
( this assumption being motivated by the results of Table 7.1).  From 
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Table 7.3, i t  can be seen that the error made in neglect ing chatter ing 
events is not uniform for the bracket integrals l isted. For certain 
integrals (e.g.,  {yyj  %%}), the error is negl igible, whereas for others 
2 2 (e.g.,  {y ,y }) ,  the error is substant ial .  However, i t  is obvious that 
chatter ing events cannot be ignored i f  accurate calculat ion of the 
bracket integrals is desired. Furthermore, i t  is also obvious that 
considerat ion of only two hi t  chatter ing col l is ions is suff ic ient when 
calculat ing the bracket integrals.  
In conclusion, the existence of chatter ing col l is ions should not 
be ignored for accurate calculat ion of transport coeff ic ients. In fact,  
for the system studied here, approximately 25% of al l  col l is ions were 
chatter ing events. However, the major i ty of chatter ing col l is ions con­
sist  only of two hi ts and, therefore, i t  is suff ic ient to incorporate 
only two hi t  events into the calculat ion of the bracket integrals.  
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Table 7.1. A breakdown of the col l is ions 
Col l is ion Type % of  Total  Col l is ions 
1 h i t  74.25 
2 hi ts 24.62 
3 hi ts 0.80 
4 hi ts 0.20 
5 or more hi ts 0.13 
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Table 7.2. Stat ist ical  analysis of two hi t  chat­
ter i  ng col 1is ions 
Average Value 
e ( k ^ - e ^ )  0 . 0 0  
5(^2» êg) -0.01 
E[k, • e^)2] 0.13 
e[(k2 .  0.12 
E[(k^ .e,)(k2 .  êg)] -0.09 
a(k^ * ®1 ^  0.36 
otkg • e ^ )  0.35 
c o v ( k j  " 6 ^ ,  k g  «  e g )  - 0 . 0 9  
p(k^ • e^, kg • eg) -0.78 
k.  X e.  '  k„ 
E[ '  '  — ] 0.00 
X - (k, e,)2 
/ A A O 
A - (k. • e.)  
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Table 7-3. Effects of chatter ing on various bracket integrals 
(i ®" i) {g li ®" i] Diff.^ {| ®" g}(2) 
On o  n  00  oo  
i n  i n  i n  i n  
(N; a )  82.04 ± 0.44 122.7 -40.66 ± 0.44 -40.09 ± 0.42 
(Y; Y) 112.84 ± 0.57 92.4 20.44 + 0.57 18.85 ± 0.18 
(Y*^, Y.-^) 103.00 ± 0.84 100.9 2.1 ± 0.84 1.54 ± 0.21 
(yf i :  %G) 89.84 ± 0.69 100.9 -11.06 ± 0.69 -11.78 + 0.33 
(yo: Qi) 9  166.26 ± 1.02 194.4 -28.14 ± 1.02 -28.29 + 0.48 
i y ^ ,  -27.26 + 0.87 -82.1 54.84 ± 0.87 55.17 + 0.80 
(OF, Y^) -25.22 ± 0.65 -82.1 56.88 + 0.65 55.16 + 0.80 
(Y^, Y^) 27.28 + 0.87 82.1 -54.82 ± 0.87 -55.15 ± 0.80 
(NF, 25.23 + 0.65 82.1 -56,87 ± 0.65 -55.17 + 0.80 
i l l -  i i )  f  264.25 + 1.99 266.9 -2.65 ± 1.99 -3.96 + 0.50 
cx; XY^) 324.23 + 2.77 256.7 67.53 ± 2,77 62.76 + 0.93 
i y ^ y j  x) 324.20 ± 2.69 256.7 67.50 ± 2.69 63.04 + 0.95 
(x; 125.42 ± 1.03 112.9 12.52 + 1.03 12.19 ± 0.39 
i a ^ y }  x) 125,45 ± 0,96 112,9 12.55 + 0.96 11.91 ± 0.37 
2 2 (o X» YR )  295.71 ± 3.55 352.6 -56.89 ± 3.55 -51.25 ± 1.45 
( 2 2v 
w Y; XY ) 1282.99 ± 17.70 1071.2 211.79 ± • 17.70 199.23 + 5.23 
(QQ: QQ)  
9 
114.72 + 1.13 204.9 -90.18 + 1.13 -87.65 ± 1.19 
,  2 „2x 
w X'» ' 330.53 + 4.82 212.0 118.53 ± 4.82 113.41 ± 3.17 
XY^) 328.01 + 4.54 212.0 116.01 ± 4.54 109.55 ± 2.94 
^Numerical values actual ly represent the bracket Integral divided 
by (2kT/;)1/2. 
'^Dlf f .  equals {£ t j ; }  -  g] .  
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Table 7.3- Continued 
( i  ®" i )  {g [ g  ®" i l  diff .b {g 
o n oo oo oo 
(at) i n  m  (at) 
(o ;  y )  -0 .05 + 0 .30  0  -0 .50 + 0.30 0 .07 + 0 .09 
(Y;  g )  -0 .87 + 0 -30 0  -0 .87 + 0.30 -0 .10 ± 0 .09 
,  0 0  \  (% %:  xx )  
9 
255.16 + 2 .28  239 .53  15.63 + 2.28 14.42 + 0 .77  
> 
106.31 ± 1 .35  177 .53  -71 .22 ± 1.35 -69.26 + 1 .46  
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X. APPENDIX A: REDUCTION OF THE BRACKET AND LAMBDA INTEGRALS 
The f i rst  sect ion of this appendix presents an out l ine of the 
procedure for carrying out the momentum integrat ions in the bracket in­
tegrals as developed by Hoffman (11).  The second sect ion presents a 
reduct ion of the lambda integrals,  def ined in Chapter VI,  to a form 
simi lar to the bracket integrals.  
A. Bracket Integrals 
The col l is ion, or bracket,  integral of  t wo funct ions Ç and ip is 
def ined by 
i j  = _ __l_ f( i)  
y v  
( 1 0 . 1 )  
where K represents ei ther the Enskog or the Boltzmann col l is ion opera­
tor def ined by Eq. (2.54).  Using the expl ic i t  form for K in Eq. (10.1),  
we obtain 
u  =  - _ 1  
y v  k«£<0 
(10.2)  
k»£>0 
where y and v  refer to species types, j  equals ei ther 1 or 2, the pr imes 
refer to the precol1isional state, and the remaining funct ions are 
def ined in Chapter I I .  Insert ing the expl ic i t  forms for the 
(which are local Maxwel l ians normal ized to the local number density) and 
transforming to the dimensionless relat ive and center of  mass momenta 
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Y = yv 
^ v -
]1V (10 .3a )  
and 
r = ^ w (10.3b) 
respect ively,  the bracket integral becomes 
1 j  =  
u v  
, (n) de de x dydr exp-[y^ + 
n V n V 




Here,W and ^  are the l inear and angular momentum, respect ively,  and n 
denotes the number of  act ive degrees of freedom for the col l is ional 
(8) 5 pair .  For the atom-diatom system, n = 8 and B = 1/4n ,  for the 
diatom-diatom system n = 10 and = l / lô ir^,  and for the general top-
(12) 10 general top system, n = 12 and B = 1/64 ÏÏ .  We now def ine an 
n-dimensional momentum vector,  n,  with components 
n = L XJ_. Y| | ]  (10.5) 
where Yj|  i  s k • and Yj^ i  s y. ~ Y||k.  in terms of the general ized momentum 
vector _n, the bracket integral becomes 
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-n^ de de dne x [  y  V  — 
k.g>0 'a f t * ] ]  • co 's)  
Now, k • 2 can be expressed as 
k.£ = /ZkïTÏÏ^ [Y| -  a^ .^  - a^ ,  (10.7) 
where a_. = /y^^/1 £. x k.  Since Eq. (10.7) is l inear in the components 
of  j i ,  there exists a unit  vector e in the n-dimensional momentum space 
such that 
/2kT/y D e •  n = k • g .  (10.8) yv yv — 
This unit  vector is 
= -  -â, .  0.  ».  n  
where 
= 1+a «a +a «a .  (10.10) 
yv —y —y —^ —v 
At this point,  we introduce an orthogonal matr ix 4,  def ined by 
E .  "  '  I L  »  ( i o . l i )  
where E_ represents the general ized momentum vector expressed in the new 
coordinate frame whfch has e as the nth unit  vector ( i .e. ,  e = e • n)• 
n n — 
The col l is ion dynamics in the rotated frame assumes the simple form (11) 
e '  = -e (10.12a) 
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and 
EJI = ^  , (10.12b) 
where ^  is the part  of  ^  perpendicular to E^. Transforming to the new 
coordinate frame al lows us to wri te the bracket integrals as 
where 
(u,v) = - dE e ^ E -  [  dE e ^ E E'^E ^ .  (10.14) 
e <0 ~ U >0 ~ 
n n 
Here, the symbol denotes a sequential  contract ion of the m indices i n  
the n-dimensional space, and represents a project ion operator 
(dependent on or ientat ional variables alone) which projects from the 
polyad (£^) the quanti ty Ç ( i | ; )  where u and v represent the tensor 
rank of the momentum variables in Ç and i) ; ,  respect ively.  For example, 
—I—I 
o 
S -  = S S (10.15) 
•w?w. °w.  =w. 
—I—I —I —I 
where 
,  o I  o \  
S ~ I  "T~ ) $ (10.16) 
^  c  T ^ ( 3 )  I  n= 
I ° 
The momentum integrat ions in Eq. (10.14) can now be carr ied out yielding 
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tensor funct ions of rank u + v.  The tensor funct ions thus obtained are 
dependent on the or ientat ion variables k,  e^, and e^ through the quanti ty 
£^. For example, the integral equals 
0,1) = n1/2(n- l)E^G^ .  (10.17) 
Therefore, the momentum integrat ions in the bracket integrals can 
be carr ied out analyt ical ly.  The remaining integrat ions in Eq. (10.13) 
are simple or ientat ion integrals which can be evaluated using simple 
numerical quadratures. 
B. Lambda Integrals 
The lambda integrals def ined in Chapter VI are given by 
XyC|) = (SVnkT)"^ ( ] ) , (1)  
0 
dx^dxgx x fg '^ fg i  (2I2)) -(10-18) 
For our purposes, we choose to deal with the integral 
I  =  
"^212^^0 ^0 §(—1»—2^'  =V,12 (10.19)  
instead, which equals Xy(i | )  when the appropriate G funct ion is inserted 
into this integral.  Here, Oy related to the potent ial  part  of  
the stress tensor (cf .  Eq. (6.7)).  Furthermore, we wi l l  conf ine our 
discussion to the case of two ident ical  col l id ing part ic les. A detai led 
discussion of the techniques used in this sect ion may be found in 
Ref.  8 (see also Chapter I I ) .  
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G 
First ,  the fol lowing form for gy 
0 1 °  (2)  
=V,12 ~ F—12^'^V ^—2 » (10.20) 
( 2 )  
where is the interact ing part  of  the two part ic le Liouvi l le opera­
tor,  is inserted into Eq. (10.19).  The result ing expression is then 
rewri t ten as 
I  = 1im (8e) 
£•+0^ 
-1 fn  (n °  11(2)% 
fg G: -  e )  
-  (e -  e )}(P2 "  2^) (10.21) 
where, by def ini t ion, The operators exp i lL^^^E and 
(2 )  
exp H L q  E are the two part ic le interact ing and noninteract ing 
streaming operators, respect ively.  The +(-)  sign refers to forward 
(backwards) streaming. Transforming the r.^ and jr^ integrat ions to the 
center of  mass, and relat ive, r. ]2* var iables def ined by 
^  = y (r^ + r^) (10.22a) 
and 
—12 ~ —2 "  —1 '  (10.22b) 
and real iz ing that x vanishes for overlapping conf igurat ions of par­
t ic les one and two; the integral in Eq, (10.21) is convenient ly wri t ten 
as 
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I  = l im (Se) 
0+ 
'  -  dksxf0 ' ' f ! ' 's :  I n  
k«g>0 
dm2d2d£^2 x {  
- \ L ^ ^ K  
X [  (e -  e )  -  (e -  e )  ]  (p^ -  £.^ )  
k*£<0 
.  ( 1 )  ( 1 )  °  
dkSxfQ ' fg ^G: ^ ^ [ { e  -  e  )  
-  (e -  e ) ] (^2 "  2^)} • (10.23) 
Here, the variables and k,  and the 5 funct ion are def ined in Chapter 
11 .  
We are now in a posit ion to carry out the integrat ion. 
( 2 )  ( 2 )  
Because the act ion of the operators L and Lq  dif fers only in the 
vic ini ty of the interact ion, the only nonzero contr ibut ion to the g 
integral is in the region 0 ® vanishingly short  
t ime e. On the postcol1isional surface, i .e. ,  ^ 0« the contr ibut ion 
of the forward streaming operators to the integral is zero; whereas the 
effect of the backward streaming operators in the region 0 -^•^2 ~ 
i  s 
"(e -  e )(22 -  Ej)  = "  P^) "  (P2 "  P2) » (10-24) 
where, in this region, pT = £. .  The superscipt -(+) refers to the pre 
(post) col l is ional value. Simi lar ly,  on the precol l is ional surface, the 
act ion of the streaming operators is 
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I L ^ ^ K  i L ^ ^ K  + + 
(e -  e )(P^ -  = (Pj -  2j)  "  (Pg "  £2^ '  (10.25) 
where, in this region, £.  = £. j  •  By using Eqs. (10.23) and (10.24),  and 
the Mean Value Theorem of Calculus, Eq. (10.22) becomes 
I  = (1/8) dRdld2{ dksj i lx fo^^fo^^g:  i i2h£ï  "  e"!" )  "  (£2 "  4^^ 
.  ^  dksl&txfo^^fo^^g:  -  g^)  -  (^2 "  £^^]}  •  (10.26)  
The pre and post col l is ional momenta are related through the relat ions 
p i  -  £ l  = k.K •k.K i  = 1, 2 (10 .27)  
where 
+ -2^ + 
K" = mD k • g- (10 .28)  
and k.  denotes the outward surface normal of  the i th body at  the point 
of  contact.  Equations (10.27) and (10.28) al low us to rewri te Eq. (10.26) 
as 
1 = dRd1d2 dksxf^ l ) f^ t ) (k .  g j^d-zg:  ç jgk (10 .29)  
Therefore, the lambda integral is equal to 
m 
~ 20nkT d1d2 'a . )v^ i t2k:  ( i " ( l )  +|*(2))  
(10 .30)  
where the t r iv ial  R integrat ion has been carr ied out.  Rewri t ing 
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Eq. (10.30) in the form 
xy(^)  = - nm ;  _1_ 20kT 2 
n 
d jd2dkjxfo^) fo^)(k '  gjd 'zç jgk:  + 4*(2))  ,  
(10.31) 
i t  becomes evident that the lambda integral is very simi lar to the 
standard kinet ic theory bracket integrals for r igid convex molecules, 
Eq. (10.2).  (The main di f ference between the two is the presence of an 
addit ional k • term in the integrand of Eq. (10.31).)  Therefore, we 
can reproduce step for step the method out l ined in the previous sect ion 
to evaluate the momentum integrat ions, with the result  that 
xy( i )  = 
where 
- (n/5)B (n) dkde^de^sxi^gk:  { (s^^ + s^^)®jo,v]  (10 .32)  
[u,v]  = -
cn>0 
dee'^  e^[e ' "  + e" ]e '^  
/2 
2k/2(k +1)  (  ^  ) 
I  j=0 (even) k=j (even,odd) 
=< <=n' '  i (u ; ! -k)  
H e r e , d e n o t e s  t h e  p e r m u t a t i o n  o p e r a t o r  w h i c h  f o r m s  t h e  s u m s  o f  
a l l  dist inct permutat ions of the f i rst  u and the last v indices. We 
win only require [£,0^],  [0^. j . ] .  and [0^,^] ,  which, from Eq. (10.33),  are 
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[0,0] = -  Y (10.34a) 
[0,J_] = (10.34b) 
and 
[0,^]  = -  u(") + 2e^E^ .  (10.34c) 
With the above mentioned modif icat ions, the lambda integrals can be 
evaluated in the same manner as the bracket integrals.  
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XI. APPENDIX B: MORI FORMALISM 
In this appendix, we present a br ief  out l ine of the project ion 
operator techniques developed by Mori .  A more complete discussion of 
the fol lowing results are found in Refs. 63 and 76. 
Mori 's theory rel ies on the existence of dist inct,  wel l-separated, 
relaxat ion t imes in the f lu id. For example, we know that the angular 
momentum of a highly anisotropic molecule in a dense medium relaxes on 
a much faster t ime scale than does i ts or ientat ion (see the discussion 
of the parameter in Chapter i l ) .  This separat ion of the angular 
momentum and or ientat ional relaxat ion t imes is capital ized upon in 
Chapter V. Thus, the f i rst  task in the implementat ion of the Mori  
formal ism is ident i f icat ion of the slowly relaxing dynamical quant i t ies. 
Let A.,  i  = 1 to n, represent the n slowly relaxing quanti t ies in the 
f lu id under considerat ion. For convenience, they wi l l  be wri t ten in 
vector form as 
A> = 
/ \ 
( 1 1 . 1 )  
where represents a Dirac vector.  Furthermore, we def ine the 
operators 
P = lA> .  <A|A>"^ • <A (11.2a) 
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and 
Q = 1 - P (11.2b) 
where P projects Dirac vectors onto the subspace spanned by the slowly 
relaxing vectors and Q. onto the rapidly relaxing subspace. With the 
aid of the above def ini t ions, we can recast the equations of motion for 
1^ into the form of a general ized Langevin equation. 
The equation of motion for is 
^  1AU)> = iL^^^lA(t)> ,  (11.3) dt  
where 
i , ( N ) .  
|A(t)> = e'^ ^ |A(0)> ;  
|A(0)> = 1^ .  (11.4) 
Equation (11.2) is equivalent to £q. (2.2) above. Using the def ini t ion 
of the project ion operator,  Eq. (11.3) becomes 
^  |A(t)> = e'L^ iPL(N)|A> + jQi^(N) 
= lA(t)> .  igf + iQl(N)|A> (11.5) 
where the frequency matr ix is 
•  <a| i l^^^ 1^ .  (11.6)  
Here, the dagger denotes an Hermit ian conjugate, 
X ~ (  11 -7) 
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is the stat ic susceptibi l i ty,  and B = 1/kT. The second term on the RHS 
of  Eq. (11.5) can be rewri t ten, using the operator ident i ty 
e = e \Q.L^^K ^ r  dt- gî i -^^^t- t ' )  .p^(N) giQlfNit ,  ,  ( 1 1 . 8 )  
in the form 
i l ^ ' t  
ml""!» = -  + I f . ( t )> 
J r\ r 
(11.9) 
where 
1f> = iql^'^^1^ ( 1 1 . 1 0 )  
and 
K^(t)  = • <F!Fp(t)> ( 1 1 . 1 1 )  
Here,the subscript,  p,  on the funct ion indicates that the t ime evolu­
t ion of that part icular quanti ty is governed by the projected propaga-
( n) 
tor exp IQL t ,  i .e. ,  
l fp( t )> = e '®*-"" '  | f> ( 1 1 . 1 2 )  
The ket lFp(t)> is the random f luxuat ing force. By def ini t ion |^(t)> 
l ies in the subspace spanned by the rapidly varying quanti t ies. Using 
Eqs. (11.5) and (11.9), Eq. (11.3) becomes 
|A(t)> = lMt)> • ig^ -  dt '  |A(t  -  t  '  )> • K^(t ' )  + |F ( t)> .(11.13) 
dt 
This equation is the general ized Langevin equation. 
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Final ly,  from the expression for the t ime rate of change of 
we can obtain an equation of motion for the matr ix of t ime correlat ion 
funct ions. Taking the Dirac product of Eq. (11.13) with <^|,  we obtain 
^  <A(t) = ig .  <%^t)|A> -  dt '  K(t ' )  '  <A(t -  t ' )  .  (11.14) 
The random force drops out of this expression because of i ts orthogonal­
i ty to I .  Equation (11.14) is an exact result  of  the Liouvi l le equa­
t ion. Equation (11.14) 's simple appearance is somewhat deceiving because 
we have buried the N-body dynamics of  the system in the memory kernal,  
K(t ' ) .  
One approximation which is often invoked when encounter ing equa­
t ions simi lar to Eq. (11.14) is known as a Markovian approximation. 
Relying on the existence of a t ime scale separat ion, one argues that 
because contains the complete set of slow variables, then K must 
decay to zero on the rapid t ime scale due to i ts def ini t ion as a tcf  
of the rapid f luxuat ing force, Eq. (11.11).  Therefore, Eq. (11.14) can 
be approximated by 
^^(t)l^ = {ig - r} . <A(t) 1^ (11.15) 
where 
r  = f dt '  K(t ' )  (11.16) 
• '0  
is the relaxat ion matr ix.  Because the memory kernal,  K(t) ,  is def ined 
as a product of  a stat ic (t ime independent) part  t imes a k inet ic (t ime 
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dependent) part  (refer to Eq. (11.11)),  the quanti ty r  is also divided 
into a stat ic part ,  x (def ined by Eq. (11.7)),  and a k inet ic part ,  L, as 
- 1  I = L ' % 
Here, the kinet ic part  is def ined by 
(11.17) 
L = g 
= e 
dt '<Fp(t ' ) |F> 
dt '<a|e '^^^ 1^ ( 1 1 . 1 8 )  
The kinet ic part  of r ,  L, represents a matr ix of transport coeff ic ients 
def ined through the Green (99)"Kubo ( lOO) relat ions. 
We wish to discuss one last point.  Mori  showed that the transport 
coeff ic ients, L, of the form 
l  = g dt '<^|  iq l^^^t '  1^ (11.19) 
is equivalent to the form 
l  = 3 dt '<^|e '^^ 1^ 
+ . Here, T is a t ime which sat isf ies the inequal i ty 
' h  T << T,  
( 1 1 . 2 0 )  
( 1 1 . 2 1 )  
where and represent the typical relaxat ion t imes for the and 
the 1^ variables, respect ively (assumed to be widely separated).  
Consider the single variables case. Let this single slow variable be 
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denoted by |a>, and further require ( for convenience) that <a |  iL|a> 
= 0. Then, Eq. (11.14) for |a> is 
g-p <a|a(t)> = - dt ' (<a|e'^^ ^ |a>/<a|a>)<a|a(t-  t ' )> .  (11.22) 
0 
This reduces, in the Markovian l imit ,  to 
^  <a|a(t)> = <ala ( t)> (11.23) 
where 
dt '<a e |a>/<a|a> (11.24) 
By def ini t ion, the t ime rate of change of <a|a(t)> can also be wri t ten as 
dt <a|a(t)> = -  dt '<a |a(t ' )> (11.25) 
Equating Eqs. (11.21) and (11.24) at  the t ime T ,  we f ind that 
0 h  
X <a ja ( t^ -  t  '  )> 
Expanding the funct ion <a|a(T^-t ' )> in a Taylor ser ies 
<a I  a (t^ -  t  '  )> = <a I  a> -  4- (t^ - t  '  )  ^ <a |  a> + . . .  ,  
( 1 1 . 2 6 )  
(11.27) 
and insert ing this expansion into Eq. (11.25),  we obtain 
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0  • 'o  
+ 
X  { 1  -  (  )  +  . . . }  .  ( 1 1 . 2 8 )  
Therefore, the value of the transport coeff ic ient for the Mori  form, 
L = g [  d t '<â |e '^^  ^  I  aXa |  a> ^ ,  (11.29)  
• '0  
can be gotten by integrat ing the true tcf  of |a> over a short  in i t ia l  
period. 
l  = b 
fT^ .  I  (N) ,  
dt '<a|e I  aXa |  a> .  (11.30) 
0 
The error made in this replacement is related to the rat io which 
is much less than unity for widely separated t ime scales. 
The results l isted here are extensively used in Chapters V and VI.  
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X I I .  A P P E N D I X  C :  T H E  T I M E  C O R R E L A T I O N  F U N C T I O N  E X P R E S S I O N  
FOR THE R PARAMETER 
In this appendix, we discuss the Tsay and Kivelson (77) derivat ion 
of an expression for R using the Mori  formal ism. The f inal  expression 
for R is Eq. (6.4a),  which is used as the start ing point in the work of 
Chapter VI.  A s imi lar derivat ion to the one discussed here can be found 
in Ref.  84. 
We choose to  examine a  f luid whose only s lowly relaxing quant i t ies  
are 
-  ikx 
"xz •  ] h'xz = '  ^2^3) 
and 
ikx.  
g = I  P^i ® •" (12.1b) 
j  
where "D and £  represent  the spat ia l  Fourier  t ransforms of  the or ienta­
t ion and l inear  momentum densi t ies ,  respect ively.  Here,P^j  i s  the z  
component  of  the l inear  momentum of  par t ic le  j  and is  the xz com­
ponent  of  v .  The wavevector ,  j<,  i s  def ined as  the difference between 
the propagat ion vectors  of  the incoming beam (k_.)  and that  of  the scat­
tered beam (kr) ,  i .e . ,  k = k-  -  k . .  Furthermore,  k  def ines  the x 
direct ion and j<.  x]<^ def ines  the z  axis .  Given this  geometry,  the  only 
var iables  required for  the calculat ion of  R are  those found in  Eqs.  
(12.1a) and (12.1b) (77).  
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Because is a conserved quanti ty,  i t  can be shown that ( in the 
small  k l imit)  
.  ikx, 
9z = dt  9z "  ik  i  oj e (12.2)  
where a. ,  which is related to the stress tensor, is given by 
J 
" j  '  
- 'sk j 'xz + I  ' sv . jq 'xz • 
Here, ov .  and a,,  .  are given by 
'=K,j  =V,jq 
.  = m ^ p.p. (12.4a) 
=K,J 
and 
ÏV.jq • î :jq 37: Vjq 
where r .  = r  -  r . ,  and V. is the interact ion potent ial  between 
-jq -<i  -J jq 
part ic les j  and q. 
Fol lowing the Mori  method (out l ined in Appendix B),  using and 
g^ as the pr imary variables, we obtain the pair  of transport equations 
for the tcfs 
r<»xzl^xz<»»-,  ,  r -®xzlv» '>- |  
1 . 1 =  r W  I I ( '2.5) 
<pxzlsz(")> '  <®xzl3z<«' '> 
where the Laplace transform, A(w), is def ined by 
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.00 
A(w) = dt e A(t)  
jo  
( 12 .6 )  
Tsay and Kivelson show that the elements of  the transport matr ix,  T(a)),  
in the small  k and Markovian l imits,  reduce to: 
-  'o -
l in,  I  r 
k-K) j  ,q • '0 
, ( 1 2 . 7 )  
T-1 P 2 ,  
t22 = k ngg/p ( 12 .8 )  
= ik( rqnr /p) t /2y l /2 (12 .9 )  
and 
= ik( rqnr /p) i /2y- i /2 ( 1 2 . 1 0 )  
Here, p is the mass density,  y is the rat io 
^  -  <pxzl*xz>/<9zl9z> ( 1 2 . 1 1 )  
and the quanti ty ^22' which is related to the viscosity,  is given by 
122 = (vkgt)  ^ I  
k+0 "  j ,q 
dt<a le |a.> q  I  I  J  ( 1 2 . 1 2 )  
where V is the volume of the system and kg is Boltzmann's constant.  
The quant i ty n> the viscosity,  is given by 
n =  l im (Vk_T) 
k-K) ® 
- 1  I 
j »q  
iQ 
dt<a le ^ |a.> 
q '  I  J  
(12.13)  
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The di f ference between n and l ies in their  projected propagators, 
exp(iQgL^^^t) versus expt iQgL^^^t),  where and are 
«g = '  -  "g (I2. l4a) 
and 
^2 = 1 - Pg - PO (12.ub)  
and P and P- are g D 
% •  i9^xgjg3>' '<9^1 (12.15a) 
and 
xz xz'  xz xz'  
(12.15b) 
Final ly,  the R parameter is given by 
R = 1im 1{ I  
k-»0 jq 
dt<a.|e 
0 j  l»xz.q>" I  j„ l°J»l 
- 1  ( 1 2 . 1 6 )  
This is the f inal  form for R. We choose to wri te Eq. (12.16) as 








0  dt<kx: |e ^  |axz> ( I2. l8c) 
33 
iQ 
l^ z> ( I2. l8d) 
and 
11 dt<°xzl :  ' "xz^ ( I2. l8e) 
Here and after,  al l  t ime correlat ion funct ions wi l l  be understood to be 
evaluated in the k-K) l imit .  The t i lde on is a reminder that i t  is 
Qg and not which is contained in i ts def ini t ion. 
Due to the isotropy of space, the shear-or ientat ion coupl ing, as 
measured by R, is independent of  the part icular choice of the z (or x) 
direct ion. Therefore, we can replace the ! . .  integrals of Eq. (12.18),  
wri  t ten 
I . .  =  z x x z  ®  
i j  dt<x %> (12.19) 
with their  isotropic average, def ined by 
1 
'u  8/ 
dz 
iz '''' 
( 1 2 . 2 0 )  
Here, the x integrat ion is conf ined to l ie in the plane perpendicular 
Ilk 
to z;  the z integrat ion is over the unit  sphere. The result  of averaging 





dx zxxz = gtz) + \  7(3) ( 1 2 . 2 1 )  
where 
( 2 )  1 
(= ) i jk& 2 "  3 (12.22a) 
and 
, 2  jk " ik jJl '  
( 2 )  
(12.22b) 
By def ini t ion,6 projects out the traceless and symmetr ic part  of a 
second rank tensor and projects out the ant isymmetr ic part .  We 
wi l l  ignore the term 3/2 in Eq. (12.21) for the fol lowing reason. 
The only I . j  integral where this term yields a nonvanishing contr ibu­
t ion is the viscosity integral,  Here, the integral result ing from 
(2 )  
1/10 6 is the shear v iscosity (n^),  whereas the integral result ing 
from 3/2 T^^) is the rotat ional viscosity (r^).  The rat io n^/n^ is 
known to be smal l ,  on the order 10 ^ (101). Therefore, we wi l l  neglect 
the rotat ional viscosity at this point to obtain 
13 
r "  0 ioul^h) ;  
dt<0 0 e &> (12.23a) 
31 
2 0 
dt<Ù ® e a> (12.23b) 
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11 
0 îq i /n i t  0 
dt<a ® e ^ a> (12.23c) 
33 
2 .  dkf) ® e #> (I2.23d) 
and 
I  11 
2 0 




where the 1/10 factors out of the expression for R. Equations (12.17) 
and (12.23) const i tute the expression for R studied in Chapter VI.  
An al ternate expression for R, discussed in Chapter VI,  is also 
given by Tsay and Kivelson (77) and Andersen and Pecora (84) in the 
small  k l imit .  The al ternate form. 
R =  (n  - (12.24) 
expresses R in terms of the shear v iscosit ies, n and ^22' This is 
rewri t ten in terms of the ! . .  integrals as 
^ ~ ^^11 "  1^/^11 
(12.25) 
In order to establ ish the equivalence of the two forms for R in 
the small  k l imit ,  i t  is most natural  to proceed from Eq. (12.24) 
i „ r  = ï „  -  ( '2-26)  
where ^ and 2^^ are def ined by Eqs. ( I2. l8c) and ( I2. l8e).  Insert ing 
the operator ident i ty 
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id ÎQ 
e ^ -  e 9 
t  iQL""(t- f)  ,  ,  i( ! l . "" t '  
dt '  e 3 'Pq'-  e 
(12.27) 
into Eq. (12.16),  we f ind that 
î , i r  - dt<pxzle l \z>"  
id l " " t  
(12.28) 
Use of  the def ini t ion of the Pp project ion operator was made in wri t ing 
the above relat ion. Already, this equation is very simi lar in form to 
Eq. (12.16).  What remains is to relate 
iQ l /Nit  







Using the operator ident i ty,  Eq. (12.27),  in the fol lowing form 
io^ l^n) ;  
I»XZ> = 
iQ L<«t .  
I' 'xz> -
X e IV • (12.31) 
and taking the Markovian l imit  of this equation, we obtain 
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iQ 
xz'  '  xz 
iQ 
dt<*xzl*  ^  l *xz> (12.32) 
where is def ined by Eq. (12.7).  In the small  k l imit ,  the second 
term on the RHS of  Eq. (12.32) vanishes. This can be seen by f i rst  
rewri t ing this term, with the aid of the ident i ty 
id  [ (n)^ j |_(n)^ 
= e 
i l^^^( t - t ' )  
dt '  e 
/ V iQ. [ (N);  
iPgi/N) e g ,  (12.33) 
as 
iq  .  
„  dt<°xzlg ' "xz^ = 
iL '«t  
dko^zl® l^ z> - dt dt '  
x  <bxzle 
i l (n)( t_t ' )  
iP [ (")  e '9 
iQ [ (Nit '  
\ K >  • 
xz 
(12.34) 
Now, as Tsay and Kivelson have pointed out,  Pgi l (^) |X> ~ 0(k) and, 
therefore, the second term on the RHS of  Eq. (12.34) vanishes in the 
k = 0 l imit .  That the remaining term in this equation is zero fol lows 
from 
f°° ; , (N) r™ 
j dt<oxz|e |pxz> = - dt<ilrxp,|(,;(t)> 
d^ 'xpz i  ar  pxz ' to 
228 
(12,35) 
Here,the f i rst  term decays to zero and the second term is odd in the 
l inear momentum. Thus, 
I  im 
k 0 
dt<a |e ^ I# > = 0 .  (12 .36)  
Q xz'  '  xz 
With the aid of Eqs. (12.36) and (12.32),  Eq. (12.28) becomes 
r  = 
which is the al ternate expression for R. Therefore, in the small  k 
l imit ,  the two forms for R are equivalent.  
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XIII .  APPENDIX D; TABULATION OF THE INTEGRALS REQUIRED 
FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE R PARAMETER 
This appendix consists of a l ist ing of the integrals required for 
the calculat ion of the R parameter of  Chapter VI.  The reduced quanti t ies 
and integrals are denoted with a t i lde. The quanti t ies S, h. ,  hi ,  h'. '  
are def ined by 
S = [2 S (13.1a) 
h . = C h .  (13 .1b)  
h! = C e hi  (13 .1c) 
and 
hV = C E hV (13.Id) 
where h. is the support ing funct ion of the i  th body, and hl(x) and h' . ' (x) 
are the f i rst  and second derivat ives of the support ing funct ion with 
respect to x.  Here B and C are the major and minor axes of the el l ipse 
model ing the diatom, 
e =  (B^  -  C^) /C^  ,  (13 .2 )  
is the shape anisotropy of the diatom, 
p = n(4mC^B/3) ,  (13.3) 
is the reduced density,  and 
kdd = i /yc^ .  (13.4)  
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The reduced integrals,  def ined to be unit less and nonvanishing in the 
l imit  e->• 0,  are 
( 1 )  K  1 1  (2kT/y)^^^C^{( l /30 / i7) dx^dxgdaxstso ' l  -  2d"^)}  
= (2kt /y)^^^c^k 11 (13.5)  
(2) K 
1 2  
(2kt /y)^^^c^e^kj j { ( l /30 at)  dx^dxgdaxsd'sth j^ f i -  x^)  
+ 4^(1 -x^) ] }  
(2kt /y)^ /^c^e^k^^k^2 (13.6)  
(3) K 
13 
(2kt /y)^^v£k^j { - ( l / i to)  dx^dx^daxsd ^ [h|x^( l -x^)  
+ h^xgf l -  xg) ]  
(2kt /y)^ /^c^ek^^k^^ (13.7)  
(4) K, 22 (2kt /p)^ ' '^d^e^k^j { ( l /30 dx^dxgdaxsd ^h '^( l -x^)  
X [7 + E^K ' jD"^(24^(1 -  X2)(1 -  3 cos^a)  -  l»h|^( l  -  x^))]}  
(2kt /y)^ /^c^£^k" jk22 (13.8)  
(5) K, 
23 
(2kT/y) (1/20) dx^dxgdaxsd 
x h j^h^x^(1 -  x^)(1 -  x2)s in^a}  




(2kt /y)^ '^^c^e^k^^{( l /20 /m) dx^dx^daxsd ^ [h! j^( l -xp 
+ 2h|h^x^x2(l-  x^)(1 -Xg)(1+cos^a) + h|h^(2x^ -  1)(2X2 -  1) 
x  / ( I  -  x^)(1 -xg)  cosa]} 
= (2 l<t /y)^^^c^e^k^jk^^ (13.10) 
(7) X^(VRW) = (P'7/1 + E){(i/4om) dx^dxgdaxsd ^(h^ + h^))  
= (p / / Î~+T) Xy (W V7) (13.11)  
(8)  x^ i^n)  = (p / / I  + E){-(3/80n) dx^dx^daxse(h^ + h^)  
X (x{ -  1/3 + ( l /3)e^'<j jD"^h|^( l-xp + ex^(h|( l -xp 
+ h^/( l  -  x^) (1 -  Xg) cosa)]}  
= (p / / r+ )Xy(^^) (13.12) 
(9) Ay(gxe e) (p / / I  + E)EKjy^^{-(3/40m^^^) dx^dxgdaxsd - 1  
x h|[ -2x^(1 -  x^)(h^ + hg) + e(2x^ -  l ) (hj( l -  x^)  
+ h^/( l  -  x^) (1 -  Xg) cosa]} 
= (p 7/1 + e)EK ^^^Xy(£xe^e) (13.13) 
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(10)  (£_£.)  =  dx^dxgdaxsd (p* /yt l :%)cy^kt{ (3/40^3/2)  
X [ ( 2 /3 ) (h ,  +  h2^^  +  2^ (1 /2 )  (h j2 ( l  - x^ )  +  -X2 )  
+ 2h|h^/( l  -  x^) (1 -  Xg) cosa)]}  
= (P"//)+ E)C/mkT Ay(r^£) 
(11) = (p V/1 + e) {  (1/40TT) dx^dXgdaxSD ^(h^ + h^) 
(13.14) 
(12) h ( 2 )  _  
(p"/ /1 + E)h^^) 
(p'  / / I  + E)E^KJJ{-(1/40TT) dx^dx^daSxD ^(h^ + h2)h|^( l  - XP } 
(p " / / r+T)  E^K .  (13 .16)  
(13.15)  
, -2,  
